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ABSTRACT:
Every day we create approximately 2.5 quintillion bytes of data. The amount of data we generate every day will
increase twofold when the next industrial revolution Industry 4.0 comes into the picture. It is a highly tedious task for
anyone to interpret such huge volumes of data and to arrive at a strong conclusion for any purpose. The current
technological evolution has provided many advanced methods to process such large volumes of data and gain useful
information from them. Usually data involves different data types like images, text, numbers etc. For example,
medical data includes clinical data, genetic data, and biometric data, electronic health record (EHR) etc., which are
generated in large quantities. Poor and wrong clinical decisions can lead to worse consequences as the physicians are
not equally expert in accurately diagnosing the disease based on symptoms. As technology has evolved, Data
Mining, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning technologies have proven to be successful methodologies of
interpreting data and deriving conclusion. This paper aims at using these techniques to predict and diagnose the risk
percentage that a person will be prone to a cardio vascular disease.
Keywords: data mining, machine learning, dataset, naïve bayes, decision tree, SVM.
1. INTRODUCTION
India is the leading country in number of deaths due to coronary heart disease. There is an alarming increase in heart
diseases not only in India but all over the world. This risk poses a major threat to humankind as it affects the younger
population causing premature death. Statistics show that the death rates due to cardiovascular diseases has increased
by a significant 34% in India, during the period 1990-2016, while it has seen a decline of 41% in US during the same
period. In a country like India, where people have to work productively to meet the demand of their daily needs,
CVD poses a major threat to them. Road accidents and CVD’s don’t offer anytime for the people and take away their
lives immediately. To prevent road accidents, one must follow the traffic rules strictly. To prevent a huge population
from a certain disease, immunization is necessary, and it is achieved through vaccination or pills. Since there are no
vaccines or pills to prevent people from heart disease, prevention is the only way to escape from it. The risk
percentage that a person is prone to a cardiovascular disease can be determined by knowing their numbers and
analysing it using suitable data mining and machine learning algorithm.
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2. OVERVIEW
2.1 CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES (CVD)
Cardiovascular disease refers to the health conditions affecting heart and blood vessels [1]. CHD and Stroke are the
number one cause of deaths globally as claimed by World Health Organization [2]. Over 18 million people die of
CVD every year (31% of global deaths) [3].

Coronary Heart disease occurs due to atherosclerosis. It is a condition in which the blood vessel becomes narrowed
due to plaque formation (cholesterol and fat deposition). Thus blood flow to the part of the heart gets blocked. If the
clot completely blocks the blood flow, the part of heart muscle dies and leads to myocardial infarction. Stroke is due
to a blood clot in the blood vessel supplying blood to the brain. Stroke causes deformities of body parts or activities.
There are many risk factors triggering CVD which are described in Table 1.
Risk Factors

Explanation/Summary
CONVENTIONAL/UNMODIFIABLE RISK FACTORS
1.Age
Risk of CVD increases with increase in age
2.Sex
Males are more prone to CVD than females
3.Family history
If relatives have CVD, then the probability that a person will have CVD is
high.
4.Ethnicity
Certain races develop CVD more likely than others.
MODIFIABLE RISK FACTORS
5. Blood Pressure
High blood pressure causes narrowing of blood vessels by forming plaque
6. Cholesterol
Risk increase when HDL is <50mg/dl and when LDL is >120 mg/dl.
7.Habitual actions
Smoking and alcohol consumption increases the risk of CVD.
8.Obesity (BMI)
More obesity (higher BMI) means increased of CVD.
9.Physical inactivity
Lack of physical exercise and sedentary lifestyle leads to CVD.
10.Stress
Stress increases BP.
11.Diet
Balanced and proper intake of nutrients reduces the risk of CVD.
12.Diabetes
Increased blood sugar level increases the risk of CVD.
Table 1. Risk factors of cardiovascular diseases

2.2 DATA MINING
Data Mining is the methodology of analysing large volumes of data from a data warehouse or database from
different perspectives and discovering meaningful patterns to relate different attributes and to generate new data. The
efficiency of output data lies in finding the best suitable algorithm to relate the attributes such that the algorithm has
higher accuracy.
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2.3 MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning is an artificial intelligence tool that makes devices capable of self-learning and building its own
model from the analysed dataset called training data in order to make decisions or predictions without being
explicitly programmed to perform the task. The accuracy of prediction just improves with the level of experience.
There are different types of machine learning which are classified as supervised machine learning, unsupervised
machine learning, semi-supervised machine learning, and reinforcement machine learning.
3. RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW
Different data mining techniques, machine learning algorithms, and different data interpreting and analyzing tools
have already been used by many researchers in the field of medical science with an objective of accurately predicting
the disease to make better decisions. Different papers have been analysed and summarized in Table 2.
S.No
Author(s)
1.
Haider et al. [5]

Purpose
Heart disease prediction

2.

K.Deepika et al. [6]

Chronic diseases prediction

3.

W.Hussain et al. [7]

Predicting heart failure risk

4.

Heart and lung malignancy

9.

Mohammed
Abdul
Khaleel [8]
Shantakumar B.Patil and
Y.S.Kumaraswamy [9]
A. Cetin et al [10]
Nishara Banu & Gomathi
[11]
Rashedur Rahman et al
[12]
Acharya et al. [13]

10.

Vanishree et al [14]

5.
6.
7.
8.

Algorithms used
Bayes Net
Multilayer Perceptron
Naïve Bayes
SVM
Random Forest
SVM
Decision Tree
Neural network
Naïve Bayes

Prediction of heart attack

Clustering
and
Decision tree
Chronic renal diagnosis
SVM
Disease prediction
K-mean
clustering
MAFIA with ID3
Prediction and Diagnosis of Neural network
diabetes
Application of higher order Decision tree
spectra
to
characterize
Coronary artery disease
Decision
support
for Back
propagation
congenital heart disease
neural network

Accuracy
87%
86%
73.588%
95.556%
86.6%
83.8%
86.8%
84.8%
86.419%
80%
98.5%
85%
85.83%
98.99%

90%

Table 2. Related literature review

4. DATA MINING ALGORITHMS & TECHNIQUES
Data mining as the name ‘mining’ suggests doesn’t refer to the extraction of new data. It actually refers to relating
different features from a data bank and extrapolating hidden patterns among those features using a suitable algorithm
to get new knowledge from the data already collected. There are various data mining techniques or algorithms like
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Naïve Bayes, Artificial Neural Netwrok (ANN), Decision Trees, Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-nearest
neighbours (KNN), and Random Forest etc each suitable for some real-time applications.

Flowchart showing the process of predicting the risk percentage of a particular disease using machine learning and data mining algorithms

Some of the data mining algorithms are discussed below.
4.1. NAÏVE BAYES ALGORITHM
Naïve Bayes classifier algorithm is the simplest yet a powerful supervised learning algorithm used for predictive
modeling. It is based on Bayes theorem of conditional probability which assumes the attributes under consideration
are completely and conditionally independent, i.e. occurrence of a particular attribute of a class is independent of the
existence or non-existence of other attributes. Bayes theorem gives the probability of an event given a condition that
another event has already occurred. Bayes theorem to find the probability of the event H assuming that event E has
occurred is given by,

Naïve Bayes algorithm is used when the dimensions of input are high and highly precise and efficient output is
required. It is used in news categorization, spam mail filtering, etc.
Pros:
(i) simple, easy and fast (ii) needs less training data (iii) highly scalable.

4.2 SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM)
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning algorithm that deals with both linear and nonlinear data sets. SVM can be employed for both regression and classification purposes, but it is usually employed for
classification. SVM algorithm is based on the idea of designing a hyperplane that classifies or distinguishes all the
data points belonging two different classes. The goal is to fix a hyperplane that leaves maximum margin from the
support vectors (critical data points or critical vectors) of both classes. In the case of non linear data sets, kernel trick
(quadratic, polynomial, Gaussian, sigmoid kernel, etc.) is used to draw a hyperplane [15]. Kernel maps the
information of data points from a small dimensional space to a large extensive space. SVM plays an important role in
predicting diseases like CVD by plotting the disease predicting attributes (risk factors) in multidimensional feature
plane and drawing a hyperplane that distinguishes the factors optimally by creating a wide margin between the
support vectors.
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Pros:
Requires relatively less processing time than ANN.
Can be effectively used for small datasets and the result is highly accurate.
Cons:
Large datasets require more training time.

Picture showing classification using SVM algorithm by drawing a hyperplane (A) linear data set (B) non linear data set

4.3 DECISION TREES
Decision Tree is a supervised machine learning algorithm that is easy to understand and examine. It is one of the
most popular algorithm employed in machine learning and data mining. A decision tree has 3 types of nodes and
branches connecting them. The decision tree is more like a tree structure with the root node at the top. The 3 types of
nodes are
i) root node (decision node) represented by a square.
ii) internal node (chance node) represented by a circle.
iii) leaf node (end nodes) represented by triangles.
Decision trees can be visualized easily. Branches connect the nodes and represent either one of the two binary
expressions (attribute value) – True/False.
As decision trees display the decisions and their possible outcomes in an organized way, they can be used to find a
strategy to arrive at a desirable outcome. The traversal of decision tree for the purpose of classification starts from
the root node and ends at the leaf node. The different types of decision trees include C4.5, J48, ID3, CART, CHAIR,
and MARS.
The attributes are selected for classification based on entropy and information gain. Entropy defines how a decision
tree decides to split the data in the dataset. It defines how a decision tree draws its boundaries. Entropy is given by

E = -∑ [P(X) * log P(X)]
Information gain measures how much information a feature gives about its class.
Pruning is a method to increase the efficiency of decision tree which involves the removal of branches that makes
use of attributes having low importance. Pruning can start from either root node or leaf node and it doesn’t reduce
accuracy. It reduces the complexity of the decision tree.
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Properties of decision tree:
Decision tree algorithm will always try to maximize information gain and minimize entropy.
The attribute with the highest information gain will split first.
Pros:
They can handle both numeric and categorical data as well they can be applied for both classification and regression
problems.
Can handle a large number of datasets in a simple way.
Consumes less time for training.
Cons:
Subject to over fitting and under fitting.
Doesn’t support online learning so that it needs rebuilding of the tree when new examples come on.
To increase the accuracy of the decision tree, Random Forest algorithm is used. Random forest is just an ensemble
collection of decision trees whose results are aggregated to a single final result. This algorithm reduces error and
variance by training on different samples of data.

An example of decision tree to predict the risk of heart attack

5. DATA SET
Humans observe their environment, analyse observation to recognize pattern and to make inferences.
Data mining takes this analysis to a deeper level with the help of algorithms which act on a collection of data
consisting of different attributes. One such data set for predicting heart disease is supplied UCI Machine Learning
Repository which considers 14 attributes to analyze, recognize patterns and relate the attributes [18][19].
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No.
1.
2.
3.

Attribute
(#ID)
age (#3)
sex (#4)
cp (#9)
(Chest pain)

4.

trestbp (#10)

5.

chol (#12)

6.

fbs (#16)

7.
8.

restecg (#19)
thalach (#32)

9.

exang (#38)

10.

oldpeak (#40)

11.

slope (#41)

12.

ca (#44)

13.

thal (#51)

14.

Num (#58)

www.ijrar.org (E-ISSN 2348-1269, P- ISSN 2349-5138)

Description
Age in years
1=Male , 0=Female
1=Typical angina
2=Atypical angina
3=Non angina pain
4=Asymptomatic
Resting blood pressure in
mm Hg
Serum cholesterol level
in mg/dl
Fasting blood sugar>120
mg/dl 1=True , 0=False
Resting ECG results
Maximum heart rate
achieved
Exercise induced angina
1=Yes , 0=No
ST depression induced by
exercise relative to rest
Slope of peak exercise
segment
1=up sloping
2=flat
3=down sloping
No of major vessels
coloured by fluoroscopy
(0-3)
3=normal
6=fixed defect
7=reversible defect
The predicted attribute
0= <50% narrowing
1= >50% narrowing

6. DATA MINING TOOLS
Data remains raw until it is mined and the information contained within is harnessed. Data mining harnesses this
information from pre-existing datasets using different algorithms, artificial intelligence and statistical analysis. There
are various open-source data mining tools to process, examine and interpret the attributes. Some of the most popular
data mining tools include Rapidminer, WEKA, Apache Mahout, Datamelt (Java based), Orange and H2O (Python
based), Rattle (R-based).
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7. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
Different algorithms are compared and summarized in Table 3 [20][21].

Table 3. Comparison of different machine learning algorithms

8. PROPOSED SYSTEM WORKING METHODOLOGY
Manual diagnosis of diseases by physicians takes more time and is not highly accurate. This proposed system
involves the application of data mining and machine learning algorithms to generate new information by relating the
features under consideration and thereby revealing hidden patterns in large volumes of data. The features under
consideration are the risk factors causing cardiovascular diseases. Conventional risk factors cannot be changed.
Other risk factors like blood pressure level, blood sugar level, cholesterol, diabetes, weight, stress, habitual actions,
diet, and cholesterol level can be modified and controlled. Of these most of the factors (except cholesterol) can be
self-monitored. Cholesterol level can be monitored from home by booking home check-ups provided by labs. All
these risk factors values can be processed by a suitable machine learning algorithm and data mining tool to display
the percentage of risk that a person will develop a CVD. Hence, this system eliminates the need of doctors to analyse
the reports, thus saving money and time.
9. FUTURE WORK
Our future work will be to work on specific algorithms on different cases to determine the level of accuracy.
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10. CONCLUSION
Cardiovascular disease is the most common and fatal disease globally, killing 17.7 million people per year [23]. It is
expected to reach more than 40 million in 2030. The potential benefits of applying machine learning, deep learning
and data mining techniques with a suitable algorithm will help us to predict the risk of cardiovascular disease,
thereby lowering the number of deaths. Also, these algorithms are more accurate and help in making quicker, better
and precise decisions. Some of the data mining and machine learning algorithms have been discussed and compared.
Thus, it can be concluded that artificial intelligence will continue to have a better scope in the future not only in the
field of medical science but in every other important fields.
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Abstract—Advancements in distance learning led to
the rapid growth in digital data due to the
development in information technology. Currently,
YouTube is the global way for sharing the videos. It
has certain limitations such as, inactivity in online
learning. This project is based on active video-based
learning approaches that support ubiquitous
learning to propose an easy way of learning through
multiple terminals. The system combines video
annotation, clustering analysis and other
technologies. The learner can access micro lecture
videos and other high-quality resources wherever
and whenever they like since the videos are stored in
cloud. Teachers can obtain statistical reports to
provide valuable feedback and thus it forms an
effective communication platform.
Index Terms- micro lecture, multiplatform, active
learning, annotation, cluster analysis.

Related Work

Investigation on these publications were done in
terms of learning domain, context of mobile learning,
and the type of mobile devices adopted. At the end of
the research, it has been reported that micro learning
has a lot of promise for the future in terms of raising
interest and motivation towards learning and
increasing academic success for the learners. Micro
learning is used both in formal and informal
education. Providing an up-to-date information could
be very informative and helpful for the users in
educational regulations, funding agencies and
researchers in the field.
Previous work in e-learning has macro lecture
resources still being used. They also provide
documents for further reference which results in
learner content interaction.
DEMERITS:

I.

Introduction
i.

Statistics quote 98.9 per cent of the population is now
using mobile phones and 84 per cent of those with
mobile phones use them to access the internet. Gartner
has predicted that by 2021, businesses will support a
workforce using tablets, and by 2024 almost all
businesses will enhance the supply of corporate data
through smart-phone applications.
Students can study on a variety of platforms via
mobile communication networks or wireless local
area networks (LANs). Learners can get the
information they need, at anytime, anywhere,
achieving the aspect of autonomous learning. The
main idea presented here is to give quality education
through micro learning. The data processing ability
has grown to a great extent nowadays. The micro
lecture
videos are up to the required point and saves time for
the learner. It also prevents dragging and delaying of
videos which creates a lack of interest for the users.
Micro learning yields its best as the learners can, at
any time or place, conveniently study through the
application.

ii.
iii.
iv.

III.

Difficult to ask the exact doubting position in
that video tutorial.
Interpretation of the observational data should
be improved.
It needed an external storage for the
downloaded videos to store and replay later.
It mainly focused on learner-content
interactions rather than social interactions
between learners.

Literature Survey

A SOCIAL COGNITIVE SELF-REGULATED
ACADEMIC LEARNING

This definition assumes the importance of 3 elements:
self learning, self-efficacy of the student and
commitment to academic goals.
Exams and quizzes required recognition of
information although the students were not allowed to
refer to their textbooks.
SOCIAL PRESENCE
ACADEMICS

IN

ONLINE

DISCUSSION

FOR

Social presence defines the students’ ability to engage
socially with an online learning community.
JETIRBF06049
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The results of a multiple regression analysis showed
significant predictors that was difficult to handle.
THE MEASUREMENT OF LEARNERS’ SELFREGULATED METACOGNITIVE PROCESSES

In an attempt to handle increasing class sizes
educators were dependent more upon computer based
learning. It includes hypertext, hypermedia, intelligent
tutoring systems (ITS), virtual worlds, simulations etc.
that use some type of technology to deliver
instructions.

www.jetir.org (ISSN-2349-5162)

platform. This platform uses a cluster analysis
algorithm to calculate the appropriate quality of video
resources in the cloud and then intelligently pushes
the results to the learner’s interface. The central Web
server indexes micro lecture resources to improve the
learners’ recall ratio and precision of searching.

VI.

Block Diagram

BRIDGING THE GAP FROM KNOWLEDGE TO
ACTION

This paper details the progress in mining Management
System data and translating these data into an EWS
for academic mentors. They focus on the role of
mentors and advisors, and
elaborate their importance in learning analytics-based
interventions developed for higher education. It is
aimed at increasing academic success and retention of
students.

IV.

Proposed Technology

The proposed system uses a full-text search engine
based on Lucene technology. Full-text search solves
the failed lookup situation when the search word does
not exactly match the database. Moreover, full-text
search offers

higher performance than simple query search. First,
the platform uses Lucene to establish a
database index for the video resources, then it
segments the search key text into words. It then uses
Lucene to read the index and do an advanced search
for the index keywords.

V.

Working Principle

The micro lecture system consists of 3 parts: the
student terminal, the teacher terminal, and the Cloud
environment. Teachers and students uses Web
platforms to log in.
In addition to general functions like video upload and
playback, further features include video annotation
technology, video and correlate label text display,
Lucene full-text search technology are employed.
Students can access micro lecture resources in 3
levels: Basic , Intermediate and Advanced and also
make video annotations and
ask questions while
learning. Teachers receive Mail alerts when students
ask questions and can reply through the interactive
JETIRBF06049

VII.

Mechanism

The User ID and password to both teacher and student
were given by the institution. Teacher profile and
student profile information were stored in the server.
The homepage for student and teacher are same. The
homepage consists of Menu button, search bar, and
advanced search button followed by the videos.
Teachers can upload micro lecture resources to the
central server. While uploading video, teacher will
select the respective subject, unit and topic then they
will upload the video to server. Teachers department
will automatically detected from the teacher profile by
the system. The uploaded video will be delivered to
the students who are currently studying the subjects.
The students will get the push notification when a
video is uploaded in their subjects. Once the video
uploaded to the server then the students will get the
notification from the server.
Students can view the video and also can pause and
play the entire content. Here the students will be
posting the question to the teachers at same point
where they feel the doubt arises or clarity is needed.
The students will get the alert once they click the
video and the video will be automatically paused and
the text box will open for the students to raise the
questions and doubts with the teachers. Once the
questions are uploaded in the server then the students
will get the notification from the server and also they
can view at which point the questions were raised and
also what kind of questions were already asked by
other students.
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Once the answers are uploaded by the staff in the in
the server then the students will get the notification
from the server and also they can view answers in
mail and also once they login into the system.
Similarly once the questions are uploaded by the
students in the server then the teachers will get the
notification from the server and they can view
questions in mail and also once they login into the
system , they can easily start playing the video from
where they have raised the questions. Since this
approached saves the time of the user and as well as
their energy to not go through the

entire video at once or every time when the question
is being asked.

VIII.

Conclusion

The ultimate AIM is to provide quality education
through micro learning. It correlates annotation text
with micro lecture video and displays them together,
which makes it convenient for users to retrieve video
resources. It uses data mining techniques such as
cluster to analyze popularity, then intelligently
pushes the result to learners, making the platform
initiative and intelligent.

IX.

Future Enhancements

Micro learning enhances the ability of the learner to
connect, communicate, collaborate, Research and
development has been ongoing for the past three years
and many learners have been trying these approaches
and contributing to their development.
It is not meant for schools and universities only, it is
becoming a part of the workplace training experience.
It is an excellent source of reference information that
a student encounters in an unfamiliar situation.
Increased use of digital notes and online materials
have made e-learning achieve its peak. The movement
to cloud computing and online classrooms will
undoubtedly bring new meaning to education as well
as new possibilities to learning strategies.
X.
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Abstract
The automatic railway system is a better replacement for the manual standard. The system directs to the controlling of railway gate, track
switching, ticket buying and checking, train arrival recognizing and the security system enhancing in railway platform with cloud services.
The entire system is automated; errors occurring due to manual operation can be prevented to minimize accidents occurring due to the
indifferent and the negligent nature of the today’s world. The system employs two pair of IR sensors, one for the automatic gate control,
and another for the track switching system. The IR sensors are the pivot in the detection of the arrival and departure of the train thus
forming the Gate control system. The same mechanism used in the track switching unit to switch the track. The system that checks for
proximity employs a KFS beacon, an on-off switch that forces the train to stop upon its presence and depart later. An electric vibrating
motor is set in place to vibrate the platform upon train’s arrival and to alert the passenger who unknowingly steps over the specified limit.
A rotating ultrasonic sensor embedded between the tracks, does the job of sensing a living being on the track near the platform and the gate
controlling unit. Train Ticket payment and checker is initiated with Radio Frequency reader, GPS system and finger print scanning device
with zero wait strategy. Therefore, the efficiently reliable system is operated automatically throughout the railway system.
Keywords: IR Sensors; DC Motor; Vibrating Motor; GI Sheet; RFID Scanner.

1. Introduction
The automatic control directs to the controlling of railway gate,
switching of the tracks, buying and checking of the ticket and monitoring the train's arrival. Sensors are employed in all the mentioned
areas. In the areas such as track switching, mechanism of gate control and platform, the IR sensors are used to detect the arrival and
departure of the trains. At the station gate, these sensors are placed
at some distance apart and are positioned at the opposite sides in the
level crossing. The sensors that track the advent and departure of
the train are called as the upside and the downside sensors, owing
to the direction movement respectively. The movement of the railway gates is facilitated by a motor which is controlled when the
sensors are triggered. To tend to the automatic track switching, the
proposal is to place a couple of sensors at the switching junction
which will also work using the above principle of sensor triggered
motor. The intention of the automatic switching junction is to ensure the uninterrupted, scheduled journey of the local trains that
could possibly be hindered by the goods train on its path. Since it is
pivotal to control the movement of the train, a KFS beacon is employed. With a magnet fixed under the coach and the beacon placed
at the track for the purpose of detection, the train can be forced to
halt and allowed to depart flexibly. This project also proposes a
thoughtful solution to avoid accidents at the tracks. To achieve this,
a rotating Ultrasonic sensor is placed in the track between the platforms, which will be activated when the train is close enough, to
identify any moving object, mainly to target living beings, on the
track. As a safety measure, to prevent people from slipping into the

tracks unintentionally or otherwise, a mechanism involving vibrating motors will be planted on the platform which alerts the passengers, on nearing the station, through vibration.

2. Literature survey
Though the existing systems include the mechanism of automatic
gate control and track switching with the sensors, with automated
system, no efficient system is derived for the safety of the passengers. The currently used ticketing systems are reliable but with no
zero wait strategy.
The key idea of the project is to automate the control of railways as
much as possible and also ensure the safety of passengers which is
much of a question as per statistics. The main elements include
Mechanized or Automatic Gate Control and Switching of tracks,
Monitoring safety of passengers on the platforms and alert those
who carelessly cross on the tracks. Efficient Allocation of tickets in
trains is another added feature.

3. The findings
3.1. Microcontroller AT89S51
The microcontroller receives the signal from the transmitter and
controls various operations at the end. The Relay driving unit magnifies the produced current that energizes the coils of the electromagnetic relay which is connected with dc motor. Totally, 4 relays
are needed to control the units. In gate controlling unit, 2 relays are
used to connect with a DC motor for the opening and closing of the

Copyright © 2018 Mrs. A. Ganga et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits
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gate. In track switching unit, 2 relays are used to connect with a DC
motor to switch the tracks.

3.2. IR transmitter and receiver
The IR components including transmitter and receiver units are
placed on the inner sides of the platform facing each other. The IR
transmitter is an IR led that emits photons frequently to the receiving end and it has the current limiting resistor of 1Kilo Ohms. The
IR receiver is p-n junction photo diode that also has a resistor of 1
kilo ohms. The IR transmitter sends the LED signal to the receiver.
The receiver grabs the signal continuously to track the train. Whenever a train passes, the LED signal sent by the transmitter is interrupted and is not caught by the receiver. Hence, the presence of the
train is acknowledged, and corresponding operations are taken
place.

3.4.1. Proximity alert system
In an effort to prevent people from falling off the platform and preventing them from getting hurt at the tracks, an alert system is proposed. The platform (portion close to the track, about 1.5m) has in
place three electric motors each located at the extreme right, left
and the centre. These will be set to motion and will vibrate once the
train's arrival to the platform is detected by the KFS beacon. To
transmit this vibration to the complete length and specified width
of the platform a simple mechanism comprising of GI sheet and
steel pipes are employed.

3.3. Level crossing unit
The level crossing unit has four sensors (in pairs) with a dc motor.
The DC motor is fitted with the gate controlling unit and whenever
the DC motor rotates, the gate closes or opens respectively. One
pair of sensors, located before the gate, called upside sensor detects
the arrival of the train. Hence whenever the pair of sensors is deactivated, the DC motor is rotated forward, which in turn closes the
gate. The second pair of sensors, located away from the gate, called
downside sensor detects the departure of the train. Whenever this
pair of sensors is disengaged, the DC motor rotates backward,
which in turn opens the gate
Fig. 3: Diagram of Automated Railway System.

4. Components of proximity alert system
4.1. LED light
12V high power LEDs, deck light which has a power of 1w or 3w
with its body made of stainless steel and consists of LED lens diffuser covered with IP67 protection class. Its specifications include
stainless steel grade with 316 marine grades and 304 grades. The
body consists of electrophoresis finishing and the fitting cable
length is selected in accordance to the application requirement.
Fig. 1: Level crossing.

3.4. Track shifting unit
The track switching unit uses two sets of sensors to analyze the
track that should be availed by the train. The first pair of sensors
detects the advent of the train. If the alternate (bypass) track is already in use by a train, this is sensed and the concerned train is signaled to take a different (normal) track. Alternatively if the normal
track is occupied then the newly arrived train must use the bypass
track.
The DC motor switches the track based on the information from the
cloud. The DC motor rotates either forward or backward to switch
the tracks,

Fig. 4: Platform with LED Lights.

4.2. Steel pipe
The stainless steel square pipe that is welded having a standard of
ASTM A554, the grade is about 201(ni 0.8%). The outer diameter
of the annealed 201 grade steel is about 6mm thickness given by
0.3mm, length varies according to our requirement. It has commendable degree of tensile strength, yield strength and hardness.

Fig. 2: Track Shifting.
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4.6. KFS beacon

Fig. 5: Steel Pipes.

4.3. Electric motor

The KFS uses a DOPPLER radar that uses the Doppler Effect to
produce velocity data about objects at a distance which is done by
bouncing a microwave signal off a desired target. This radar
measures the train and it stops the train after comparing it with the
programmed setting. The KFS sensor is fitted below the train, and
the KFS beacon is placed on the track, certain distance before and
after the platform. When the KFS beacon having the presence sensing radar, detects the sensor and the transmitting electromagnetic
waves detects the KFS sensor, (i.e., nearing the platform), then the
train is forced to halt.

The single phase asynchronous electric motor gives the output
power of about 200w. The AC voltage is given by 240v. The speed
is about 1180 rpm and the power of the capacitor is 10µF.

4.4. Rotating ultrasonic sensor
The rotating Ultrasonic sensor having the capability of analyzing
the existence of a being can ensure the safety of the passenger. The
ultrasonic sensor rotates at 50rpm and therefore able to sense the
movement of any living being. Only if the person is present at the
sensor location for the entire 50 rotations, the microcontroller sends
the problem to the railway system via the cloud. The railway system
halts the successive train as well as alerts the signal in that direction,
therefore halting all the successive trains. The main aim is to avoid
massive accidents across the platform.

4.5. Automatic ticketing
A strict mechanism is followed to generate automatic ticketing and
checking. Foremost, the passenger must scan the smart railway card
to the reader. The data to be provided from the card is given in the
microcontroller section and transmit the data via Radio Frequency
tags. The reader must have a GPS enabled service to retrieve the
current location service. The association of individual finger prints,
via aadhar card, to the smart card must be taken into account. When
the passenger enters the train, he is supposed to connect to the
reader with remote contactless radio frequency interface, where the
interface is placed next to the entry door and the information of the
current location is stored. The motion detector is inserted in the
metal detector with the optical biometric scanner. The passenger
after getting to the destination may place his finger on the finger
print scanner, at the exit door, which has GPS location service. The
finger print scanner by gathering the information of the destination
detects the starting location of the passenger by collaborating with
the information in the smart card. If a location is present, the allocated ticket fare is deducted by knowing the destination location
(current location). If a location is not present, assuming that the passenger failed to Swipe the card, it deducts the maximum ticket fare
of the journey. The sensor in the detector analyses whether the detected passenger had used finger print scanner. If the detector employs with negative scanning input at the exit door, the alarm sound
is turned on.
This detector is useful in knowing whether the passenger had purchased the ticket. Hence, ticket buying and checking via GPS services is introduced efficiently with zero wait strategy.

Fig. 6: Proximity Alert System.

Fig. 6: KFS System.

5. Implementation of proposed system
The following deals with the circuitry operation, the sensors are attached to port1 of the micro controller, the two gate controlling sensors get associated to pin number p1.0 and p1.1.The track switching
control sensors are joined to pin number p1.2 and p1.3.The kfs beacon used in the proximity system are attached to p1.4 and p1.5.The
led lights are associated with p1.6.To port 0, a 16×2 LCD is connected. The LCD is interfaced with the controller by two ports, the
data lines are correlated with one port and the control signals on the
other. The controls elements are connected to port 2.The track
switching motor are connected to pin number p2.1 and p2.2. The
train mechanism is connected to pin number p2.0. The gate controlling motors are connected to p2.3 and p2.4.The alert system motors
are connected to pin number p2.5 and p2.6.
The transmitter unit uses +5v to produce the sufficient light energy
required for the transmission. The anode gets attached to +5v and
cathode to the ground via the resistor of 1Kilo ohms.
The receiver unit embedded with a p-n junction photodiode in
which the photons emitted by the transmitting led is received by it.
Since the photodiode is reverse biased, there will be the generation
of leakage current and it is amplified by a transistor BC549 to raise
the signal which is then fed into the microcontroller.
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low then the train will stop the train. If p2.6 is logic 1 the motor
vibrates and for logic 0 the motor is switched off.

7. Conclusion
The proposed project helps in minimizing the number of accidents
occurring at the railway stations and level crossing. The railway
system will increase the accuracy and eliminate the errors in manual
system. It removes the collision of trains and controls the automatic
change of signals via cloud. The notifications of the passenger in
danger across the track, the updates of the signal are detected to
avoid accidents. The entire system is operated automatically from
the track shifting to the ticket checking. The efficient collision free
system is accounted for the enhancement of future works.
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Fig. 6: Flow Chart.

5.1. Logical operation
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relay on which in turn energizes the relay coil and hence the motor
vibrates.

5.2. Logic levels for motor rotation
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direction closing the railway gate. When p2.3 is logic1 the motor
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hence it switched the track.
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Abstract
A reversible data hiding (RDH) scheme for encrypted digital images using integer wavelet transform, histogram shifting
and orthogonal decomposition is presented. This scheme takes advantage of the Laplacian-like distribution of integer wavelet high-frequency coefficients in high frequency sub-bands and the independence of orthogonal coefficients to facilitate
data hiding operation in encrypted domain, and to keep the reversibility. Experimental results has demonstrated that this
scheme outperforms all of other existing RDH schemes in encrypted domain in terms of higher PSNR at the same amount
of payload. Compared with the state-of-the-arts, the proposed scheme can be applied to all natural images with higher embedding rate.
Keywords: Integer wavelet transform, Reversible data hiding, Encrypted images, Histogram shifting.
tent owner may not trust the ocessing service provider, and does
not want the service provider to access the content of original

1. Introduction
Reversible data hiding (RDH) technique is able to erase completely the distortion caused by data embedding after the hidden
data have been extracted out. This important technique is widely
used in law forensics, medical imagery, remote sensing imagery,
where no distortion of the original cover is desired (Ni et al.
2006). Many RDH techniques have been proposed in recent years,
which are mainly based on the following three strategies (Zhang
et al. 2014): lossless compression (Fridrich and Goljan 2002),
difference expansion (DE) (Tian 2003) and histogram shift (HS)
approaches (Ni et al. 2006). Almost all RDH algorithms comprise
two steps. The first step generates a host sequence with small
entropy, e.g., the host has a sharp histogram which usually can be
realized by using prediction errors (PE) with the sorting technique (Sachnev et al. 2009) or the pixel selection (Li et al. 2011).
The second step reversibly embeds the additional message bits
into the host sequence. With the increasing demand of privacy
protection, signal processing in encrypted domain has attracted
considerable research interests.With regard to providing confidentiality for multimedia content, encryption is an effective and
practical approach since it can protect multimedia information
from illegal access by transforming the original information into
encrypted content during the processes of transmission, storage,
etc. As is well-known, partial encryption is an approach to reduce
the computational resources for huge volumes of multimedia data
in low power network (Puech and Rodrigues 2005;Korshunov
and Ebrahimi 2014). Therefore, current image encryption mainly
focus on partial encryption. However, in some scenarios, a con-

multimedia, such as Cloud-based storage service. The content
owner will encrypt the image before submitting (Xiong et al.
2015; Xia et al. 2016; Fu et al. 2016). The service provider would
embed some additional messages into the encrypted image for
authentication, notation and copyright protection. Therefore,
many RDH schemes in encrypted domain have been proposed
recently. Zhang proposed ateast significant bits (LSBs) modification scheme to achieve the RDH for encrypted image (Zhang
2011). Hong et al. (2012) improved Zhang’s method via using
side match technique. And this scheme chooses a better metric to
measure the block smoothness as preprocessing. In order to extract data, these two methods need to rely on decrypted images.
However, the decrypted images may not be provided or be unknown in order to maintain the confidentiality of images. To
separate data extraction from image encryption, Zhang introduced a separable method, in which a receiver having the data
hiding key can extract the additional data and a receiver having
the encrypted key can decrypt received data to obtain an image
similar to the original one (Zhang 2012). However, these methods
can only achieve low embedding capacity or generate marked
image with poor quality in the case of high embedding capacity.
Zhang et al. proposed a reversibility improved method. In this
method, embedding space is vacated firstly by shifting the histogram of estimating errors of some pixels (Ia) chosen by only
when neighborhood of these pixels includes at least T pixels in E
(E is a set of estimating values, T is a threshold (1 <= T <= 8))
(Zhang et al. 2014). Therefore, the method is also defined as re-
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serving room before encryption (RRBE). This kind of encoding
method generally comprises three steps. The first step generates a
host sequence with reserving room. The second step encrypts the
host sequence. The third step reversibly embeds the additional
message bits into the encrypted sequence. In the decoding phase,
the data hider can extract the additional bits by a hidden key. The
data decryption operator can decrypt the encrypted-marked data
by a decrypted key. However, this method is not applicable to
some images where no enough pixels can be selected to form
vacating room, i.e., the data embedding rate is rather limited.
Additionally, this method would cause high computation complexity due to the specific arrangements for embedding space.
Moreover, in reversible data hiding (RDH) schemes for encrypted
images, image encryption should be arranged to the content owner. Meanwhile, data embedding is supposed to be accomplished
by the service provider (Wu and Sun 2014). Therefore, RDH
scheme in encrypted domain needs to keep independence between the extraction and decryption steps. Based on the above
analysis, this paper proposes an integer wavelet transform based
scheme for reversible data hiding in encrypted images, which can
boost the image quality under the same payload, and can increase
the capability of data extraction and image recovery.

2. Related Work
[1] The efficient processing and analysis of the large imaging
data sets that have accompanied the rise in popularity of medical
imaging have presented significant challenges that have yet to be
successfully overcome. Medical image analysis and volume visualization are topics that attract much attention from the imageprocessing community. [2]MIGS-GPU's computations are performed on the GPU by means of the compute unified device architecture (CUDA) in order to achieve fast performance and increase the utilization of available system resources. MIGS-GPU
can be an advantageous and useful tool for biomedical laboratories, offering a user-friendly interface that requires minimum
input in order to run. [3] The evaluation of this SVA Bayesian
estimator is then relaxed into a problem that can be computed
efficiently by iteratively solving a convex total-variation denoising problem and a least-squares clustering (K-means) problem, both of which can be solved straightforwardly, even in highdimensions, and with parallel computing techniques. [4] Analysis
of leukocytes provides valuable information to medical specialists, helping them in diagnosing different important hematic diseases, such as AIDS and blood cancer (Leukaemia). However,
this task is prone to errors and can be time-consuming. the detected WBCs are categorized into five classes: basophil, eosinophil, neutrophil, lymphocyte, and monocyte. [5] The detection of
a brain tumor and its classification from modern imaging modalities is a primary concern, but a time-consuming and tedious
work was performed by radiologists or clinical supervisors. The
accuracy of detection and classification of tumor stages performed by radiologists is depended on their experience only, so
the computer-aided technology is very important to aid with the
diagnosis accuracy. [6] The retinal images provide vital information about the health of the sensory part of the visual system.

Retinal diseases, such as glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy, agerelated macular degeneration, Stargardt's disease, and retinopathy
of prematurity, can lead to blindness manifest as artifacts in the
retinal image. [7] Automated melanoma recognition in dermoscopy images is a very challenging task due to the low contrast of
skin lesions, the huge intraclass variation of melanomas, the high
degree of visual similarity between melanoma and non-melanoma
lesions, and the existence of many artifacts in the image. In order
to meet these challenges, we propose a novel method for melanoma recognition by leveraging very deep convolutional neural
networks (CNNs).

3. Proposed System and Methodology
Iinteger wavelet transform (IWT) and Encryption method used
in this paper. Then we introduce data hiding algorithm to embed additional data into the encrypted image. In this way, the
additional data is embedded in encrypted domain..

3.1. Architecture Diagram
Firstly, an image is processed using the integer wavelet transform (IWT). Secondly, all frequency coefficients are encrypted.
Thirdly, the encrypted frequency coefficients are embedded with
additional data. Fourthly, the encrypted coefficients containing
embedded data can be processed by Integer Wavelet Reverse
Transform to obtain an encrypted image containing embedded
data. In the decryption phase, we can obtain the decrypted image
containing embedded data. In the data extraction phase, the embedded data can be directly extracted from encrypted high frequency coefficients containing embedded data and we can also
obtain encrypted image without embedded data. Meanwhile the
embedded data can also be extracted from decrypted image containing embedded data. Finally, we can obtain a recovered image
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3.2 Integer Wavelet Transform
gram (less than Peak-1) to the right-hand side by one unit to covWe use the integer lifting scheme based on wavelet transform in
this framework as it is required to reconstruct the original image.
We adopt the CDF(2,2) integer wavelet transform in the experiment as the same in Xuan et al. (2002, 2006). After the IWT, it
has four sub-bands. Denote the high frequency coefficients as X,
and the other coefficients as ´X.
Using orthogonal decomposition based on B, X can be represented as X = B · Y or Y = B−1 · X, where Y is a set of the orthogonal
coefficients. The matrix B can be divided into two sub-matrixes,
i.e., B = (R, S), thus R and S can be expressed as R = (b1, b2, . . . ,
bm) and S = (bm+1, bm+2, . . . , bn). The vector Y is also divided
into two sub-vectors, i.e., Y = (Y1, Y2)T . Therefore, R and S can
be used to control Y1 and Y2 separately.

3.3. Encryption
In this scheme, as a data encryption operator, R and X are
known. Firstly, we compute Y1 by Eq. (3), then Y1 is encrypted
with Eq. (5)
Y1e = Enc (Y1, K) = (Enc (RT · R)−1 · RT · X, K) -(5)
Where Y1e is the encrypted Y1, Enc(·, ·) represents an encryption
algorithm and K is an encryption key. Therefore, we obtain encrypted X according to Eqs. (2)–(4) as follows. Xe = R ·Y1e+S ·Y2
= R · Enc_(RT · R)−1 · RT · X, K_+X −R(RT· R)−1 · RT ·X
(6) where Xe is the encrypted X. Similar to Eq. (3), Y1e = (RT ·
R)−1 · RT · Xe, Eq. (6) takes as input K, R and X, and outputs Xe.
And other frequency coefficients ´X are also encrypted with Enc(·,
·) as follows. ´X e = Enc( ´X , K)
Therefore, we can obtain an encrypted whole data. Define ˜X e as
the encrypted whole data. ˜Xe = ´Xe||Xe where _ represents the
combination of four sub-bands.

er the zero-point. Step 4. If all the hidden bits have extracted, stop.
Otherwise, set Peak = -Peak, go back to (2) to continue to extract
the data.

6. Decryption and Data Extraction
Firstly Separating Xeh from ´Xe||Xeh by wavelets transform.
And then, the data hider extracts the embedded data from Xeh. At
the same time, the data decryption operator decrypts Xeh and ´X e
with a decrypted key. There are two scenarios considered in
Zhang et al. (2014): data extraction before image decryption and
image decryption before data extraction.
Data extraction before image decryption In this scheme, for the
data hider, S and Xeh are known. According to Sect. 2, the data
hider can get Y2h from the encrypted high frequency coefficients
containing embedded data, Xeh. The procedures are as follows.
Y2h = (ST · S)−1 · ST · Xeh
Here, we obtain Y2h, and then the embedded data can be extracted from Y2h with extraction procedures described in Section II.C.
Similarly, Y2h can be also recovered to Y2.
Image decryption before data extraction
At the same time, for the data decryption operator, R, Xeh and ´X
e are known. The procedures are as follows.
Y1e = (RT · R)−1·RT · Xeh, Y1 = Dec (Y1e, K) = Dec_(RT · R)−1 ·
RT · Xeh, K_, and ´X = Dec( ´X e, K)where Dec(·, ·) is a decryption function. In this way, we can obtain a decrypted data containing embedded data, ´X||Xh, by the following equation. Xh = R
· Dec_(RT · R)−1 · RT · Xeh,
K_+ Xeh − R · (RT · R)−1·RT · Xeh (10)
Based on the above analysis, the R and S can be used as the control codes of encryption and data hiding respectively, which keep
the independence between data extraction and image decryption

6.1 Integer Wavelet Transformation

4. Data Embedding Process
Set a threshold T>0, to let the number of the coefficients in [T, T] is greater than M. And set the Peak = T. Step 2. In the histogram of coefficients, move the histogram (the value is greater
than Peak) to right-hand side by one unit to leave a zero-point at
the value Peak+1. Then embed data in this point. Step 3. If there
are to-be-embedded data remaining, let Peak = (-Peak), and move
the histogram (less than Peak) to the left-hand side by 1 unit to
leave a zero-point at the value (-Peak-1). And embed data in this
point. Step 4. If all the data are embedded, then stop here and
record the Peak value as stop peak value, S. Otherwise, Peak = (Peak-1), go back to (2) to continue to embed the remaining to-beembedded data.

We first introduce integer wavelet transform (IWT) and encryption method used in the paper. Then we introduce data hiding algorithm to embed additional data into the encrypted image.
In this way, the additional data is embedded in encrypted domain

5. Data Extraction Process
Step 1. Set Peak = S. Step 2. Decode with the stopping value
Peak. Extract all the data until Peak+1 becomes a zero-point.
Move all the histogram (greater than Peak+1) to the left-hand by
one unit to cover the zero-point .Step 3. If the extracted data is
less than M. Set Peak = -Peak-1. Continue to extract data until it
becomes a zero-point in the position (Peak-1). Then move histo-

Fig.3.2 Data Hiding using Integer Wavelet Transformation
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Then we introduce data hiding algorithm to embed additional
data into the encrypted image.
In this way, the additional data is embedded in encrypted domain.
Firstly, an image is processed using the integer wavelet transform
(IWT).

MSE

Proposed System

PSNR
SNR

6.2 Encryption and Data Hiding Process

SSIM

Existing System

RMSE

Secondly, all frequency coefficients are encrypted. Thirdly, the
encrypted frequency coefficients are embedded with additional
data.

0

6.3 Decryption and Data Extraction Process

500

1000

1500

Fig.3.3.Comparison Graph

In the decryption phase, we can obtain the decrypted image containing embedded data. In the data extraction phase, the embedded data can be directly extracted from encrypted high frequency
coefficients containing embedded data and we can also obtain
encrypted image without embedded data. Meanwhile the embedded data can also be extracted from decrypted image containing
embedded data. Finally, we can obtain a recovered image.

6.4 Reversible Integer Wavelet Transformation
The encrypted coefficients containing embedded data can be
processed by Integer Wavelet Reverse Transform to obtain an
encrypted image containing embedded data. In the decryption
phase, we can obtain the decrypted image containing embedded
data.

7. Implementation
We first introduce integer wavelet transform (IWT) and encryption method used in the paper. Then we introduce data hiding
algorithm to embed additional data into the encrypted image. In
this way, the additional data is embedded in encrypted domain.
Firstly, an image is processed using the integer wavelet transform
(IWT). Secondly, all frequency coefficients are encrypted. Thirdly, the encrypted frequency coefficients are embedded with addi1.
tional data. Fourthly, the encrypted coefficients containing em2.
bedded data can be processed by Integer Wavelet Reverse Trans3.
form to obtain an encrypted image containing embedded data. In
4.
the decryption phase, we can obtain the decrypted image contain5.
ing embedded data. In the data extraction phase, the embedded
data can be directly extracted from encrypted high frequency
coefficients containing embedded data and we can also obtain
encrypted image without embedded data. Meanwhile the embedded data can also be extracted from decrypted image containing
embedded data. Finally, we can obtain a recovered image.

Result and Discussion
The proposed scheme can embed much more data into the Baboon and Barbara images than the scheme reported in Zhangit
has a wider applicability. Additionally, the other data embedding
methods can be also applied in this scheme

Conclusion
A novel scheme for reversible data hiding in encrypted images has been reported. It is based on Integer Wavelet Transformation (IWT), histogram shifting and orthogonal decomposition.
In the proposed scheme, integer wavelet high-frequency coefficients have a Laplacian-like distribution and the histogram shifting technique can be well carried out in these coefficients. The
independence of orthogonal coefficients (Y) can facilitate data
hiding operation in encrypted domain and keep the reversibility.
The experimental results has shown that its superior performance
over the current state of- the-arts in terms of higher PSNR at the
same amount of payload. The proposed scheme can embed much
more data into the Baboon and Barbara images than the scheme
reported in Zhangit has a wider applicability. Additionally, the
other data embedding methods can be also applied in this scheme.
The paper aims to propose a novel scheme for reversible data
hiding in encrypted images. As for the other data embedding and
encryption methods, we will discuss these methods and explore a
better performance method in future work.
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Abstract
In cloud computing, de-duplication plays an essential role in detecting the de-duplication of encoded data with minimal
computation and cost. De-duplication cleans the cloud datacentre’s unwanted storage and helps to identify the right owner
of the content in the cloud. Even if there is only one copy of each data file stored in the cloud, the cloud has huge quantity
of cloud users who own such data file. The existing method discussed a convergent encryption technique to solve the deduplication problem. It also developed a system which does not allow storing any duplicate data in the cloud. However, the
method does not assure consistency, reliability and confidentiality in cloud. Similar or different cloud users could store
duplicated file in the cloud server, where cloud storage utilises high volume of storage. To find a solution for the above
problems, the paper introduces enhanced secure content de-duplication identification and prevention (ESCDIP) algorithm
to enhance the file-level and content-level de-duplication detection of encoded data with reliability in cloud environment.
Every cloud user’s files contain an independent master key for encryption using ESCDIP technique and outsourcing them
into the cloud. It reduces the overheads that are associated with the interactive duplication detection and query processes.
The proposed method identifies the unique data chunking to store in the cloud. Based on experimental result, the ESCDIP
method reduces 2.3 data uploading time in seconds, 2.31 data downloading time in seconds and 32.66% communication
cost compared to existing approaches.
Keywords Enhanced secure content de-duplication identification and prevention (ESCDIP)  Cloud storage 
Data de-duplication  Privacy preserving  Data uploading time  Data downloading time

1 Introduction
Data de-duplication is one of the data compression techniques for eliminating the repeated data. It is used to
improve the storage and network utilisation by reducing the
number of bytes during data transfers in the cloud. In the deduplication process, the transferred file is divided into many
chunking files based on dynamically specified bytes by the
user. The unmatched chunking data are identified and stored
in cloud during the duplication analysis process. In
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duplication analysis process, chunking data are compared
with already saved copy of chunking data. Whenever, a
match occurs, the matched chunking is replaced with a
reference point to the already stored chunking file. The same
byte of the chunks may occur numerous times in a given file.
The amount of chunks storage and time can be reduced. The
matching frequency is calculated based on chunking size.
Various cloud services provide large volumes of file
storage that is difficult to manage and authenticate data file
like texts, videos, images personal sensitive records and so
on. The conventional encryption method is introduced for
encryption and decryption process by using user personal
key, where it is required to enter his/her secret for data
accessibility. If a secret key path is disclosed, then the
system will use a conventional encryption method. However, the method can control fully and new personal key
will be generated, where communication cost will be
expensive. However, the techniques suffer from brute-force
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assaults. It is not flexible for revocation, and data accessibility leakage resilient (LR) is developed for encoding the
content and can be accessed and generalised in all forms. It
offers primitive mechanism, namely proofs of ownership
(PoW) for protection in cloud server, specially in clientside de-duplication. However, LR failed to identify the deduplication of both sides, and communication is also
expensive. The randomised convergent encryption (RCE)
is introduced for unique server-facet de-duplication plot
method to get detailed knowledge of the key management
method. The integrated technique assures a single-type
authorised accessibility to the general facts conceived.
However, the method does not assure consistency and
reliability. Secure de-duplication scheme (SDS) is illustrated for secure data sharing and storage in public cloud.
The method focused on data confidentiality on behalf of
unauthorised user; every data owner can generate a key per
data to encrypt the data which need to be stored in the
cloud. However, SDS utilises more retrieval time and high
communication cost.
The cloud computing encourages the people for data
outsourcing in cloud environment. The content is distributed and stored in various locations in cloud environment which is the cause for unauthorised data accessibility.
Multiple data are contributed among multiple users; here,
there are chances for data duplication. The de-duplication
creations supported authorised duplicate detection to verify
the hybrid cloud architecture. The existing technique
addressed a unique server-facet de-duplication plot method
for integrated statistics that acquired utilisation of randomised convergent encryption (RCE) and collecting the
key management machine. The combined technique guaranteed a single-type authorised access to the general facts
conceived. The method discussed a convergent encryption
technique to overcome the de-duplication problem. It also
developed a system that did not store any duplicate data
and offered numerous protection mechanisms. However,
the method does not assure consistency, reliability and
confidentiality. The similar or different cloud users could
store duplicated file in cloud server. While the cloud
storage is high, it wastes networking assets, consumes
excess power and creates complexity in file management.
However, previous de-duplication methods cannot detect
the duplication in the encrypted data.
To overcome the above issues, enhanced secure content
de-duplication identification and prevention (ESCDIP)
algorithm is proposed for file-level and content-level deduplication detection of encrypted data with reliability in
cloud environment. Proposed method optimises the memory and cleans unwanted memory in cloud server. The
method prevents malicious activity and misleading of data
accessibility. The proposed method offers content-based
duplication detection of encrypted data before storing in
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cloud. Every cloud user holds an independent master key
for encryption to outsource the secure data in cloud environment. Proposed technique achieves cloud storage optimisation using messaging scheme between data owner and
cloud user. ESCDIP method reduces the overheads associated with interactive duplication detection and keywordbased information retrieval processes. The proposed
method identifies the unique data chunking to store in
cloud. The cloud user sets the data chunking size. The data
are broken up into segments. An identifier is designed for
every segment. The proposed method identifies the duplicated data through comparison of the data segment identification, where only a copy of every duplicated segment
will be stored. At any cost, duplicated segments cannot be
stored and pointers are designed for them. Proposed technique improves storage efficiency and reduces backup
costs. The paper contribution is as follows:
• To design enhanced secure content de-duplication
identification and prevention (ESCDIP) algorithm to
enhance file-level and content-level de-duplication
detection of encrypted data with reliability in cloud
environment.
• To apply memory-based optimisation techniques to
clean the unwanted storage in cloud.
• To prevent data misleading and malicious activity
during data contribution and transformation in the cloud
server.
• To utilise efficient chunking for verification of privacypreserving scheme to detect the file-level and contentlevel de-duplication accurately with minimal resource
utilisation.
• To reduce the overheads of de-duplication with interactive duplication detection and computation processes.
• To minimise the data uploading time (DUT) in a second
and data downloading time (DDT) in milliseconds and
communication cost compared to other conventional
methodologies.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2
addresses various studies that are closest to the proposed
methodology. Section 3 explains the proposed method and
implementation steps of the proposed techniques with it
features. Section 4 explores the implemented result with
comparative analysis. Section 5 summarises the overall
work with the future outcome.

2 Literature survey
In [1] was addressed an OpenStack Swift method for secure
distribution of outsourced information via the public cloud
storage. The method works to improve the privacy, where
each client has estimated a data key to encrypt the data that
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intend to save in the cloud system. The data owner controlled the data access. In [2] was discussed a data deduplication method to change as simple storage optimisation mechanism in secondary and adopt primary storage
with larger storage regions like cloud storage region. The
data de-duplication was generally utilised by a variety of
cloud storage providers like Dropbox, Amazon S3, Google
Drive and so on. In [3] was developed a cloud computing
secure framework (CCSF) for individuality management,
intrusion detection and prevention scheme, data de-duplication and cloud storage with privacy. In [4] was exhibited
the unique information along with the popularity. It
developed an encryption method that guarantees semantic
protection for unpopular data, and it provides weaker
protection, storage capability and bandwidth utilisation in
cloud. The data de-duplication could be applied for a
smaller amount of sensitive information or popular information. However, the method does not work for similarity
detection of encrypted data. It consumes more time for
computation process.
In [5] was developed a hybrid cloud method which
protected sensitive information, and it addressed de-duplication in cloud storage systems. Hybrid cloud method
utilised two clouds, such as public and private. It supported
authorised duplicate check, for example, clients with different privileges on similar document might be considered
in duplicate check; if a document has two clients and both
clients have different privilege, still a single copy of document gets stored. But, the techniques failed for duplication detection and prevention of encoded data which are
collected from various sources. The method does not assure
for data accessibility. In [6] was discussed a convergent
encryption technique to overcome the de-duplication
problems. It also developed a system that did not store any
duplicate data and offered numerous protection mechanisms. In [7] was reviewed the various de-duplication
techniques in cloud computing environments. It analysed
de-duplication mechanism based on various evaluation
parameters like efficiency, scalability, throughput, bandwidth capability and price.
In [8] was developed a hashing data de-duplication
mechanism that depicted the cloud storage server that
would be able to eliminate duplicate and enhanced privacy
protection. It also addressed de-duplication techniques like
MD5, SHA-1 and SHA-2 hybridisation. In [9] was developed a PerfectDedup for secure data de-duplication that
takes into account the popularity of the data segments and
leveraged the properties of entire hashing process to assure
block-level de-duplication and data confidentiality in the
same time bound. However, it fails to accomplish blocklevel de-duplication. In [10] discussed a unique serverfacet de-duplication plot method for integrated statistics
that acquired utilisation of randomised convergent

encryption (RCE) and gathering key management machine.
The combined technique guaranteeing a single-type
authorised access to the general facts has been conceived.
It utilised the appropriate encryption method for security
purpose in the provided de-duplication methods. In [11]
was analysed numerous approaches of de-duplication tended to overcome the challenges faced in virtual machine
imaging services. In general, de-duplication method
reduced storage requests in cloud environments with a
considerable amount of VM disc managers. It fails to
maintain storage requests for a large number of VM disc
administrators.
In [12] was developed a simple method that allowed
cross-user de-duplication, while it reduced the risk of data
leakage. It demonstrated how de-duplication was utilised as
a side channel that tended to disclose information about the
contents of the files of other users. In [13] analysed a
cryptographic primitive technique, namely proofs of ownership (PoW) that enhanced protection in cloud storage
system, particularly in client-side de-duplication. In [14]
developed a CloudDedup method that acquired security
and effectiveness in cloud storage services that ensured
block-level de-duplication and data confidentiality at the
same time process. In [15] discussed an idea on authorised
data de-duplication that tended to protect data security
through the process of containing differential privileges of
the clients in the duplicate verification in cloud storage
services. It also compared the conventional de-duplication
system techniques. In [16] surveyed different mechanisms
that have been utilised to de-duplicate the encrypted data in
cloud storage system. It was created by compressing the
cloud storage space required for storing similar data in the
virtual environment.
In [17] illustrated a manifest feedback mechanism which
was utilised to minimise a variety of overheads related with
the interactive duplication identification and enquiry processes and thus accelerate the file communications. In [18]
represented a genetic programming (GP) methodology that
recorded de-duplication. GP methodology integrates
numerous different portions of proof extracted from the
data content to produce a de-duplication functionality that
is capable of detecting whether two or more entries in a
depository are duplications or not. In [19] was illustrated
ALG-Dedupe, an application-aware local–global source
de-duplication method that enhanced the data de-duplication effectiveness through utilising application alertness. It
integrates local and global duplicate identification between
storage ability saving and de-duplication time reduction. In
[20] was presented a cost-effective memory de-duplication
method that checks memory pages selectively through
utilising numerous heuristics from the particular aspects of
portable smart appliances. These heuristics minimised the
computation price. In [21] was described a mechanism
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Liquid that was particularly developed for large-scale virtual machine (VM) deployment in de-duplication file
framework. It offered quick VM deployment in information transmission, and it utilised low storage for peer-topeer (P2P). In [22] addressed the problem of integrity
auditing and secure de-duplication for cloud content to
explore both data integrity and de-duplication in cloud
environment. SecCloud concentrated on auditing in
MapReduce cloud for generating data tags before contribution in cloud. However, the method does not explore the
work about similarity detection of encoded content. In [23]
introduced ZEUS privacy-aware de-duplication method to
build strong privacy. The method works to reduce the
communication cost complexity of the cloud storage. But,
the method does not address the encrypted content similarity detection in cloud environment. However, the
method also does not focus data uploading and downloading operational time. In [24] introduced server-side deduplication method for encrypted content. It permits the
cloud server for accessing the outsourced content. Even
though, ownership changes dynamically. It prevents data
leakage from revoke users and maintains secrecy from
honest-but-curious cloud storage server. The method
assurances privacy against tag inconsistency attack activity. However, the method does not help to detect similarity
from encrypted content and consume more time for data
transportations.

3 Proposed system
This section explains the proposed methodology and implementation pre-processing steps with implemented procedure
details. The proposed method enhances file-level and contentlevel de-duplication detection and presentation of encrypted
data in cloud environments. It eliminates the duplicate copies
of repeated data. Figure 1 demonstrates the working principle
of the proposed method with process flow and mathematical
implementation details. The pre-processing implementation
steps are described below in detail.

3.1 Data owner
The data owner can upload the encrypted data in cloud
environment after login credentials. A data owner can be
either an individual user or an organisational user. Data
owner can verify the uploaded file after removal of duplication content. Data owner can view the de-duplicate file
and eliminate the unnecessary information. The file is then
uploaded to the cloud server after content replication and
duplicate content removal. Data owner can view the list of
requested file, access privileges details and create and share
secret key.
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3.2 Cloud user
The cloud users can register with their genetic information
and get authentication key for data accessibility in cloud
environment. After validation of key, cloud user can
download the required data from cloud environment. The
cloud users are able to access cloud-available file after
access privileges of data owner for the specific user.

3.3 Secure de-duplication system
The data owner’s uploaded files can be stored in the cloud.
Data de-duplication is a specialised data compression
technique to eradicate duplicate copies of replicating data.
Synonymous terms are intelligent (data) compression and
single-instance (data) data storage. In proposed method, the
data owner also requests to perform the file-level and
content-level de-duplication detection and prevention
before uploading the file in cloud. The file is partitioned
into blocks if there is no duplication found during contentlevel de-duplication detection system. The system
arrangement is similar to file-level de-duplication system.

3.4 Data sharing
The data sharing method is utilised for partitioning and
sharing the secret data with adequate data shares. It also
extracted and recovered secret data with the support of data
recovery technique. ESCDIP method splits the secret data
into same size of fragments which creates equal size of
random fragments and transforms into simple language.
The same volume of fragments is utilising a non-systematic
erasure code to share similar dimensions.

3.5 Distributed cloud storage
The method is used to improve the utilisation of cloud
storage systems. It can be applied for data transactions to
decrease the amount of bytes in cloud data centre. The
different blocks of data or byte patterns are detected and
stored during de-duplication analysis. The partitioned
blocks are verified and stored in cloud. Whenever a
duplicate happens, the replicated block is replaced with a
reference that creates a way to store the input block. The
duplicate match occurrence depends on lock size and data
amount.

3.6 File restored
The data owner has privileges to eliminate his/her uploaded
file that is stored in the cloud server. ESCDIP method
evaluates the file unique id and sends secret key along with
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Fig. 1 Working principle of the proposed ESCDIP method

file unique to cloud server. The cloud will automatically
eliminate the files.

3.7 Revocation of cloud user
Revocation of cloud user is performed by the admin
through accessibility of cloud user’s revocation list. Data
owner can encrypt their data files to ensure privacy against
the revoked cloud users. Admin can modify the cloud user
revocation list. The revocation of cloud user list is enclosed
by a signature which announces its validity. The signature
is created by the admin with the signature algorithm. The
admin integrates the revocation of cloud user list into the
cloud server for public usage.

3.8 Enhanced secure content de-duplication
identification and prevention (ESCDIP)
algorithm
Enhanced secure content de-duplication identification and
prevention (ESCDIP) algorithm is designed for file-level
and content-level de-duplication detection and prevention
of encrypted data with reliability in cloud environment.
The similar hash value of two or more files determines that
the files are identical. Content-level de-duplication is performed over blocks of contents. Initially, the method splits
the data files into blocks of content and stores a single data
copy of content in every block. Fixed-size content blocks
or variable-size content chunking can be utilised with

content-level de-duplication detection. ESCDIP approach
provides content similarity detection and prevention of
encrypted data in cloud environment. The data owner is
only permitted to perform the duplication checking for data
files when spotted with the consequent privileges. Data
owner acquires a key for every individual content file Fc
copy and encrypts the specific data file copy with secret
key. The data owner resolves a token for the unique data
file copy to identify duplicate file copies. The token
accurateness holds both the similar data file copies, and the
tokens of the data file copies are identical. For determining
the duplicate file copies data, the owner sends the token to
the cloud server for validating the duplicate file, if duplication is already available.
Here, key and token are evaluated separately and tokens
are unable to identify the diversion of data privacy. Deduplication can be identified from data owner side once
data are processed to upload in cloud server storage. Data
de-duplication is also detected after uploading the data in
cloud server, when data exist or found in cloud server. The
hash-based algorithm is used to design an identifier for data
segment. Here, cloud server stores the data which will be
different from standard copy. Proposed method works to
identify file-level de-duplication where one copy of content
is available in the cloud server. Content-level de-duplication detects similar contents from the encrypted content,
where the system has a different file name but similar
content. When the cloud server gets the content file, it
segments it into blocks and allocates tags to each block.
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For example, file content is segmented into four blocks,
namely Fc1, Fc2, Fc3 and Fc4, and tags T1, T2, T3 and T4
are allocated to each block. After that, the proposed method
verifies the blocks based on associated tags, whether any of
the blocks already have content file Fc. If any block is
found to have, then the system does not allow storing any
data in the associated block.
Proposed method also involves in content arrangement
and content length (fixed and variable size) evaluation. The
encrypted data file copy and the respective token will be
stored in the cloud server. The proposed method expressed
data owner Do = {Do1,…, Dom}. Data owner Doi has
block content Fci. The block contents are indicated by mi,j
where 1 B i B k and 1 B j B n, for some k and n.
Content-level de-duplication detection system works to
detect content similarity which has different file name for
chunked data. It generates chunks for file content Fc which
obtains block length variables by obtaining variable-size
blocks, where each block has boundary limits which depend
on content size and shifting, even though F1 have different
content to F2 due to content size and shifting. It is also
possible for the user to choose the encryption scheme. Two
encryption schemes have been developed to be selected:
The proposed method security scheme does not offer the
secret key to user. Here, the proposed method will generate
key from file content and tags to respective file content
blocks. Here, hash function-based method is used for

encryption and decryption processes, and AES operation
Counter Mode is used to fix the value for cloud users
because the technique needs to be deterministic. The
ESCDIP can be expressed by five fundamental functions:
• KeyGenc (M) ? K—key generation approach maps a
data copy M to key K.
• Encrypt (K, M) ? C—symmetric encryption method
receives the input of both data copy M and convergent
key K and then produces output ciphertext C.
• Decrypt(K, C) ? M—decrypting algorithm gets the
input of the key K and ciphertext C and then provides
the output of the original data file copy M.
• TokGen(M) ? T(M)—tokens-generating
approach
maps original data file copy M and offers token T(M).
• Dedup: The de-duplication detection and prevention
process is completed by proposed method with association of cloud server; the technique will detect and
removes the duplicate content and as well file. Once
data owner uploads content, the proposed method
calculates each content’s hash value. Then, proposed
method assigns the signature for duplicated block
Q
content as rj ¼ ri;j . Hence, the proposed method
sends block content (Fc = {mj},{rj}) to the cloud
server.
The pseudo code of ESCDIP algorithm is explained
below in detail.

Input: any TXT, DOC and PDF file.
Output: Detect and prevent the duplication of encrypted data; evaluate data uploading time, and data downloading
time and communication cost
Procedure
Start
Process the Data owner authentication;
Browse data file to be uploaded in cloud server;
Apply ESCDIP algorithm;
Encrypt the original data file with token generation;
Upload the encrypted data in cloud server;
If duplication detected
Compute Duplicate file content;
Display the messages “The file cannot upload the file to cloud server”;
Else
Upload the data file to cloud server;
Calculate data uploading time;
End if
Proceed the Cloud user authentication process;
Verify the cloud user registration request;
Generate the token for cloud user;
Request to data owner for downloading the file;
Data owner accept the user request;
Send token to requested cloud user;
If token validated
Allow to download the unique content;
Compute data downloading time and communication cost;
Else
Secret key is not authentic;
Block the cloud user and send message “your are attacker”;
Failed to download requested file
End if
End
Pseudo Code for Proposed Algorithm
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4 Results and discussion

explains data uploading time and data downloading time
and communication cost evaluation matrix, respectively.

4.1 Experimental setup
4.4 Data uploading time
The implemented work is deployed on a laptop with Intel
Dual Core Processor with 4 GB RAM, 500 GB memory
and Window 7 Ultimate operating system. Here, the proposed ESCDIP method is implemented on DOTNET
framework C# programming languages using Microsoft
Visual Studio 2012 and Microsoft SQL Server 2012 database in Jelastic (https://jelastic.com/) Cloud environment.
Jelastic cloud integrates platform as a service (PaaS) and
container as a service (CaaS) in a single platform which has
60 ? public cloud, private cloud (virtual and on premise),
hybrid and multi-cloud data centres across globe. Here,
implemented framework is hosted in Jelastic cloud with
MS-SQL database for deployment. Data owner and cloud
user can access the framework after credential validations.
Here, data owner can upload any number files in encrypted
format in cloud storages server. Cloud user can also
download required file from cloud after secret key validations. The method works to avoid key complexity and
computation time in cloud environment. The proposed
ESCDIP algorithm is evaluated with 1 MB, 2 MB and
4 MB encrypted data.

4.2 Data

DUT ¼ Tenc þ ðTend  Tstart Þ

4.3 Experimental result
The proposed enhanced secure content de-duplication
identification and prevention (ESCDIP) algorithm explains
a mathematical model to improve the data residing by
applying data de-duplication detection. The proposed
ESCDIP method expresses the evaluation parameters to
compute existing methodologies. The proposed technique

S. no

Type

Size (MB)

1

Text

1

2

Document

2

3

PDF

4

ð1Þ

where Tenc = total time taken by the method to encrypt the
content, Tend is data uploading completion time and Tstart is
an initial time of data uploading process.

4.5 Data downloading time
The data downloading time is computation of data
decryption processing time and data downloading time
from cloud server. The proposed method defines a mathematical model for data downloading time in Eq. (2).
ESCDIP method computes as downloading time with
decryption. Data downloading time (DDT) is calculated as:
DDT ¼

The experimental system utilised three kinds of data 1 MB,
2 MB and 4 MB database for proposed approach evaluation; details are mentioned in Table 1. Here, these dataset
helps the proposed ESCDIP algorithm to avoid duplication
content to be stored in cloud server and produce efficient
cloud data portability with strong privacy for client application in untrusted cloud environment. Table 1 explores
the dataset details to evaluate the performance of the proposed systems.

Table 1 Dataset details

The data uploading time is determined by the total estimation time of data owner’s contribution and encryption
processing time in cloud environment. The proposed
approach elaborates mathematical model for data uploading time in Eq. (1). The ESCDIP method calculates as
uploading time with encryption of data owner content. Data
uploading time (DUT) is calculated as:

Tfinished  Tprocessing
þ Tdecrypt
ONCSPbandwidth

ð2Þ

where Tfinished = total time is taken by the method of
downloading the content, Tprocessing is data processing to
access and view the content and Tdecrypt is decryption time
to download the content in original view. Here,
ONCSPbandwidth is cloud service provider bandwidth which
is recently selected by data owner to get reliable services.

4.6 Communication cost
The communication cost is estimation of total data transformation service in cloud environment. The proposed
ESCDIP approach describes a mathematical model in
Eq. (3) to communication cost (%). The communication
cost (CC) is estimated with respect to data transfer rate
with content sizes.
CC ¼

DRtransfer
 100
DConsize

ð3Þ

where DRtransfer is data transfer rate and DConsize is the
total size of data.
Table 2 describes communication cost (CC) in percentage (%), data uploading time (DUT) in millisecond and
data downloading time (DDT) in milliseconds for 1 MB,
2 MB and 4 MB dataset to perform efficient, portable and
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Table 2 Communication cost
(CC), data uploading time
(DUT) and data downloading
time (DDT) for 1 MB, 2 MB
and 4 MB dataset

Learning algorithms

1 MB
DDT

CE

3.095

3.045

200

6.103

6.053

100

11.972

11.922

50

LR

6.215

3.07

502

12.231

6.078

251

23.969

11.947

126

RCE

3.095

3.095

205

6.103

6.103

102

11.972

11.972

51

SDS

3.095

3.224

217

6.103

6.232

108

11.972

12.101

54

ESCDIP

2.121

2.136

125

3.986

3.759

87

8.156

8.196

40

Milliseconds

30

23.969

20

11.972 12.231

15
10

6.103

11.972

6.215

6.103
3.095

5 3.095
0

CE

LR

1MB

11.972
8.156
3.986
2.121

6.103
3.095

RCE

SDS

2MB
4MB

ESCDIP

Algorithms

Fig. 2 Data uploading time for 1 MB, 2 MB and 4 MB dataset

Data Downloading Time
Milliseconds

25

11.947

11.922

20

11.972

12.101

15

8.156

10
5
0

6.053

6.078

6.103

6.232

3.045

3.07

3.095

3.224

CE

LR

RCE

SDS

3.759
2.136

4MB
2MB
1MB

ESCDIP

Algorithms

Fig. 3 Data downloading time for 1 MB, 2 MB and 4 MB dataset

Communication Cost
600

502

Percentages

500
400
300
200
100

200

251
205

100
50

126

102
51

0
CE

LR

RCE

1MB

217

2MB
108
54
SDS

125
87
40

4MB

ESCDIP

Algorithms

Fig. 4 Communication cost for 1 MB, 2 MB and 4 MB dataset

secure data de-duplication detection and prevention model
in cloud computing environments. The work computes the
communication cost (CC), data uploading time (DUT) and
data downloading time (DDT) with different sizes of the
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CC

DUT

4 MB

DUT

Data Uploading Time
25

2 MB
DDT

CC

DUT

DDT

CC

dataset. Proposed ESCDIP method is evaluated with various existing algorithms like convergent encryption (CE)
[24], leakage resilient (LR) [24], randomised convergent
encryption (RCE) [24] and secure de-duplication
scheme (SDS) [24]. Hence, the work claims that proposed
ESCDIP approach is the best method on respective
parameters and overall datasets.
Figure 2 displays data uploading time (DUT) in milliseconds for proposed ESCDIP with existing methods for
1 MB, 2 MB and 4 MB dataset.
Figure 3 expresses the data downloading time (DDT) in
millisecond of proposed ESCDIP method with existing
methods for 1 MB, 2 MB and 4 MB dataset.
Figure 4 displays communication cost (%) for proposed
ESCDIP method with existing methods for 1 MB, 2 MB
and 4 MB dataset. According to Figs. 2, 3 and 4 observations, the ESCDIP technique is evaluated on DUT, DDT
and CC with conventional techniques. An ESCDIP is the
best algorithm for overall data such as 1 MB, 2 MB and
4 MB dataset. The proposed ESCDIP is evaluated with CE,
LR, RCE and SDS existing mechanisms on behalf of data
uploading time, data downloading time and communication
cost. Behalf of DUT, CE is the closest method to the
proposed ESCDIP technique. Convergent encryption (CE)
introduced for content hash keying cryptography produces
identical encryption from plaintext content files. However,
the CE fails to maintain unauthorised data access and token
updates. Proposed ESCDIP cannot permit unauthorised
access and security faults with tokens. Leakage resilient
(LR) studied the cryptographic primitive mechanism,
namely proofs of ownership (PoW) for protection in cloud
storage system, especially in client-side de-duplication.
However, LR is failed to detect de-duplication of both
sides and communication is also expensive. The randomised convergent encryption (RCE) focused on a unique
server-facet de-duplication plot method for obtaining the
key management method. The integrated technique guaranteed a single-type authorised accessibility to the general
facts conceived. However, the method does not assure
consistency and reliability. The RCE is unable to reduce
retrieval time and communication cost. The proposed
system maintains minimal retrieval time and communication cost. Secure de-duplication scheme (SDS) was
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developed for secure data contribution and storage in
public cloud. The method was mainly used in data confidentiality on behalf of unauthorised user, where every data
owner can generate a key per data to encrypt the content
which needs to be stored in the cloud. However, SDS
utilises more retrieval time and high communication cost.
In terms of communication cost (CC) and data downloading time (DDT), CE is the closest method to the proposed
ESCDIP technique, but it cannot accomplish secure access
control and data owner revocation. The ESCDIP achieves
secure access control and does data owner revocation. It
also enhances file-level and content-level de-duplication
detection of encrypted data with reliability in cloud storage. The proposed system considers duplication detection
ratio which indicates that the data are not stored in cloud,
but it are already available. The large volume of duplication detection states that the system reduces unwanted
utilised resources efficiently. The ESCDIP reduces 2.3 data
uploading time (DUT) in milliseconds, 2.31 data downloading time (DDT) in milliseconds and 32.66% percentages of communication cost. Finally, the paper can say that
the proposed ESCDIP algorithm performs best on each
evaluation matrix and respective input dataset.

5 Conclusion
The paper presents enhanced secure content de-duplication
identification and prevention (ESCDIP) algorithm as
designed for file-level and content-level de-duplication
detection and prevention of encrypted data in cloud.
ESCDIP method works to erase the unwanted data in cloud
server. ESCDIP method avoids unauthorised data file
accessing and data de-duplication detection and prevention
of encrypted data with secret key validations. Each cloud
user holds an independent master key for encryption using
proposed ESCDIP technique in the cloud. The data owner
is only permitted to perform the duplication checking for
data files when spotted with the consequent privileges.
Data owner acquires a key for every individual data file F
copy and encrypts the specific data file copy with secret
key. The data owner resolves a token for the unique data
file copy to identify duplicate file copies. The token
accurateness holds both the similar data file copies, and the
tokens of the data file copies are identical. The ESCDIP
algorithm minimises 2.3 data uploading time (DUT) in
seconds, 2.31 data downloading time (DDT) and 32.66%
communication cost (CC). Finally, the paper claims that
the proposed ESCDIP method performs best on every
evaluation matrix and respective input parameters.
In future, the paper can be extended to apply de-duplication detection and prevention of encrypted data in
Hadoop environment, where privacy is a major challenge

for the duplication content in Hadoop. There is more
probability to get large volume of duplicated encrypted
content. There is no such method in Hadoop to detect and
prevent the encrypted similar content. Furthermore, the
techniques will work to detect and prevent the duplicated
live streaming video content in Hadoop.
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Abstract – Cloud has become an intelligent storage to the users due to its irresistible features in optimizing cooperation, regular
backing up of private files and huge space for less money. Most vulnerable factor in the cloud is security breach and privacy of files.
The proposed framework can take the control of data management and security over the cloud. Secured file storage algorithm
based on encryptions/decryptions are used to avoid the man in middle attack. Framework is designed with three layered approach
on storing the data, which adopts bucket concept algorithms to split the files as chunks and store it in the cloud, fog and local
system directory. Based on the computational intelligence, this algorithm could compute the distributed proportions.
Keywords- Data management, hash algorithm, fog server, reverse hash algorithm, computational intelligence.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. RELATEDWORKS

The geometric growth of unstructured data and their wide
ease of use have made Cloud computing to play an
inevitable role in this digital environment. With local
machine as a only storage medium it is inefficient to meet
the user needs. Moreover frequent changes in user’s
working environment have urged the need for proving
seamless access to the global users. The
emerging trend is to replenish Cloud as a convincing
medium for utility storage and wide access. Besides the
key advantage of cost saving, cloud storage can facilitate
information sharing and task collaborating, promote
portability and universal accessibility of data ,as well as
provide easy and convenient solution to many other
problems[1]. With the cluster of application, network
technology and distributed file system technology, cloud
storage makes a large number of different storage devices
to work together coordinately [2][3]. The loopholes in
using cloud as a component are man in cloud attack,
hijacking of accounts, insider threat, insecure API’s ,
denial of service attack, data loss and many other security
concerns. The major issue in this cloud environment is the
security breach and privacy of the data being stored. The
user feeds the data directly to the cloud service provider.
The service provider takes over the role of user and thus
isolating the user from having knowledge about physical
implementation of user’s data. When the intruder hacks
the cloud service provider (CSP), the user and CSP loses
access of control over the data being stored.

With the development in network infrastructure and the
increased bandwidth, enhanced various application
services through internet. Cloud computing arises as an
emerging technology which solely depends on internet as
a medium to transfer data between the end users and the
cloud storage. Providing security to the data stored in
cloud plays a vital role in the discovery of new security
standards and enables development of cloud computing
technology. In order to resolve privacy issues, the
common techniques for providing data security are
through encryption, enabling secure channel for data
transmission and providing user authentication. These
above methodologies are based on various cryptographic
algorithms, the most efficient client based encryption
technique for cloud computing is Efficient-RSA, an
asymmetric key algorithm which provides resistance
against attacks such as mathematical, brute force and
timing attack [4]. Additionally this encryption makes the
searching process in cloud difficult. Usually multikeyword or single key-word search are used for extracting
the correct data, to improve efficiency uni-gram based
keyword transmission is done [5]. Another alternative to
keyword search is based on the idea of conceptual graphs
which uses two different schemes such as PRSCG and
PRSCG-TF for different scenarios [6]. In a traditional
system, the user data is uploaded to Cloud Service
provider (CSP) and this CSP is responsible for encrypting
the plain text on behalf of the user and store them in
cloud. If this CSP is distrustful, the user may lose his
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privacy of data. A Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) is proposed which utilizes three systems,
including an encryption and decryption system, storage
system and CRM application system [7]. The above
mentioned techniques explain various methodologies for
securing the data stored in cloud. Based on the inferred
method, a three layer privacy preserving scheme is
proposed which stores the encrypted user data in three
varied locations.

In recent three layered framework hash-solomon code
algorithm is designed to divide data into different parts
and store them in respective locations [9]. The major
disadvantage that persists in recently proposed system is
the security drain of the data stored in local system
directory. When there is no backup option and if the data
in the local system is lost, the original data content can’t
be rebuilt.
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

3. EXISTING SYSTEM
In the traditional system the original data gets split up and
their redundant copies of data are stored in a single cloud
server or multiple cloud server. The cloud data may
include sensitive information such as passwords files,
security records, financial information,encryptiondecryption keys and so on. This authorized information
must be stored in such a way that no outsider should crack
it. Cloud storage is opted in a situation where there is
need for large storage capacity.After all, no enterprises
can let their core data be handled by others easily since it
is a matter of life and death [8]. In the existing system the
user uploads the data to the cloud server which encrypts
the original data using any of the standard encryption
algorithm techniques. When this encryption pattern is
decoded, trespasser could take over the control of the data
in cloud and the user loses control over his/her own data.
When confidential information gets disclosed many
security issues arises which may also result in
masquerader attack or modification of message content.

The degree of security is the basic and the most
predominant metric that evaluates the quality of cloud. It
is imperative to make out a strong security fence over the
data. Some suggested methodologies generate an unique
User Service Dependent Identity(USID) with privacy
check by establishing mapping among the existing user
identity(ID)and pool of User ID's to enhance the privacy
of sensitive user information[10].In our proposed system
,the data uploaded by the user is encrypted using standard
hashing techniques such as Secure Hash Algorithm(SHA)
/ Message Digest 5(MD5). The hashed output is then
reverse hashed using any of the hashing algorithm in
order to attain a greater level of security. The encrypted
cipher text is then segmented into three chunks by
adopting bucket concept algorithm such as reed-solomon
code or simply string slicing. The fragmented data is then
stored in varied locations like cloud server, fog server
which is an extended version of cloud computing and the
local machine. On retrieving the stored data, initially the
user must be validated against access rights. Once the user
is authorized for access the fragmented data are integrated
into a single component. The extracted data is decrypted
and the original plain text is made available to the user.
The physical implementation of the above process is
completely hidden from the user and thus attaining higher
level of data abstraction.
5. SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1
Figure 1 represents the traditional method of storing data
sets in redundant fashion and providing authorized access.

i. Encryption of user data:
The massive growth of data and the proportional growth
of finding loopholes in the storage structure is driving the
technology towards the usage of incorporating the most
secured format of data storage and access. Most
commonly known and effective method of providing
security is encryption/decryption methodology. In some
design before uploading the data into the cloud, a 256-bit
symmetric key with rotation is being used for encryption
and for retrieving the original data a shared secret key is
used[11]. In our system the trend being used is
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cryptographic hash function for encryption and
decryption. SHA-160 is implemented to perform
encryption of plain text where the input is translated to
160bit output which is in hexadecimal format. The
reverse hash algorithm is then applied to the output of the
previous hashing algorithm. MD5 is used to perform
reverse hashing which is one way cryptographic function
to generate 128bit message digest. Our system performs
hashing-reverse hashing sequentially to ensure a higher
level of security.
ii.Data
segmentation and storage: Existing framework of
uploading the entire document as redundant copies in a
single or multiple cloud suffers from a serious
degradation in terms of security. So the proposed system
takes the advantage of fragmenting the original data into
three chunks of varied proportions. Neural network
concept is used as a splitting approach in domain such as
machine learning [12]. Reed-solomon code is used for
data segmentation in case of variable length chunks or
simply string slicing can be applied in case of equivalent
sized blocks. The sliced data are stored in three major
servers. A part of data is being stored in cloud server,
another part is uploaded to the fog server and the rest is
stored in the users local machine. This split and store
approach safeguards the data from unauthorized user.
Even if the data from any of the storage medium is
hacked, the information available is insufficient for the
intruder to make progress.

Figure 2 is the system architecture for the proposed
framework. The user uploads the data through the
application developed to serve this purpose. The data
encryption and segmentation followed by storage occurs
at the backend. To retrieve the uploaded content,
decryption algorithm is processed so that the original
content is accessible by the end user.
A. USER REGISTRATION
Upon opening the website, the user has to register /login
using email id and password. The registered credentials
should be remembered for future usage. Once the login is
done, the user can upload the files into the cloud.

iii. Decryption
To retrieve the original data, the encrypted segments
should be treated with anefficient decryption algorithm.
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm is
applied separately on each of the three parts.Divide and
conquer strategy is adopted to merge the segments into an
individual content and the whole is decrypted using any
standard decryption algorithm such as AES. The original
information is now made available to the end user in
response to the access request.

Figure 3

The proposed framework is an efficient Cloud storage
technique where the information fed by the user gets
encrypted then followed by fragmentation into discrete
parts. The encrypted contents are then stored in distinct
locations such as cloud, fog and the local machine.
Figure 4
Figure 3 and 4 are the registration and upload screens.
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B. DATA ENCRYPTION AND FRAGMENTATION
The user data is encrypted by adopting hashing technique
like SHA-256. Reverse hashing is then applied using
MD5.The secured context is then splitted up using string
slicing or Reed Solomon algorithm.

Figure 7
6. FUTURE SCOPE

Figure 5
The above screenshot figures out the encryted and
fragmented data.
C. DATA DECRYPTION
For making the data available to the user AES decryption
methodology is implemented.To retrieve the uploaded
data the user is initially authorised and when he/she clicks
the decrypt button in view menu ,the each part gets
decrypted .The distinct parts are merged together to form
an individual part and it is decrypted again to gain the
original datathat is being uploaded earlier .The below
figures picture outs the live screens in the website being
developed.

Figure 6
To download the uploaded files the user must click the
dowload menu . After selecting the particular file to be
downloaded, the requested file gets dowloaded.The below
Figure 7 shows the screenshot when the end user
downlods the uploaded file.

Our system frames an application to store sensitive data in
cloud and thus the security and privacy of information is
achieved. Future studies are promoted towards developing
a system that provides storage of large volume of data
with high performance ratio and more secured
framework.Deep learning methodology can be
incorporated to split and store the user data into random
proportions.
7. CONCLUSION
In the technological world,the volume and the type of data
being used is varying dramatically. The need for storage
and management of geomentrically growing data has
made the world to move towards the trend of cloud
usage.But the serious unsolved issue that prevails even
today is security of cloud data.
Thus, the proposed
system ensures the security factors such as confidentiality,
integrity andprivacy in terms of split and store
approach.This concept screens the cloud data from being
exploited by the hackers because even if a part of data is
cracked the complete information is still unknown.The act
of applying hashing and reverse hashing using a well
known encryption techniques like SHA-256 and MD5
sheilds the input data by framing a complex encryption
pattern.While retrieving the data in future,AES
alogorithm serves the purpose of decryption and thus
making the information transparent to the user. The
proposed system uses the most secured algorithms for
encryption and decryption and thus attaining a higher
level of security.
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ABSTRACT
Cipher text-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CPABE) may be an effective solution to guarantee the
confidentiality of data and provide fine-grained access control here. In a CP-ABE based cloud storage system,
for example, organizations (e.g., a university such as the University of Texas at San Antonio) and individuals
(e.g., students, faculty members and visiting scholars of the university) can first specify access policy over
attributes of a potential cloud user. Authorized cloud users then are granted access credentials (i.e., decryption
keys) corresponding to their attribute sets (e.g., student role, faculty member role, or visitor role), which can
be used to obtain access to the outsourced data. As a robust one-to-many encryption mechanism, CP-ABE
offers a reliable method to protect data stored in cloud, but also enables fine-grained access control over the
data.
INTRODUCTION
Data owners will store their data in public cloud along with encryption and particular set of attributes
to access control on the cloud data. While uploading the data into public cloud they will assign some attribute
set to their data. If any authorized cloud user wants to download their data they should enter that particular
attribute set to perform further actions on data owner’s data. A cloud user wants to register their details under
cloud organization to access the data owner’s data. Users want to submit their details as attributes along with
their designation. Based on the user details Semi-Trusted Authority generates decryption keys to get control
on owner’s data. An user can perform a lot of operations over the cloud data. If the user wants to read the
cloud data he needs to be entering some read related attributes, and if he wants to write the data he needs to
be entering write related attributes. Foe each and every action user in an organization would be verified with
their unique attribute set. These attributes would be shared by the admins to the authorized users in cloud
organization. These attributes will be stored in the policy files in a cloud. If any user leaks their unique
decryption key to the any malicious user data owners wants to trace by sending audit request to auditor and
auditor will process the data owners request and concludes that who is the guilty.
SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
The scope of our project is to prevent security breach from outside attackers as well as inside attackers.
Here we use CP-ABE, which is suitable for data access control in cloud storage systems, because it gives the
JETIRDF06026
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data owners a direct control on access policies. This is the first CP-ABE based cloud storage system that
simultaneously supports white-box traceability, accountable authority, auditing and effective revocation. Our
scheme does not require the server to be fully trusted, because the key update is enforced by each attribute
authority not the server. Data owners are not involved in the key generation.
EXISTING SYSTEM
In existing system the CP-ABE may help us prevent security breach from outside attackers. But when
an insider of the organization is suspected to commit the “crimes” related to the redistribution of decryption
rights and the circulation of user information in plain format for illicit financial gains, how could we
conclusively determine that the insider is guilty? Is it also possible for us to revoke the compromised access
privileges? In addition to the above questions, we have one more which is related to key generation authority.
A cloud user’s access credential (i.e., decryption key) is usually issued by a semi-trusted authority based on
the attributes the user possesses. How could we guarantee that this particular authority will not (re)distribute
the generated access credentials to others.
DISADVANTAGE
• Security breach is prevented only from outside attackers.
• Data owners act as a fully trusted central authority.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this work, we have addressed the challenge of credential leakage in CPABE based cloud storage
system by designing an accountable authority and revocable Crypt Cloud which supports white-box
traceability and auditing (referred to as Crypt Cloud+). This is the first CP-ABE based cloud storage system
that simultaneously supports white-box traceability, accountable authority, auditing and effective revocation.
Specifically, Crypt Cloud+ allows us to trace and revoke malicious cloud users (leaking credentials). Our
approach can be also used in the case where the users’ credentials are redistributed by the semi-trusted
authority.
ADVANTAGE
• Supports White box traceability and auditing.
• Prevents security breach from outside as well as inside attackers.
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CP-ABE PROVIDES
Backward Security : The revoked user cannot decrypt the new cipher texts that require the revoked
attributes to decrypt.
Forward Security :The newly joined user can also decrypt the previously published cipher texts that
are encrypted if it has sufficient attributes.
FRAME WORK OF OUR SYSTEM:
List of Modules:
•

Organization profile creation & Key Generation

•

Data Owners File Upload

•

File Permission &amp; Policy File Creation

•

Tracing who is guilty

1.Organization profile creation & Key Generation
User has an initial level Registration Process at the web end. The users provide their own personal
information for this process. The server in turn stores the information in its database. Now the Accountable
STA (semi-trusted Authority) generates decryption keys to the users based on their Attributes Set (e.g.
name, mail-id, contact number etc..,). User gets the provenance to access the Organization data after getting
decryption keys from Accountable STA.
2.Data Owners File Upload
In this module data owners create their accounts under the public cloud and upload their data into public
cloud. While uploading the files into public cloud data owners will encrypt their data using RSA
Encryption algorithm and generates public key and secret key. And also generates one unique file access
permission key for the users under the organization to access their data.
3.File Permission & Policy File Creation
Different data owners will generate different file permission keys to their files and issues those keys to
users under the organization to access their files. And also generates policy files to their data that who can
access their data. Policy File will split the key for read the file, write the file, download the file and delete
the file.
4.Tracing who is guilty
Authorized DUs are able to access (e.g. read, write, download, delete and decrypt) the outsourced data.
Here file permission keys are issued to the employees in the organization based on their experience and
JETIRDF06026
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position. Senior Employees have all the permission to access the files (read, write, delete, & download).
Fresher’s only having the permission to read the files. Some Employees have the permission to read and
write.
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CP-ABE PROVIDES
Backward Security : The revoked user cannot decrypt the new cipher texts that require the revoked
attributes to decrypt.
Forward Security :The newly joined user can also decrypt the previously published cipher texts that
are encrypted if it has sufficient attributes.
ALGORITHMS USED:
•

KEY GENERATION

•

FILE POLICY SELECTION ALGORITHM

•

ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM

DIFFIE HELLMAN KEY EXCHANGE ALGORITHM
HMAC ALGORITHM

RSA ALGORITHM

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Software Requirements
Windows 7 and above
JDK 1.7
J2EE
Tomcat 7.0
MySQL
Hardware Requirements
Hard Disk
:
RAM
Processor
CONCLUSION

80GB and Above

:

4GB and Above

:

P IV and Above

Thus , the proposed scheme achieves the security properties of forward security and backward security and
can also withstand key exposure. Here, we have addressed the challenge of credential leakage in CP-ABE
based cloud storage system by designing an accountable authority and revocable Crypt Cloud which supports
white-box traceability and auditing .
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Abstract
On-line Social Networks (OSNs) are progressively exerting consequences on the way communication takes place among people through
sites such as Twitter, Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn, possessing millions of users. The Online Social Networks’ (OSN) users face
security-privacy threats such as Profile cloning, privacy breach and malware attacks. By these attacks, the fake user steals the virtual
identity of the original user which they use to interact with other online users. To prevent these attacks, the proposed system uses Steganography which is the process of hiding information within other non-secret text or data. Our proposed system utilizes Steganography
by implementing Watermarking technique which hides a secret text inside an image invisibly. Moreover the system avoids the leakage of
personal information and prevents the creation of fake accounts. Experimental results show that the proposed technique can effectively
detect and prevent creating malicious accounts in comparison with the techniques reported previously.
Keywords: Fake accounts; Secret text; Steganography; Watermarking.

1. Introduction
The online social networking provides networking for business,
pleasure, and all points. Networks themselves have different purposes and their online equivalent work in various ways. Any social networking website permits people to communicate with their
friends and acquaintances. The major concern in Online Social
Networks (OSNs) is that how sharing and exchanging of private
information happens through sites such as Facebook [8], LinkedIn
[19] and Twitter [22] having millions of users across the globe. In
Twitter, spamming occurs at a higher rate and spammers are detected based on the classification of spammers and non-spammers
which is demonstrated in [1] and even URL redirect chains are
detected using the results of [8], [18] and [13]. The accounts used
by the spammers are identified in Twitter and around 15, 857
spam profiles were deleted [17]. Social networks are employed for
personal use which allows the users to post a profile. Social phishing occurs mostly through email in order to capture personal information of users [10], [2]. To be a member of OSN, users should
provide information like photo, date of birth, email id which creates a profile for the user. These profiles are basically, a list of
information that users wish to share with their connections. Steganography based approach that hides the information within other non-secret text or data. Our proposed system uses steganography by implementing watermarking technique which hides a secret text inside an image invisibly and prevents the creation of
fake profiles.

describe some of the related works for fake profile detection in
this section.

2.1. Detecting compromised accounts on social networks
For detecting cloned profiles, the existing system COMPA [6] was
designed which used a mechanism to detect compromised accounts on social networks. This approach builds a Behavioral
profile based on characteristics like time during which an account
is active, message source, languages used for communicating,
message, links in messages and proximity. The COMPA system
identifies whether the profile of a user is cloned and moreover
detects the presence of fake profile for any user.
Some of the drawbacks are:
 No identification of sudden behavior change of original user.
 Incorrect assumption as fake user.

2.2. URL spam filtering service
Thus the term “service”, is tagged to the spam URL filtering. Both,
Email spam and Twitter spammers have insight their properties in
either ways. In addition, the distinguishable features such as generic redirectors’ abuse, web hosting, and spam features overlap
was explored between Twitter spam and email [24]. It provides
smooth decisions that enable the services to remove individual
post messages, while operates in a general way to different shapes
of web services. The drawback is that the IP address of spam infrastructure achieves much less accuracy.

2. Background
2.3. Toward worm detection in online social
The main focus of this paper is on using a simple, effective algorithm for the detection and prevention of the fake profiles. We
Copyright © 2018 Ms. K. Karpaga Priyaa et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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To inspect the OSN sites, a few users are monitored by a heuristic
algorithm obtained using the topological properties of social
graphs [25]. The time to propagate from one user to another user’s
account can be reduced by a special property small average shortest path length. The affected user’s account can be detected with
greater accuracy by mitigating the noise that occurs in normal user
communication. This noise reduction is achieved by the system
through the application of a two-level correlation scheme. The
disadvantage is that the detection system, adds a decoy friend into
a normal user's friends list. Thus, the decoy friend of the infected
user (whose account is affected by OSN worm), can inbox a worm
evidence.

2.4. The underground on 140 characters or less
In order to view a friends message on twitter web page, it contains
the enter details of who has sent and what they have sent etc., like
the friends name, their icon, the tweet message, posting time, geolocation data and the application which they have used to post the
tweet [9]. If a link is posted, these are the only available information with which they make decisions to click the link or not.
The disadvantage is with only few spam URLs posted, the URLs
might have unintentionally tweeted by account’s owner as they are
unaware about the URLs were spams.
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might not identify the sudden behavior changes of the user. To
overcome this issue, detection can be based on high level attributes like images instead of detecting based on user’s characteristic
which adds more security to personal information of users.

4. Proposed system
The COMPA system identifies the presence of fake profiles after
its creation which leads to duplication of user’s information. In the
proposed system, a mechanism is used in which the user’s information is not duplicated by preventing the creation of fake accounts and user’s information is retained secured.
The proposed system uses a technique, Steganography [23] in
which we add a secret text to the profile photos and posted pictures while uploading images. The uploaded image with the secret
text and email id of the user gets recorded in a repository [3].
When another user downloads the original user’s image, and tries
to upload it in their profile, the notification alert is sent to the original user.

2.5. Steganography algorithm to hide secret message
inside an image
The drawback in present algorithms is that only simple access
controls like password and login are being used. But once the
person has logged into the system, he has the rights to use all the
information that was hidden in an image with a secret key [24]. He
will gain the access to use the secret key also once he login in to
the system. So in order to overcome this, our novel stenography
algorithm proposed many semantics that is, according to our algorithm, the entire information will be embedded inside an image
and a secret key to access the information is also embedded inside
the image. So, unless the person knows the secret key he cannot be
able to access the information hidden inside the image [22]. This
can ensure confidentiality and integrity of the message. Therefore
the stenography algorithm shows the method of hiding these information and key inside the image.

3. Existing system
Most of the OSN users face privacy, security threats such as such
as Profile cloning [25], and breach of privacy [13] Small number
of users is monitored under surveillance using two level correlation schemes [19] which does not suit real world entities. As a
user of an OSN, one should be aware that their profile has not
been cloned by any unauthorized person. For identifying the
cloned profiles, the existing system COMPA [6] was designed
which used a mechanism to detect compromised accounts on social networks. This approach builds a Behavioral profile based on
characteristics like time during which an account is active, message source, languages used for communicating, message, links in
messages and proximity. The COMPA system identifies whether
the profile of a user is cloned and moreover detects the presence of
fake profile for any user. It is necessary to find the rare information by analyzing user’s profile, to construct a behavioral profile. User activities on social networks are analyzed based on the
study of social network based applications [15] with an instance of
Facebook. This data will be specific to a user. The user details like
their name, display picture, educational information, and work
details are used in identifying the user. Each social network has
the user profile with it which has similarity to legitimate profile.so
two steps are involved here. Initially, comparison of original with
searched profile record using honeypots [12]. Then a similarity
index [24] will be calculated. Based on the similarity index, this
system detects the presence of fake profile. But this detection

Fig. 1: Proposed System.

Here the block diagram encompasses the consecutives. First the
user is validated before logging in. Then steganography algorithm
is used to hide the secret text in images invisibly and checks
whether the uploaded image has any secret text hidden inside,
which implies the entry criteria. If this criterion fails, an alert message is sent to the original user.

4.1. Description of steganography algorithm
In order to enhance the security and confidentiality of data, watermarking technique is implemented. As a division of Watermarking techniques, Text watermarking is used with additional
care since embedding of extra information into images should not
affect its quality. Steganography and watermarking plays a major
role in information hiding.
Algorithm for Watermarking:
1) Open Image:
This step will open the file and save header in a file and save the
palette value of body in another file.
2) Split the body of the image file:
This step will split the body image in equal blocks to use these
blocks in hide text.
3) Conversion:
 Text to ASCII code conversion
 ASCII code to binary code conversion
4) Encoding text into pixels:
Divided the stream binary code to parts every part 24 bit represent
three character of text watermarking, and compare with pixels in
palette of image.
The watermarking method is one of the copyright protection techniques for multimedia contents. Since multimedia has several
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types of data like text, video, audio, image and graphics object
each have a different technique/characteristics to hide the data
inside them confidentially.so different watermarking techniques
that are suitable for each type has to be designed and developed.
The algorithm defines that the secret text generated by the proposed system is transferred into text file and it is compressed into
a zip file. The zipped file is then converted into binary codes.
From the series, the final two consecutive codes are encoded as
image pixel by using data hiding method. This process occurs
until all binary codes are encoded. Once the text hiding into the
image is done, the image is called steganography image. The hidden text can also be extracted again.
The Proposed System comprises of a list of modules in which
each module is discussed later with its functionality regarding the
prevention of creating fake profiles.
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checks for a primary match based on hard-coded whether some
secret text is hided inside or not [12].

4.2. Login module
The Login Form module comprises of username and password
text fields. In order to get access to the features in the site, the user
must provide a correct username-password pair. The user will be
logged out automatically if he/she is idle on the current page for
certain time period.

Fig. 2: Login Verification.

4.3. Hide data
In this module, it consists of a new steganography algorithm for
hiding data in images. Here we have also used a Steganography
algorithm. Hence this new steganography approach is robust and
very efficient for hiding data in images.

Fig. 4: Profile Matching.

4.5. Alerted profile
This module allows the user either to have multiple accounts for
multiple purposes or to prevent the third users creating fake accounts.

Fig. 5: Allow or Block Action.

The alert message comprises of two choices for the original user
to decide upon. One is to allow which provides access to have
more than one account to users. The other one is to block which
avoids the third users in a way of not creating fake profiles.

Fig. 5: Pop Up Blocking Fake User.
Fig. 3: Hide Data.

4.4. Profile matching
In Profile Matching module, if an another user downloads and
upload the image, then internal entry criteria matching system

5. Conclusion
The system solves sudden behavioral changes occurred in use of
behavioral profile in COMPA system. In this way, new images
upload in our profile only after comparing images with the existing user profile and notification alert is sent in case of inception of
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profile. In the end, we discussed the correlation between the number of registered profiles and the correctness of the user data and
its impacts on the Face book business model. In this work, we also
proposed a training method to increase user awareness as a valid
countermeasure. In the future work, the system might work topnotch if user’s details like date of birth, location, and more are
simulated into an account irrespective of user’s image leading to
existence of fake profiles.
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Abstract
Land forgery is predominant in India, the project aims to eliminate forgery activities while selling and buying the land with the guideline
value. The money transaction made during the purchase of property majorly contributes to the black money problem in our country. To
overcome this black money rotation and land forgery, both the Buyer and Seller has to register the land with their Aadhaar card to verify
the genuineness of them. While verifying, if the system identifies any criminal cases filed against the buyer or seller or the land acquired
by the seller is not authorized, it blocks the transaction. The process involves of document unique verification, legal activity verification
and black money tracking, all the data are maintained in Hbase database and then integrated and stored in HDFS file storage. Map Reduce
programming model is used to retrieve required information from big amount of data at a faster rate. If there are no such issues on the
buyer and the seller. The overall transaction amount between the buyer and seller is finally referred to the Income Tax Department. If any
illegal activity is detected in the transaction, the alert is sent to the Income Tax department and police officials so that the registration is
blocked and black money rotation could be avoided.
Keywords: Big Data; Hadoop; Hbase; HDFS; Forgery.

1. Introduction
At the time of purchasing land, from the original owner by a buyer
an amount is estimated by the government called the Guideline
Value. This Guideline value is calculated based on the zone in
which the property is located. When purchasing the land, a sale
agreement between the seller and buyer is laid out in detail mentioning particulars of the property. The sale agreement consists of
the agreed cost, time span for actual sale and down payment. Black
money comes into play when an excess illicit amount other than the
agreed cost on sale agreement is paid to the seller. Black money is
one of the major problems in our country because of the disparity
between the guideline value and market price. The other important
issue involved is the land forgery. A non-genuine owner selling the
same piece of land to multiple buyers. This occurs as the documents
submitted in the sub registrar department are not properly verified
for their genuity. In some cases even the government properties are
sold through forged documents, since the buyer fails to acquire the
previous behaviours of the seller such as any criminal cases or other
illegal activities. The current process of land registration does not
provide a tangible transparency. In this system, the prevention of
black money rotation and land forgery using big data analytics is
focused.

2. Existing system
The traditional method of land registration doesn't involve any document forgery detection. But there are different ways to perform
document genuity verification by the managing authorities. If the

officials involved in the process has any suspicion in the details provided in the particulars then they could perform a document check
by performing cross-checks using databases and coordination with
the judicial authorities. Since this type of authentication would result in the detection of the bogus documents and only the authenticated documents will be allowed to proceed further.

3. Overview of big data
The term big data is being increasingly used almost everywhere Big
Data is a term used to mean a massive volume consisting of
both structured and unstructured data that is very large it is difficult
to process using traditional database systems and software techniques. In most enterprise situations the volume of data is very big,
it moves too fast, or it exceeds current processing capacity. Big data
primarily is analysing the present data and a result is acquired for
prediction and other purposes. The term structured data usually refers to data stored in a database and unstructured data term usually
refers to data that doesn't reside in a traditional row-column database. With the traditional processing methods, it is difficult to handle very large amount and complex data, which comes from different sources. Big data is often characterized by some specific attributes, in most big data terminologies; these are termed as the five
V’s: volume, value, velocity, variety and veracity. Volume: Volume
indicates the amount of data produced every second across all
online channels, including all areas like social media platforms, mobile devices, online transactions, etc. While the data is growing by
leaps and bounds every minute, every day, it is impossible to store
and analyze data using traditional database methods. Instead, organizations and companies have to shift to use distributed systems,
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where logical parts of data is stored and brought together by software for analysis. Value: Value often here refers to the worth of the
data being extracted. Not all the data is made equal. In fact, having
enormous amount of data need not always translate into having high
value data. Velocity: Velocity indicates the speed at which new data
is being generated, collected and analyzed, at any given time. The
number of emails, social media posts, video clips, or even new text
is being added everyday is in excess of several billion entries. And
this is continuing to increase with lightning speed as tablets and
mobile devices are gives us more access to add content online. As
new data is added, it is always needed to be analyzed in real-time.
Big data technology always provides the ability to instantly analyze
the
data
generated.
Variety: With increasing volume and velocity comes the variety.
Variety refers the different types of data that we use. As the internet
and technology is evolving, data quickly becomes obsolete. Often
nowadays the data are not easily categorized into tables. Veracity:
Veracity is often referred to as the quality or trustworthiness of the
data you collect. Considering the accuracy of the data you collect
and to analyze it is important. In this context, quality is always preferred over quantity. To focus on quality, it is important to set metrics around what type of data is collected and from what sources.

with the use of HDFS and the Map and Reduce tasks the HBase is
employed efficiently. This makes HBase a dynamic tool to process
billions of records of data, each with number of rows and columns.
Its potential are not only limited to processing billions of amounts
of data but also to the extent of enabling many real time queries to
be implemented within any given particular time precisely, all of
this is done with the help of MapReduce task. HBase also allows
the retrieval of the specific singular data and also for any number
of batches of data available within a large dataset.
 Row Key: Every row will have a specifically identifiable key
called the row key.
 Column Family: Column Family is the data aligned inside of
the row; every row will have the exact number of column
family. Now the HBase will store these column family in a
database maintained by its own.
 Column Qualifier: Column Qualifier is the columns described by the column family.
 Version: There are different modifiable types of columns
called the version. Thus making it easier to access the record
of a particular type.

Fig. 2: Hbase Four-Dimensional Data Model.

Fig. 1: V is of Big Data.

4. Hadoop overview
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is a distributed file
system built to run on various platforms. It has various resemblances with existing distributed file systems, still hadoop has its
own uniqueness. One of the important characteristics of HDFS is
its fault tolerance and it is not an expensive system. It provides high
throughput and is useful for applications that have large data sets.
With HDFS a single cluster could be made to scale up to a thousands of nodes. HDFS has the potential to work under various physical circumstances. It distributes storage and computation across
many servers, this thus enables the combined storage resource to
grow linearly with demand.
HDFS has shown the production scalability, of data up to many
petabytes, that level of quantity and quality of enterprise data is
available in HDFS. Name node mainly controls the namespace of
the file system and balances the client’s access to the desired files.
It also performs the file system operations such like renaming, closing, and opening files and directories. Data node manages the readwrite operations on file systems, based on the client request. Along
with this, it also enables operations such as block creation, deletion,
and replication based on the instructions given by the name node.
The file in a file system will be divided into one or more segments
(files are the user data of HDFS) and stored in individual data nodes.
These file segments are also referred as blocks.

5. Hbase overview
Hadoop database or HBase runs on the top of Hadoop and is a No
Sql database. Hbase runs on the Hadoop Distributed File System/HDFS. It uses a key - value pair and also makes use of the Map
Reduce for the profound analysis of the data to be retrieved. Thus

For any specific row to be accessed the particular row key has to be
used, which could contain a single or more number of columns. To
make access to an individual piece of data, its row key, column family, column qualifier, and version has to be known. HBase data
could be accessed in two ways: By making use of the row key or
using map-reduce tasks.
Therefore this possibility of the Hadoop database to acquire data
access makes it a very approachable tool. HBase enables both the
dynamic analysis and the on demand batch-by-batch analysis possible for processing. By allowing the row key and column family to
be the key and value pair, it is attainable.

Fig. 3: Hbase as A Key/Value Store.

Each key will have a value related to it and this could be fetched by
the Figure-3 shown above. This is made possible by providing the
initial and final row key, or the table scan. Values contained in columns cannot be queried in a real-time query, which leads to: row
key design. The design of the row key is important for two reasons:
 Table scans that operate not in favour of the row key, hence
design of row key supervise how real-time access can be done
against HBase.
 Running HBase in a production environment, enables to run
it on top of HDFS also data is however distributed across
HDFS according to row key. To administer the row key to
different deployments it has to be unique.
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Latency

Therefore the order by which row keys are allocated is important to
acquire the row for further access. In HBase, when data are stored
on single user basis, then the alternate approach is to rank the fact
that row keys are a eventually stored as byte array.
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Fig. 4: Graph Showing Comparison of Hbase and Mysql Database Latency.

The above graph shows that the time of retrieval of data from hbase
is much faster than mysql for huge data sets.

6. Implementation of hadoop using H base
The primary underlying task of Hadoop is to analyze the data and
then to process those data which is easier to retrieve. Hadoop divides the work into two steps:
 Map: An initial input step and transformation step, in which
individual input records can be processed in parallel.
 Reduce: An aggregation step or the summarization step, in
which all associated records is processed together by a single
entity.



To Delete an object instance from the database, Create a Delete object and pass it to the HTableInstance delete() method.
 To Scan the database for rows within start and end row values, Create a Scan object and pass it to the HTableInstance
getScanner() method.
For insertion of data: The put() method creates a new Put object,
passing it the row key. all objects are stored as an array of
bytes, then to convert the row key String value to a byte[]. We can
do that with the Bytes.to Bytes() method. The constructor for
the Put objects requires the row key, but then need to add our fields.
Then column family has to be created with column qualifiers. Then
column family, column qualifiers and associated values are to be
converted to byte arrays then add them to the Put object using
the add() method.
Finally,
by
calling
the HTableInterface put()method with the Put object to insert the record in the database.
For retrieval of data: The get() method creates a Get object, passing
it a byte array representation of the row key, and then executes
the HTableInterface get() method, passing it our Get instance. This
method will return a Result instance that can be used to retrieve the
values that are needed. Also it is possible to pass the Resultclass getValue() method, desired the column family and the column qualifier, as byte arrays, and it will return byte array that will
contain the requested value.
For deletion: The delete() method is the simplest: It will create
a Delete object with a byte array format of the row key to delete,
and then it implements the HTableInterface delete() method.
For scan: The scan() method is the most complex method. In Hbase
no query is used but can retrieve all records between two row keys.
Firstly create a Scan object, and then pass it to the start and end row
keys (as byte arrays). Then pass this Scan object to the HTableInterface getScanner()method, which returns a ResultScanner. Then
it is necessary to iterate over the ResultScanner and handle the results just as we handle the Result in the get() method.

7. Proposed model

Fig. 5: Hadoop Map Reduce Process.

1)

Hadoop splits the analysis data into logical chunks using as
an Input Format.
2) Each logical chunk is to be sent to a MapReduce process in
the form of value mapped to a key.
3) Each key/value pair is then sent to the map process and the
map process generates a new key/value pair.
4) Hadoop then performs a shuffle and sort operation, to group
all mapped keys together. A new key/value pair is now will
be sent to the reduce process, which generates another
key/value pair.
5) Finally, all key/value pairs generated by the reduce process
are written to a database, such as a HBase table.
The first step is that the application has to gain access to all the Page
Views table. For a connecting to the Page Views table in HBase can
be done in one of the two ways:
1) Create an HTable instance.
2) Use a connection pool.
Methods used for operations in database:
 To Get an object instance from the database, Create a Get object and pass it to the HTableInterface get () method.
 To Put an object instance into the database, Create a Put object and pass it to the HTableInterface put () method.

Fig. 6: Overall Block Diagram.

7.1. Buyer and seller registration
The buyer and seller involved in the land registration process is allowed to register and upload all the relevant land related documents
along with the seller and buyer’s identification. The identification
will be the aadhar card held by them. These documents are uploaded
in the registrar office of the particular area and the user credentials
basically includes the address proof of the buyer and seller, encumbrance certificate to ensure that the seller has a complete ownership
over the land without any legal liability, the details about the total
square feet of the land, the draft agreement (including purchasing
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cost) made according to the guide line value of that particular zone.
All these particulars are enrolled in the presence of the registrar in
the registrar office and once this enrollment is done, the softcopy of
these documents are stored and maintained in the databases. These
documents are further used and sent to various managing authorities
in the distinct departments to verify the genuity of the buyer and
seller.
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Fig. 8: Dataflow Diagram.
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Fig. 7: Bar Graph Indicating the Difference in Range of Data for the Adhaar
Holders, FIR Cases and Land Registered People Databases.

The above graph shows that number of people having the adhaar
card is more than those people who have fir case lodged on them
and the number of people who are involved in land registration.

7.2. Document genuity verification
The buyer and seller's details are sent to the corporation department's server where the document genuity verification of both of
these parties begins. The corporation department of the state government will cross check the birth certificate of the proprietor of the
land, if the property is transferred to the present proprietor from a
previous proprietor, then the previous proprietor's birth and death
certificates are verified. It also examines the legal status of the document by comparing encumbrance certificate and legal heir of the
original owner. Since the corporation department has large volumes
of records of the people, to fetch the details of the buyer and seller
could be very complex. So to carry out this process of fetching records big data analytics is used, with the help of map reduce the particulars of the buyer and seller are retrieved. During inspection of
the documents if the corporation department identifies any illegitimate activity of the buyer or seller, then they will block the land
registration process. Further process will be proceeded only if the
lawbreaker reports to the registrar and provides obligatory acknowledgement. Otherwise if the documents are established to be bona
fide then these are redirected to the police department.

7.3. Legal activity verification
In the police department, the legal activity verification of the buyer
and seller's previous behaviour and crime activities are analyzed by
the law enforcement authorities by comparing the records with the
police station. The police officials will maintain the database of all
criminals who has First Information Report filed on them. This database will have personal details of the criminals including their
aadhar number, name, residence, age and the type of crime committed by them. Using map reduce the police officials will cross check
in their databases if there are any First Information Report cases
filed on both the parties to know information about any criminal
offence done by them in the past. This process is done by choosing
the aadhar number of the buyer and seller and searching for it in the
database held by the police department, if any match is found with
the FIR then the land registration process will be blocked by the
managing authorities in the police department. However if there are
no such criminal activity found on both the parties then approval
for the further process will be granted by the police officials.

Buyers are purchasing the land by paying white money towards
guide line value and balance money is paid through black money to
the seller. This black money is unaccounted money transaction done
in the banks. So in order to avoid this unaccounted money transaction a digital cheque for the entire money specified in the draft
agreement is given to the seller by the buyer. Because of this, all
the money transaction will become white. Once the police officials
grants permission for proceeding the land registration then, Income
Tax department will scan all the land deeds to ensure that the purchasing amount specified in the draft agreement is the same amount
as mentioned in the digital cheque. If the Income Tax department
finds any suspicious activity in this process then they have the right
to block the land registration process. Otherwise if there are no such
felonious behavior found in both buyer and seller, then with the IT
department's consent the money transaction will be allowed based
on digital cheque. No cash transaction is entertained here in the land
registration process. As all the bank accounts are integrated with
Aadhaar card and PAN card. Any amount transaction beyond certain value is immediately communicated to the Income tax server.
Even after all the money transaction in the land registration process
is completed, the IT department will keep under the observation
both the buyer and seller's bank account details, to ensure no black
money transaction is made in the future.

8. Conclusion
The proposed system ensures fraud free land registration. If any
fraudulent act is found, it could be identified by using their aadhar
card details of both seller and buyer. It also monitors the entire
money transaction through aadhar number and if any illegal money
transaction or unaccounted cash transaction is made the system will
block the land registration process. The proposed system will also
prevent cheating of dishonest owners who sell the same piece of
land to multiple buyers. By this method the government properties
cannot be sold through fabricated documents. Overall, the proposed
system will provide transparency in the land registration process.
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Abstract Wireless sensor networks happen to be fundamentally networks with energy restrictions. This is limited over
longer period of time proves to be the challenge in clustering algorithms. We suggested a new method related to
co-ordinator head (CNH) selection by using a mixed hierarchical cluster based algorithm that includes selecting the
CNH happens to be the greatest value of the co-ordinator
node (CN) and fitness value. This analysis put forward
two different algorithms; mixed hierarchical cluster oriented
routing program and hybrid hierarchical secure algorithm. A
mixed hierarchal cluster based algorithm has been suggested
for generating CNH and CN, for identifying the harmful node
and packet is securely delivered. The source node transmits
details about packet to the CN and then it chooses the pathway
which is the shortest, depending upon the trust value among
intermediate node and sensor node. The behavior activities
of all the nodes are analyzed by the CNH, if anyone of the
node’s behavior found to be incorrect, the organizer who finds
the harmful node and CNH will drop those particular node
behaviors. The CNH then changes to other path way immedi-
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ately and transmits the delivery packet securely to the target
destination under short time.
Keywords Co-ordinator node · Hybrid hierarical routing ·
Energy-efficient routing · HHSRP · Normalized routing load

1 Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have more attractive due to
their wide spectrum of applications such as weather monitoring, military surveillance, health care, disaster management
etc. The primary reason of creating was to continuously monitor such environments that happen to be very difficult or
not possible by human beings. This makes replacement or
recharging of dead nodes often and a crucial requirement for
continuous observation in the network coverage and lifetime
that happen to be of great importance [1]. Sensor node (SN)
get addressed through their location details in the case of
location-oriented routing and the area of sensing gets divided
into virtual nodes of small size. The nodes which are treated
to be equivalent for the purpose of routing and only a single
node have to be active at any given time [2]. The sensors get
powered through battery that is not possible to be recharged
after once being deployed. Therefore, energy efficiency happens to be a major issue in sensor networks. There are a lot of
methods for resolving the issue of energy efficiency in which
hierarchical approach is one of the popular methods for saving energy by clustering of SNs [3]. It is possible for nodes
within same transmission range to directly communicate and
not possible to predict movements of individual nodes and
this causes breakage of link that in turn increases the networks overhead. Another issue is the selfish nodes; hence a
streamlined controller is needed to manage the on-the-spot
network. As there is lack of backbone, the streamlined con-
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troller needs to be chosen and also it is needed to monitor a
sub-cluster of nodes in the network [4].
Clustering is one of the most important techniques to save
the energy consumption in SNs [5–17]. In the process of clustering, the SNs are organized into different groups, called
clusters and each cluster has a co-ordinator referred as CH
and remaining nodes within a cluster act as cluster members
(CMs). Each SN must belong to one cluster and send their
sensed data to their corresponding CHs. CHs then aggregate
them and send it to a remote base station (BS) called sink
using single hop or multi-hop communication. Many cluster based routing algorithms have been developed by many
researchers for WSNs [18–25]. Quality of service (QoS)
based energy aware routing in WSN would be providing a
path on the basis of energy efficient and also generating a certain bandwidth within minimum time delay. The requirement
of QoS aware scheme for energy efficient could be able to
prolong the network lifetime and also motivating the system
to increase it. The architecture of underlying data is collecting about all the existing protocols, the structure based on
cluster has been used widely through researchers as it seems
an efficient architecture for data collection in WSN [26,27].
We have put forward a hybrid hierarchical cluster based
routing protocol with secure routing for WSNs in this paper.
A few source nodes and a CH are included in each cluster.
It is possible for the SNs, known as source nodes, to collect
information from observing area and pass on the sensing data
to the CH corresponding to them [28]. In grouping pattern of
WSNs, energy of nodes is separated by connecting them in
inter-cluster communication and performing aggregation of
data and fusion of data. Each cluster includes one leader node
called organizer head (OH) which is responsible for collection among every node present in the group and transmits the
cumulative data to CH [29]. In this analysis, the OH with the
greatest energy is known as the organizer leader node, also
called CH. A major portion of schemes have appraised the
hybrid sequential secure program depending on the processes
given below only i.e., choice of CH and cluster formation.
Certain schemes aim at safeguarding transmission of data
between the BS and CHs. In the case of any secure cluster based routing programs, for effectiveness, a given set of
principles need to be used [30]. The remainder of the paper
is organized as follows. We reviewed some related works in
Sect. 2. The system models for the proposed algorithms are
presented in Sect. 3. The proposed algorithm is described in
Sect. 4. The performance analysis and experimental results
are presented in Sect. 5 followed by the conclusion in Sect. 6.

2 Related work
WSNs have been attractive and drawing a lot of concern
among military and civil applications. In such applications,
a lot of sensors are required, necessitating cautious network
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management and architecture [31]. A research is focused on
the analysis of security concerning in diverse cluster based
routing programs and depict them in the form of table [32].
The recent developments in WSNs, it is furnished many
effective clustering programs to maximize the life time of
WSNs, i.e., till the death of some nodes. An optimization
program has been suggested to maximize the life time of a
single cluster network which is followed by one extension
for handling multi-cluster networks [33]. The issues regarding routing that influence design of the sensor network have
been analyzed. Several energy conserving routing programs
for WSNs that have been suggested are in existence already.
It is analyzed many routing protocols with regard to energy
efficiency concept. It has been proven clearly from review
of several protocols that delay in data reporting is found to
be high and performance of these protocols seems promising in connection with energy efficiency [34]. It is suggested
that the CH choice with consideration to average minimal
power and neighborhood contribution. The parameters that
were considered about calculation of weight contributed to
cluster stability. Even though the need differs among various networks, estimation of weight remains the same while
weight factors may be changed for making use of prominence
of any specific parameter [35]. In mobile ad-hoc networks,
it is possible for mobile nodes to communicate by making
use of wireless connections. The network happens to be vulnerable to several attacks due to this. For benefits such as
battery-saving, bandwidth, and storage space, it is possible
for the nodes to deny participating in the process of routing
[36]. It is suggested an energy efficient clustering approach
for WSN and the results are compared with LEACH protocol. The results have proven the better performance of the
suggested protocol regarding network life time and energy
efficiency.
A concept has been proposed over data stashing, where
the packets are accumulated for single node and to its neighbor nodes [35]. The data forwarding process with neighbor
nodes would be waiting till they don’t come to the contact
with sink node. The ratio of packet delivery is increasing and
decreasing the latency, but for this all it needs more storage
and energy. The huge network through a single element of
mobile that might not be sufficient and require several sinks
[36]. Accordingly, multiple controlled elements of mobile are
being used for collection of data. Furthermore, the algorithm
of load balancing has been proposed that runs continuously
and distributing the load over several elements of mobile. It
tends to maintain the SN number at every service of mobile
elements. A strategy of autonomous moving mobile sink
(MS) has been proposed over the application of data collection [37]. The collection of data period have been partitioned
into three different phases such as notifying sensors for positions, moving sink and data collection. In addition, to increase
the lifetime of network, the consumption of energy through
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SNs has been minimized. The MS node is moving towards
the energy of high residual, thus it enforcing the forwarding of data by higher energy node towards the sink node, at
the time of movement and it is avoid passing the low energy
node.
A wide range of survey conducted about the routing protocol that gives mobility node usability for extending the
lifetime of network by Torkestani and Meybodi [26]. It provides the protocol comparison and overview by dividing into
three categories such as mechanisms using mobile relays,
mechanisms using MS and mechanisms using mobile sensors
redeployment. The protocols are using MS and achieve balance over the consumption of energy and also for improving
the network lifetime. The low consumption of energy could
be gained by utilizing the shorter multi-hop path for delivery of data. The balance energy is supplemented through the
variation of time in the location of sensor set by movement of
regular sink. These protocols are using the mobile relays for
avoiding the communication amid of long distance through
relay node of the mobile. The mobile nodes are completely
responsible for carrying data to the sink node. Further, these
nodes are doing the job of static sensors co-locating. The
stay value of MS time at a particular position that being calculated by metrics such as residual energy and neighbor’s
number [27]. The MS will move at a new position with high
stay value. The scheme could be getting through balanced
consumption of energy and avoiding the nearest node at sink
for draining the energy soon.
The solution for traffic management in WSN by addressing the MS is given by Lee et al. [38]. The effect of mobility
with sink node on load of traffic is being explained in WSN.
The adaption of effective approach for relocation of sink node
routing the estimation of load balancing has been proposed.
The approaches have been considered the load over network
and also on the path quality variation for facilitating the relocation of sink node. Further, it is proposed two consecutive
algorithms for optimization by joint congestion and aware
relocation reliability. A distributed algorithm towards single
sensor network within MS has been proposed by Jea et al.
[39]. This algorithm is completely based on the technique of
minimum flow of cost relaxation and standard sub-gradient
algorithm with the aim of to gain the maximum lifetime for
every sensor network. A mobility pattern collection and data
gathering for several applications has been developed [40].
The experimental comparison is describing the time efficiency of applications that is not in critical position; sink
node would be moving in the whole area of network that
is completely suitable for application that required for saving the energy and to tolerate the delay. The application has
not problem of efficient energy and limited sink mobility.
A novel protocol over collection of data in WSN within MS
has developed [41]. It is investigating the effect of using combined MS and static sink (SS) and several numbers of MS.

Furthermore, the proposed routing protocol is improving the
performance by equal spreading of sink in network. These
protocols are being used randomized and working by using
the local information.

3 System models
In this paper we present some assumptions for the network
model used in the proposed HHSRP algorithm followed by
the energy model of the SNs.
3.1 Mobility model of sink
The HHSRP model of mobility is combining the random
point and modified hybrid hierarchical secure algorithm technique. The model of random way mobility is being initialized
by proposing personal communication service (PCS), and it
has been used for ad-hoc network protocol.
3.1.1 Modified random way point
Assume that MS is in time t1 is at the position of p1 (x1 , y1 ).
First of all, it needs to define the sink position, and then it will
start to move on every new position based on the data packet
priority toward the position or direction till nth position. The
position is represented in the following equations.
X n = X n−1 + Sn−1 cos (dn−1 ) .

(1)

Yn = Yn−1 + Sn−1 sin (dn−1 ) .

(2)

where (xn , yn ) and (xn−1 , yn−1 ) are having current and previous position of sink node respectively. The dn−1 and sn−1 are
the direction and speed at position (xn−1 ,yn−1 ). The mobility
model by random way was designed for adapting the different
level of random process. Specifically, the value of direction
and speeds for the instances of (n − 1)th and variable randomly displaying in following equations:
sn = αsn−1 + (1 − α) s 



1 − α 2 sxn−1

dn = αdn−1 + (1 − α) d 



1 − α 2 dxn−1 .

(3)
(4)

where dn and sn are novel direction and speed over the time
interval n for MS node, the d and s are constantly presenting
the mean value of direction and speed as n → ∞, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1,
is tuning the parameters that being used with various randomness, sxn−1 and dxn−1 variables are randomized variables
from the distribution of Gaussian. The assumption of HHSRP
model motion is random with MS, so the value of α, sxn−1
and dxn−1 are being taken randomly according to sink node.
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The total value is being obtained randomly by setting α = 0
and linear motion that obtained through setting α = 1. The
level of intermediate randomness could get obtained by differing the value of αamid of 0 and 1, while sink node is
reaching at boundary and returns back to early position. For
that process, every time the sink node is to save at the current
position and have to calculate the next position and th move
to next position boundary.

used from an amplifier εmp when transmitting at distance
shorter than d cr ossover . The energy exhausted in receiving kbit message is given in the Eq. (3.3). If the calculated energy
level is not higher than the threshold value (0.1 J) then that
nodes are treated as dead nodes and left it from the sensing
field.
E Receive = K .E electr o .

(3.3)

3.1.2 Mixed mobility model

4 Proposed algorithm
The random waypoint mobility model is including the use
time at every next position. The MS node is making a stay at
each position for fraction of time and then moves to the next
position. At each step sink node stays for a fixed amount of
time. Once pause time expires, it moves towards the newly
chosen position at the selected speed. The random waypoint
model only provides the pause time but position, speed and
direction are being calculated by using Markov model. The
pause time is also being used because the sink needs to collect the packet/data before change its position and in our
HHSRP, we have taken long pause time of 10 s. We implemented the proposed mixed mobility model for sink in NS-2.
It randomly covers the maximum area within the specified
region for data collection. Before changes its position it halts
for a fixed amount of time. They are two different simulation
sets for static and mobile scenarios. It is employed constant
bit rate sources for traffic patterns but source-destination sets
are arbitrarily selected over the node.
3.2 Energy model
The nodes new energy after data communication is calculated
by using the Eq. (3.1).
ENew = EInit −



ETrans + EReceive

(3.1)

where E I nit = Initial energy of the node, ET rans = Energy
consumed at the time of transmission of data and E Receive
= Energy consumed at the time of data reception. The capability of SNs is to alter their power transmission based on
the receiver node distance. The model for energy depicted
in this paper is reproduced from Murugana than et al. [20].
The energy consumption for k-bit transmission ET rans over
a distance (d) is based on Eq. (3.2).

E T rans =

k.E electr o + k.ε f s .d 2 f or 0 ≤ d ≤ dcr ossover
k.E electr o + k.εmp .d 4 f or 0 ≥ dcr ossover
(3.2)

where E electr o , the energy is consumed in electronics, ε f s
is a constant for free space propagation and is the energy
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4.1 Problem and issues
The issues regarding security pertaining to embedded systems and ad-hoc networks differ from that of conventional
computer systems. While the latter happen to be well-known,
and many security solutions exist, such as secure protocols
for communication as secure socket layer (SSL), firewalls,
intrusion detection systems (IDC), virtual private nodes and
others. The packets belongs to other nodes are not forwarded
by the selfish nodes because of need to save their resources.
The selfish nodes also forward routing packets or drop them
a time to live of 0, such that a path cannot be established.
They may increase hop-count artificially for making other
nodes not to go in for that path.
4.2 Overview of suggested approach
In this paper we proposed an algorithm called HHSRP based
on hybrid hierarchical and secure routing. This algorithm is
most useful in WSN to generate energy efficient CNH and
transmission data packet for secure transmission. Energy efficient process generates CNH based on which CN has highest
power and speed of sensing time. CN chooses most communicated node with nearest node in the network and based
on energy with sensing time. This is an efficient exclusion
basic system (EBS) based key management scheme, termed
as the HHSRP scheme, for data-centric storage sensor networks. In this scheme, the rekeying message overheads can
be greatly reduced, and thus achieve energy conservation,
while a SN was compromised. By applying the secure algorithm, it chose source and destination nodes dynamically and
transmitting a packet with data details through CN and this
node is preventing the packet dropping and attack by identifying the harmful nodes, and forwarding the information to
CNH. Then CNH forward the high priority data to SS and
other low and medium priority data packets are forwarded to
MS. Periodically CNH check the queue weight (QW), if the
QW attain the maximum threshold value CNH immediately
forward its data to SS to avoid the packet dropping. In that
scenario CNH won’t check the priority of the data packet. In
this process, if any node is compromised in the network then
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the CN or CNH would be rejecting a node from network and
then choose another path based on trust value for shortest and
secure way. The packet data delivered to destination node is
more efficient and secured.
4.3 Routing in WSN
A lot of SNs as well as a sink are included in a WSN. The
research fraternity has been widely pursuing the process of
clustering the SNs as cluster, for achieving the objective of
node scalability. A WSN comprises of n number of SNs with
the nodes divided into many clusters. The life time is defined
as follows, wherein A(N) happens to be the live (available)
nodes within node set N and |A(N)| will be the node count
in A(N).
Category 1: Life span is assessed when |A(SN)| > = n.
Category 2: Life span is assessed when |A(SN)| > = 0.
Category 3: Those which do not fall in category 1 and
2 shall be described as category 3. Each cluster includes a
lot of SNs within a same cluster comprise a co-ordinator.
Co-ordinators may be divided as many unconnected clusters and one co-ordinator present in the same cluster shall
be selected as the CNH. The process flow diagram of the
proposed HHSRP algorithm is presented in Fig. 1.
The expected number of SN within the a intra cluster is
calculated by using

SNexp =

π R2
|A|


∗n

(3.4)

where SNex p is expected number of SN with in cluster range
R. The area covered by the coordinator node is π R 2 and the
network area is A, and number of SN in the network is n.
The required number of CN to cover the intra cluster is as
follows

n
.
(3.5)
CNreq =
1 + S Nex p
where n is the number of SN in the network.
The required number of CNH to cover the inter cluster is
as follows
CNHreq = (1/5) T C N .

(3.6)

where TCN is the Total number of Coordinator Node in the
network.
4.4 Hybrid hierarchical routing algorithm
The primary challenge in any WSN is keeping the maximum
number of nodes alive for as long a time as possible. The
main objective of any given network happens to be transmitting data among the nodes in the network. The data gets

transmitted mostly through the CNHs. The energy spending
is performed in order to send and receive data. A good CNH
depends on CNs energy content. The CNs that has a highest
energy is the best contenders to be CNH. The path for sending
the information from cluster member to CNH is single hop
and TDMA schedule is used for CN & CNH for transmitting
the information to MS.
4.4.1 CN depending on energy efficient routing algorithm
In every cluster, named as Ci,j one of the present SNs
within Ci,j gets chosen as CNi,j. Furthermore, one among
the co-ordinators comprising CNi,1, CNi,2 and CNi,m will
be selected as a CNHi. A CN of a cluster Ci,j takes responsibility of collecting the sensed data pertaining to further SNs
related to the cluster Ci,j and routing towards the CNH. The
CN is chosen from among the SNs present in the cluster C
wherein the choice is carried out in an iterative way. This
paper suggests two approaches for selecting the CN and the
variables used in choosing a CN are described as follows:A(C)| denotes currently live SNs present in cluster C and
|A(C)| denotes the node count in A(C). e(Ni): balance energy
pertaining to SN Ni, t(Ni): number of times this particular SN,
Ni got chosen as a CN. Consider a cluster C, the CN of C
may be chosen from among the choices given below:
• Selection of arbitrary (R) Choose a node Ni out of A(C),
wherein value of t(Ni) happens to be minimal for all the
nodes present in A(C).
• Selection of energy (E) Choose a node Ni out of A(C),
wherein value of C(Ni) happens to be maximal pertaining
to every node in A(C).
The E and R choices may be individually used for electing
CN of a cluster C.
4.4.2 CNH depending on hybrid hierarchical routing
program
The both E and R choices are possible to be used for selecting
the head. Furthermore, we also suggested a method for head
choice, named as nE method.
Choice is formulated as under
It gives a lot of clusters including Ci,1, Ci,2, and Ci,m
along with corresponding Co-ordinator CNi,1, CNi,2 and
CNi,m, then the head CNHi may be chosen from the below
mentioned rule:
• Arbitrary selection of (R) Choose a node Ni out of
{CNi,1, CNi,2, CNi,m}, wherein value of t(Ni) happens
to be minimal for every node present in {CNi,1, CNi,2,
CNi,m}
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SNs deployment WSN
E(SN)>E(CN)&&EBSkey!=C
s generated EBS key

Is first
round

CN inform to CNH
about the malicious
node & CN drop the
packet from the SN

No
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?
Calculate E of each node
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nid, mkey.

B

Forward the data
packet to CNH

Yes

No
Enew>0.1J

Form a cluster Assign the
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Y

CNH forward these
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on priority or QW
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node leave
from sensing
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Select CN, CNH
B
CN distributes the EBS
key to its trusted members
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CN’s ckey = key
generated by BS

Source node append the
EBS key, ckey with the
original message
No

Source node sends the
packet details to CN via
its neighbour node by
verifying its pkey

Update the route in their
routing table

CN analyze the Source
node energy

BS generates the fresh ckey
and sends it to the cluster
member except that CN in the
cluster

The node will broadcast a CN
selection message that is encrypted
using the fresh ckey, to each other
node to contend the fresh CN

New CN creates one EBS key
scheme and distributes the
keysets to each of the member

A
Compromised CN is removed
from the network

Fig. 1 Process flow diagram of the proposed HHSRP algorithm
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• Choice of energy (E) Choose a node out of Ni from
{CNi,1, CNi,2, CNi,m}, wherein value of e(Ni) happens
to be maximal for every node present in {CNi,1, CNi,2,
CNi,m}
• Selection of nE Choose a node CNi,jout of {CNi,1, CNi,2,
CNi,m} wherein |A(Ci,j)|*e(CNi,j) happens to be maximal for every node in {CNi,1, CNi,2, CNi,m}. For easy
use, we employ R (or) E approach for depicting the particular method which applies arbitrary (or) energy method
of choice for determining the co-ordinator and applies as
well arbitrary (or) energy choice method for determining
the head. Furthermore, we employ nE approach to depict
the approach which applies choice of energy method for
determining the co-ordinator and also applies nE choice
method for determining the head.
4.4.3 CNH forming algorithm
Step 1 Every CN will display their level of energy to nearest
node.
Step 2 CNH discovery.
2.1 Highest energy CN identification through node classification i.
2.2 CN energy must have to be higher than minimum
energy path (MEP).
2.3 Computing the level of energy for satisfying the step
2.1 & 2.2.
2.4 Identify the highest energy node.
2.5 If several nodes have similar energy then considers the
communication link or connection with neighbor node.
Step 3 Broadcast the information of maximum energy and
connection.
Step 4 Node within maximum connection and maximum
energy would be selecting as a CNH.
Step 5 CNH broadcasts the information to neighboring
clusters.
Step 6 CNH identifies and updates the gateway nodes.
4.5 Suggested system
Several earlier hierarchical routing programs adopted a
secure and safe scenario wherein each SN co-operates without presenting any attack. On contrary, the real world scenario
is altogether opposite; many attacks are present which impact
the routing protocols’ performance. The attackers may use
various types of methods for launching the attack and harm
or damage the network and the data. There are several
approaches are suggested for security in the hierarchical
routing program. The HHSRP is an enhanced approach for
priority based packet transmission in WSNs. Prior to briefing our suggested HHSRP system; we have to adopt certain
assumptions related to our implementations.

4.5.1 Hypotheses
(i) Homogeneous node: Apart from the BS, each node in
the cluster is with uniform processing capability and
resources.
(ii) Cell-oriented clustering architecture: The sensing zone
is divided into many cells of same size. Each cell may
be deemed to be a cluster wherein a CN node acting as
key distribution center (KDC) may be chosen through a
CN selection program.
(iii) Region-aware: Each node is aware of where it is located
geographically such that it can find its cell ID.
(iv) A Sensor IDs exists, which can detect a compromised
node.
(v) A short time span exists for safely setting up the required
keys: During this time span, the attackers cannot compromise any of the nodes.

4.5.2 HHSRP program
Our suggested HHSRP system design philosophy happens
to be similar to the design philosophy in privacy-enhanced
data-centric sensor (pDCS) system, but there are two distinct
dissimilarities which needed emphasis.
(i) For narrowing down the rekeying regions, and subsequently bring the number of rekeying messages, HHSRP
system has removed the row keys and global keys from
every node.
(ii) Contrary to uni-cast applied for updating cell key in
pDCS system, in the HHSRP system, CN of every cell
constructs an EBS key scheme and further distributes
respective EBS keys to its cluster members.
4.5.3 Key pre-distribution stage
Prior to deploying all the nodes in the sensing region, BS
needs to pre-load certain vital materials into every node in
order to generate further keys. Such materials include
(i) A specific master key Ki that is shared with BS towards
the secure communications in the future.
(ii) A first key Kinit that differs from Ki , and that will be
used for generating other keys during the phase of key
set-up.
(iii) A single-way hash function H(.) that is employed for
generating new keys and storage region of event information.
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Table 1 Assumptions
Parameter

Values

The size of network area

100 × 100 m2

SS location (x, y)

(50 m, 50 m)

Number of SN

100 nodes

Energy of each SN(E)

2J

Dead node

E < 0.1 J

Node deployment

Random

Electro

50 nJ/bit

Power amplifier

ε f s = 10 pJ/bit/m2 ; εmp = 0.0013
pJ/bit/m4

Data aggregation

5 nJ/bit

Period of each round

5s

EBS keys, and paired keys. The CN will only broadcast m rekeying messages for notifying all further nodes
for updating by the properties of EBS scheme. Update
messages must of course consist of the recalled node
ID and all replacing keys, apart from being encrypted
using elliptic curve cryptography with key size 160 bits
is used which is not included in the compromised node.
(ii) Rekeying procedure for compromised CN
As the CN present in every cell acts as a KDC, when
a CN gets compromised, not only the particular keys
such as cell key, master key, and paired key owned privately by CN but also the EBS keys held by other nodes
also exposed. In such situation, the following rekeying
processes need to be initiated at the BS.
(a) First, the BS individually transmits a message which
consist the fresh cell key and the ID of captured node
and a flag which indicates a CN selection program
has to be re-executed towards every node in the cell
that has fallen. Such message always gets encrypted
using the corresponding master key of every node.
(b) Each node excluding the CN collecting such packet
needs to replace its unacceptable cell key quickly.
(c) When once the new cell key is obtained, the node will
broadcast a CN selection message that is encrypted
using the fresh cell key, to each other node to contend
the fresh CN.
(d) Then the new CN creates one EBS key scheme and
distributes respectively the related keysets to each
of the member nodes. The CN node that is compromised can consequently be removed out of the
network.

4.5.4 Key setup stage
When the SNs have been deployed in the sensing region, we
presume that a short time span exists for safely building up
the keys following towards the further communications.
(i) Paired keys: Every two adjoining nodes can individually
fix a common key to be their paired key. This process
may be achieved through certain pre-distribution strategies.
(ii) Cell keys: Each node will be able to identify its cell
key using the cell ID through hash function K(i, j) = H
(Kinit, i).
(iii) EBS keys: The CN in every cell will generate its matrix
of EBS key, and distributes individually the key set corresponding to each member node.
4.5.5 Running phase
As the execution stage carried out in our suggested system, it
happens to be similar with that of the pDCS system. We are
not stating this again. Here, we are pointing out only three
major differences that occur in rekeying stage between the
two systems.
(i) Rekeying procedure for compromised normal node
In the suggested HHSRP system, the keys possessed
by a standard node consists of a cell key, master key,

(iii) Greatest energy needed
The maximum energy needed for maintaining the cluster
stability is Max (Ni). This is the maximum power needed
for a particular node for reaching the CN where n is node
count.

4.6 Assessment and discarded the harmful node
In our proposal, detection of three kinds of attacks are
applied drop route requisition packets, changes in the collected packets, and information packets drop according to the

Table 2 Identifying CNH node with highest required energy
Number of nodes

Number of neighbor nodes
communicate

Node energy level

CN

CNH

N number of node
plotted in network
(n 1 , n 2 . . . ..n n )

Based on nearest node directly
communicated (highest
communicate nodes)

Maximum highest
energy minimum
highest energy

Minimum highest energy
with highest communicate
nodes

Maximum highest energy
with highest
communicates nodes
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Table 3 Priority assignment
Number of
priorities

Priority level
importance

Packet transmission

Priority 1

Highest

First with static BS

Priority 2

Medium

Second

Priority 3

Low

General transmission

performance of every node in the grid. The mixed energyoriented routing clustering pattern is employed to implement
this plan.
(i) Input data (ID): Represents the count of incoming information packets to a node.
(ii) Input route requisition (IRR): Represents the count of
input route requisition packets to a node.
(iii) Changed packet (CP): Represents the count of altered
packets in the nodes.

(iv) Output data (OD): Represents the count of outgoing
information packets out of the node.
(v) Output route requisition (ORR): Represents the count of
output route requisition packets out of the node. Judging
from the performance of our algorithm, it may be a
combination of various IDS, such as hierarchical IDS
and standalone IDS. These IDS run on every node and
both the location and performance and are between the
data connection layer and the physical layer, and every
packet departure or arrival of nodes may be evaluated
using IDS. Then the necessary action may be taken.

When any node in the grid is having value that is equal
to or smaller than the threshold value, it will not be able
to participate in communication and also assess the average
energy pertaining to all routes and choose the particular path
that contains maximum level of energy. Through controlling
early draining of battery, manage the energy for deciding

Fig. 2 Energy based packet
transmission

Fig. 3 a Throughput over SNs, b Packet loss ratio
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Fig. 4 Lifetime coverage of nodes a 100% and b 90%.
Table 4 Time series analysis for packet loss ratio with confidence level of 95%
Model

Model1

Dependent variable

Static_Sink

Regression statistics: model1 for Static_Sink (2 variables, n = 10)
R-Squared

Adj. R-Sqr.

Std. err. reg.

Std. dev.

# Cases

# Missing

t (2.50%, 7)

Conf. level

0.976

0.969

1.117

6.325

10

0

2.365

95.0%

Std. dev.

Std. coeff.

Coefficient estimates: model1 for Static_Sink (2 variables, n = 10)
Variable

Coefficient

Std. err.

t-Stat.

P value

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

Constant

2.201

1.976

1.114

0.302

−2.472

6.875

Mobile_Sink

1.116

0.620

1.802

0.115

−0.349

2.581

4.803

0.848

Proposed

0.738

2.461

0.300

0.773

−5.081

6.557

1.209

0.141

Analysis of variance: model 1 for Static_Sink (2 variables, n = 10)
Residual distribution statistics: Model 1 for Static_Sink (2 variables, n = 10)
#Res. > 0

#Res. <= 0

A–D* stat.

P value

MinStdRes

MaxStdRes

Durbin-Watson Stat

6

4

0.395

0.373

−1.720

0.960

0.872

See the residual histogram, normal quantile plot and residual table for more details of the error distribution
Residual autocorrelations: model 1 for Static_Sink (2 variables, n = 10)
Lag

1

2

3

4

5

Autocorrelation

0.279

−0.178

−0.189

−0.061

−0.181

appropriate energy level related to a node and then integrate
low power techniques into the programs used with different
layers of the program stack.

4.7 High priority packet delivery procedure
There may be different paths with diverse delay parameters
available for transferring data packets between source node
(S) and a destination node (D). In order to transmit the information packet at the least possible time, routing programs
often use the path that utilizes the minimum time between D
and S node.
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4.8 Priority energy based data forwarding algorithm
START
Initialize p: Data packet priority from packet header
Switch (p)
Case 1: Identify the neighbor node to forward the packet;
Switch;
Exit;
Case 2: Identify the packet type and size of the data;
Switch;
Exit;
Case 3: Identify the ONLY suitable neighbor nodes to
forward the packet that having highest level of energy;
Switch;
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(a)

(b)

Actual and predicted -vs- Observation #
Model 1 for Statick_sink (2 variables, n=10)

20

30
Actual

Actual

18

Predicted

Predicted

16
Mobile Sink

25
Static Sink

Actual and predicted -vs- Observation #
Model 2 for Mobile_Sink (2 variables, n=10)

20
15

14
12
10
8
6

10

4
2

5
0

5
10
Observation #

0

15

(c)

5
10
Observation #

15

Actual and predicted -vs- Observation #
Model 3 for Proposed (2 Variables, n=10)

5.5
Actual

5

Predicted

HHSRP

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
0

5
10
Observation #

15

Fig. 5 Packet loss ratio model a SS, b MS and c HHSRP method

Exit;
Case 4: Hold the packet transmission on same route;
Switch;
Exit;
Default: Request retransmission of packet from previous
node;
Switch;
Exit;
END

cp_sent = rreq + rrep + rerr;
cp_sent = Control packets sent
cp_forw = Control packet forwarded
DataAgtRec = Data packets received
rreq = route request
rrep = route reply
rerr = routeerror

5 Performance analysis
4.9 Normalized routing load (NRL)
The routing number of transmitted packet per delivered
packet at destination, this proposed metrics provides an idea
of external consumed bandwidth over the data packet delivery.
NRL = ((cp_sent + cp_forw) /DataAgtRec)*100

In order to measure the performance of the HHSRP algorithm, a sequence of experiments were conducted. Based on
the following configuration the proposed method should be
implemented in the computer with the configuration of Windows 7, Intel Pentium(R), CPU G2020 and processer speed
2.90 GHz.
The assumptions has been made is presented in Table 1.
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Table 5 Time series analysis for average energy spent per packet with confidence level of 95%
Model

Model 3

Dependent variable:

Proposed

Regression statistics: model 3 for proposed (2 variables, n = 10)
R-Squared

Adj. R-Sqr.

Std. err. reg.

Std. dev.

# Cases

# Missing

t (2.50%, 7)

Conf. level

0.987

0.984

0.000174

0.001364

10

0

2.365

95.0%

Std. dev.

Std. coeff.

Coefficient estimates: model 3 for proposed (2 variables, n = 10)
Variable

Coefficient

Std. err.

t-Stat.

P value

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

Constant

0.021

0.002098

10.168

0.000

0.016

0.026

Mobile_Sink

0.349

0.052

6.761

0.000

0.227

0.471

0.003471

0.888

Static_Sink

0.050

0.060

0.841

0.428

−0.091

0.192

0.002998

0.110

Analysis of variance: model 3 for proposed (2 variables, n = 10)
Residual distribution statistics: model 3 for proposed (2 variables, n = 10)
#Res. > 0

#Res. <= 0

A–D* stat.

P value

MinStdRes

MaxStdRes

Durbin-Watson Stat

4

6

0.391

0.380

−1.460

1.405

1.955

See the residual histogram, normal quantile plot and residual table for more details of the error distribution.
Residual autocorrelations: model 3 for proposed (2 variables, n = 10)
Lag

1

2

3

4

5

Autocorrelation

−0.069

−0.349

−0.069

−0.177

0.173

5.1 Identifying CNH node with highest required energy
The Table 2 is displaying the proposed approach within highest required energy and identification process of CNH. The
system is proposing CNH selection procedure by considering
communication or connection of neighbor nodes and energy
level of node. In this, based on E method the CN and CNH
selection procedure as done and the result is compared with
static and mobile sink.
5.2 Priority assignment
The Table 3 is describing the priority assignment by using
the source nodes and assigning one of the most priorities
over the transmission of packet based on their urgency level.
All data packets need to be assigned a priority by the source
node, depending on how important is it for the packet to
reach the destination node. The priority decided by the source
node should be stored in a field, named ‘priority’, of the data
packet’s header and should remain a part of the header, till it
reaches the destination node [37].
5.3 Energy consumption in packet transmission
The network life time is measured by means of the amount
of energy consumed by the nodes. The average energy spent
per packet is calculated by varying the number of SNs which
is shown in Fig. 2. The energy lost for SS is high because
the node near the sink has to transmit the data and the nodes
are away from it is not sending the data. Whereas in MS, it
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consumes the energy lower than the SS and higher than the
HHSRP. The MS is susceptible to small energy hole and small
hotspot problem around the stay points [42]. Therefore, the
average energy spent per packet is greater than the HHSRP.
In HHSRP, energy dissipation is very low when compared to
the SS and MS, because the data has sent to the sink based on
the prioritization. This will reduce the energy whole problem
(the node which is near to SS consume more energy than the
other node due to relay of data. This leads to energy whole
problem). For the high sensitive data the CNH communicate
the data to SS, so this will improve the life time and QoS when
compared to the SS and MS. The average energy spent by SS,
MS and the proposed methods are 0.0813, 0.0602 and 0.0468
J. From this results, observed that HHSRP is producing better
results when compared to SS and MS systems.
5.4 Overall throughput
The throughput refers to the quantity of packets received by
the sink per second. It is calculated by varying the quantity of SNs from 10 to 100 in terms of packets received per
second. The throughput for the SS, MS and HHSRP algorithm based on the network size is presented in Fig. 3a.
The figure is describing about the throughput of overall
packet transmission process, the figure is describing about
the MS throughput, static BS throughput and hybrid hierarchical technique. From the figure it is clearly observed that
the HHSRP outperforms than the SS and MS. Because in
SS and MS, the energy hole problem and hot spot problem will decrease the throughput. In this algorithm, the QoS
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(a)

Normal quantile plot model 1 for SS
(2 variables, n=10)

(b) Normal quantile plot model 2 for MS
(2 variables, n=10)

1.5
Actual Standardized Residual

Actual Standardized Residual

1.5
1
0.5

Actual

Theoretical

0
-2
-0.5

-1

0

1

2

-1
-1.5
-2

Actual

Theoretical

0.5
0
-2
-0.5

-1

0

1

2

-1
-1.5

Theoretical standardized residual
adjusted Anderson-Darling statistic is 0.229
(P=0.809)

(c)

1

Theoretical standardized residual
adjusted Anderson-Darling statistic is 0.408
(P=0.347)

Normal quantile plot model 3 for proposed
(2 variables, n=10)

Actual standardized residual

2
Actual

1.5

Theoretical

1
0.5
0
-2
-0.5

-1

0

1

2

-1
-1.5

Theoretical standardized residual
Adjusted Anderson-Darling statistic is 0.391
(P=0.38)

Fig. 6 Normalquantile plot for average energy spent per packet a SS; b MS and c HHSRP method

requirement is achieved by prioritization of data and high
priority data will send to SS and low and medium priority
data will reach the MS according to queue weight. So there
is an increased level of packets received than the SS and MS.
5.5 Packet loss ratio
The percentage of the packets that could not reach the sink
node is referred as packet loss ratio. The packet loss ratio can
be calculated by using the Eq. (3.6).
Packet loss ratio
Total number of packets not received by sink
=
Total number of packets sent by all the SN

(3.6)

The percentage of packet loss ratio vs. number of rounds for
the SS, MS and HHSRP algorithm is presented in Fig. 3b. The

figure is describing about the packet loss in transmission of
packet to static BS and MS. The hybrid hierarchical, static BS
and MS node loss ratio have been displayed. From the figure,
it has been observed that the packet loss ratio is very small
for HHSRP. Since, the packets are forwarded either to the SS
or MS, according to the prioritization mechanism in HHSRP.
Then the priority mechanism forwards the packets according
to their QoS requirement based on its traffic content and its
type. When compared this to the SS, the packet loss ratio is
decreased in each round, because the node need not wait to
send the sensed data. Therefore, whenever it has the information then it is send immediately to its sink. Whereas in
HHSRP, the sink node packet loss ratio is lower than that of
the SS and MS from the beginning. From this, it is clearly
understood that the proposed model has less packet loss ratio
when compared to SS and MS. From the figure it is found
that the average packet loss ratio for SS is 16, MS is 10.2
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Fig. 7 Average network
throughput when 20% nodes
misbehaving

Table 6 Time series analysis for 20% node misbehaving
Model

Model 1

Dependent variable:

Static_Sink

Regression statistics: model 1 for Static_Sink (2 variables, n = 5)
R-Squared

Adj.R-Sqr.

Std. err. reg.

Std. dev.

# Cases

# Missing

t (2.50%, 2)

Conf. level

0.972

0.945

0.007890

0.034

5

0

4.303

95.0%

Lower 95%

Upper 95%

Std. dev.

Std. coeff.

Coefficient estimates: model 1 for Static_Sink (2 variables, n = 5)
Variable

Coefficient

Std. err.

t-Stat.

P value

Constant

0.000841

0.009935

0.085

0.940

−0.042

0.044

Mobile_Sink

0.760

0.702

1.082

0.393

−2.263

3.782

0.040

0.897

Proposed

0.059

0.546

0.108

0.924

−2.290

2.408

0.051

0.089

Analysis of variance: model 1 for Static_Sink (2 variables, n=5)
Residual distribution statistics: model 1 for Static_Sink (2 variables, n = 5)
#Res. > 0

#Res. <= 0

A–D* Stat.

P value

MinStdRes

MaxStdRes

Durbin-Watson Stat

2

3

0.407

0.349

−0.613

1.100

2.690

See the residual histogram, normal quantile plot and residual table for more details of the error distribution
Residual autocorrelations: model 1 for Static_Sink (2 variables, n = 5)
Lag

1

2

Autocorrelation

−0.434

−0.308

and our proposed HHSRP is 3.27. Therefore the proposed
method has very low packet loss ratio when compared with
SS and MS.
5.6 Lifetime coverage
In WSN, the lifetime coverage of nodes up to 90% is acceptable and less than this coverage leads to failure of the
network. The lifetime coverage vs. the number of SNs of
the network by considering the coverage of 100 and 90% is
presented in Fig. 4. The figure is describing about the lifetime of nodes in the network, the hybrid hierarchical based
node lifetime assure to be the 100% till the energy level is not
equal to 0. From the figures it is observed that, the lifetime
coverage of the HHSRP is better than SS and MS. This is due
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to node which is close to SS needs to transmit the data packet,
which consumes more energy than the other nodes. It makes
the nodes die earlier and leads to coverage the hole problem.
Similarly in MS approach the small hot spot problem are
formed close to the stay points of the MS. But in HHSRP
these two problems are sorted out by considering the QoS
requirement and prioritization of the data. Therefore, energy
is balanced between all the nodes of the network which leads
to increase the lifetime coverage of the network.
5.7 Time series analysis
The time series analysis for packet loss ratio with confidence
level of 95% is given in Table 4.This table is describing about
the time series analysis for confidence interval within 95%
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(a)

Actual and predicted -vs- Observation #
Model 1 for SS (2 variables, n=5)

0.15

Actual

(b)

Predicted

Mobile_Sink

Static_Sink

0.13
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.05
0.03
0

2
4
Observation #

(c)

6

0.2
0.18
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02

Actual

0

2
4
Observation #

Predicted

6

Actual and predicted -vs- Observation #
Model 3 for proposed (2 variables, n=5)

0.19

Actual

0.17
HHSRP

Actual and predicted -vs- Observation #
Model 2 for MS (2 variables, n=5)

Predicted

0.15
0.13
0.11
0.09
0.07
0.05
0

1

2

3
4
Observation #

5

6

Fig. 8 Time series analysis for 20% of nodes misbehaving a SS; b MS and c proposed method

of confidence level and the packet loss ratio of every node.
There are 100 nodes have been considered for calculating the
confidence level interval. The packet loss ratio for SS, MS
and the proposed HHSRP model is presented in Fig. 5.
The series of Fig. 5a–c is describing about the packet loss
ratio of SS, MS and proposed HHSRP method. All the figures
are regression generated and producing the accuracy within
time series analysis confidence interval level of 95%. The
time series analysis for average energy spent per packet with
confidence level of 95% is presented in Table 5.
Table 5 is describing about the time series analysis with
the confidence interval of 95%, the table is displaying the
average energy spent per packet within 10 numbers of node.
The normal quantile plot for average energy spent per packet
for SS, MS and HHSRP method is presented in Fig. 6a–c. The
figures is describing about the actual and theoretical value
within 95% confidence interval level in time series analysis.
The figures are also describing about the average residual
energy spent per packet based on the energy consumption by
node for packet transmission.

5.8 Secure routing
Figure 7 shows the network throughput when 20% nodes are
misbehaving. From the results it is observed that, even though
20%nodes are misbehaved, the proposed HHSRP method
receives more number of packets per second when compared
to the SS and MS. The time series analysis for 20% nodes are
misbehaving is presented in Table 6. The time series analysis for 20% of nodes misbehaving for SS, MS and HHSRP
method is presented in Fig. 8.

6 Conclusion
The performance of network is getting affected by several implemented protocols and other mechanisms and it is
decreasing the effectiveness of packet transmission. Conservation of energy is the main challenge in the development
of WSNs. We have presented in this paper, a new energy
efficient routing algorithm for WSNs called HHSRP. The
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proposed algorithm is describing an enhanced approach by
adding CN in the network and calculating the efficiency of
packet transmission based on the packet priority. So, the
packet could get deliver soon at the destination. The proposed HHSRP approach has the capability to transmit the
packet to destination without losing the packet to any malicious node and un-capable node activity. The CN and CNH
forming the path, identifying the packet priority and transmitting the packet to destination by generating a static or
virtual BS, which has direct connection to shortest path and
CNH.
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Abstract
Cloud computing always provides IT resources on demand basis, without additional waiting time. Therefore, data analytics
is one of the most significant areas that can be benefited from Cloud Computing. MapReduce programs in the cloud
computing to optimize the resource provisioning and finish the MapReduce jobs with quantified time. The efficacy as well
as the accuracy of performance of the performance model based on regression used for predicting the MapReduce job
completion time has been suggested in our OpenStack private cloud Hadoop cluster using linear regression method. In
order to satisfy the user jobs with deadline requirements, Cloud service providers do not have a resource provisioning
technique or polices. The contemporary system requires a cloud user to estimate the needed quantity of resources for
running jobs in the cloud. Our proposed scalability strategy of Scale-Out methods used to obtain the accurate prediction of
job completion times through our experimental results shows the performance level of MapReduce benchmark in the open
stack private cloud. The regression based performance model predicting and evaluating the execution time of 5 popular
MapReduce benchmark applications over our private cloud environment with better resource utilization which depicts 99%
of accuracy results.
Keywords Cloud Computing  Hadoop MapReduce  Performance Model  Resource Provisioning  Efficiency

1 Introduction
Cloud computing is that technology that is developing and
manages the resources of cloud for the development of the
performance models [1–8]. Cloud computing is mostly
used for data-intensive and velocity based jobs processing
the biographical data, social data, warehousing data and
big-data analytics jobs. Cloud computing is pool of IT
resource which can access anytime and anywhere in the
computer network by request of cloud user. The cloud
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based implementation provides new methods for managing
and analyzing the massive volume of data that they are
currently generating. Hadoop which is in this cloud environment has been performing in an excellent manner owing
to its scalable and parallel programming along with the
processing model. The Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of
Hadoop cluster. Providing high on-demand computing and
rapid elasticity, MapReduce with Hadoop has become a
prominent programming model in cloud computing. The
large datasets are easily scaled in that of the environment
of cloud computing.
For our research Hadoop/MapReduce is comfortable to
analysis large datasets in the private cloud but running
Hadoop/MapReduce on top of the public cloud has become
option for most users. There are a huge number of small
computations that execute in parallel comprised in
MapReduce workloads. Openstack environment make use
of a many virtual machines having different capacities for
distributions. Such applications can create a RandomWritter, a Sort, the TestDFSIO, the TeraSort, and also
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the Word Count. This work is extended from previous
works by [9, 10]. We evaluate the performance of scaling
strategies Scale-Out and matches the workload
performances.
The Cloud Resource Provisioning (CRESP) that is used
for the MapReduce programs is also used for the estimation
of the time as well as the cost in both the public and the
private cloud [9, 11]. The cloud efficiency and competency
has been computed by prolonging using private cloud open
stack environment in the MapReduce applications. Simon
et al., measured the raw performance of the CPU, I/O using
Single Jon Single Instance (SJSI), Single Job Multiple
Instance (SJMI) workloads in Amazon EC2 cloud [10].
The Multi-Task Computing and its evaluation has been
performed in that of the scientific workloads [12]. Dan Li
et al. fixed the deadlines for cloud computing using DCloud
resource allocation algorithm. Auto elastic for high performance computing and improved performance of the
application with auto elastic manager [13]. Poor Scalability
can result in poor system performance. MapReduce initially developed by Google for data-intensive applications.
MapReduce job executed in all virtual instances map
phase and reduce phase are executed by map slots and
reduce slots. The popular job scheduler include FIFO
which is performed by a master node (Name node). The
slave node (Data node) periodically connect to the master
node to check the available slots and scheduling policy.
Cloud platforms make MapReduce an attractive for
large data process and make cluster provisioning almost
very rapid and high availability. Figure 1 depicts the open
stack private cloud environments.
In this paper, we explore performance accuracy and
efficient resource utilization of an alternative bounds-based
approach and Service Level Objective (SLO)—based
model used in the Automatic Resource Inference and
Allocation (ARIA) project.
We analysis the regression-based performance model in
hadoop cluster on openstack cloud environment.
•
•

The number of map and reduce slots configured
according the node capacity.
The MapReduce job’s completion time is decreased
while process the scale-out strategy

Fig. 1 Private IaaS Cloud
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•

In our experiment five MapReduce benchmark applications are experimented from three instances to nine
instances by using Scale-Out strategy.

The machine instance numbers are the decisive factors
for the performance of CPU bound jobs. They also depend
on historical job execution records that have been applied
Locally Weighted Linear Regression (LWLR) technique
[1]. Amazon has designed Elastic MapReduce (EMR). This
in turn lets the users run Hadoop applications across its
EC2 nodes. It is easier for users to set up and run Hadoop
applications using EC2 cloud. However, the jobs with
deadline requirements [14] are not supported by EC2 [14].
The quantity of resources that are needed for job completion are estimated by the cloud users.
Most use of cloud is for data-intensive and latency
sensitive process such as search engines, data warehousing
and big-data analytics.
The cloud workload prediction has been used Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) Module for
SaaS applications in which load predictor and performance
modeler based on predicted demand by workload analyzer
module [1]. Polynomial-Time Allocation Scheme mechanism determines the optimal resource allocation by the
workload analyzer and estimate the future demand for the
application [15]. The MapReduce job assignment
scheme in the heterogeneous computing environment Map
Phase Completion Time (MPCT) has been used [16]. The
hadoop Fair Sojourn Protocol (HFSP) is a size-based
scheduler for Hadoop and estimating on-line job execution
[17, 18].

1.1 Openstack middleware and MapReduce
program
The process of large amounts of data analysis the
MapReduce model has emerged as a popular analysis
technique. The MapReduce model first performs the data
filtering operation and transformation of the data and then
combined the results (reduce). The MapReduce processing
is a distributed based sequential and parallel processing by
default in the hadoop MapReduce job handles one chunk of
the data block size is 64 MB.
We optimize our openstack cloud server efficiently and
ensuring that server hardware closely matches the needs of
scale-out workloads.
The performance of process intensive enterprise jobs
decided by virtual machine instance numbers. The memory
intensive enterprise jobs decided by the virtual machine
memory allocated. Network latency and disk storage
decide the storage intensive enterprise jobs.
Figure 2a and b depicts openstack machine instance
types and one of the machine instance types x.large is used

Cluster Computing
Fig. 2 a and b Machine
instance types in Openstack
middleware

in these experiments. The MapReduce approach is referred
to as a new approach of processing big data in cloud
computing environment [19].

2 Related work
A lot of research related activity has been taking place in
order to evaluate the effectiveness of MapReduce jobs in
cloud computing environments [1, 2, 9, 11, 15, 20].
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In contrast to these papers, our goal is using Scale-Out
strategy on private cloud environment and measure the
performance in-depth.
Marshall and et al., proposed reactive and proactive
workload prediction models. More number of resources
were assigned by the Scale-up and Scale-out process when
the workload crossed the limit. One of the main characteristics is the cloud computing scalability. Virtualized
resources enable the cloud scaling. The average response
time and throughputs are the major performance concerns.
Scale-up is the virtual machine capacity which means that
from a small node to a more powerful node with more
processor, high memory and large storage. It shown in
Fig. 4. Scale-out is the virtual machine quantity which
means that adding more virtual machine of the same
machine type or different machine type Figs. 3 and 4
depict the resources of cloud computing as being scale-up
or scale-down, scale-in and scale-out by rapidly adapting to
the system for its actual demand on that of the application
[21].

2.1 Scalability
The capability of the system for supporting enhanced
workloads using additional resources is referred to as
scalability. The procedures to request or to release
resources on-the-go during the service runtime is shown by
Table 1. The number of instances in the Scale-Out
approach increase with the increase in the work loads and
vice versa. On the other hand, the Scale-Up technique is
system resizing such as the CPU, RAM memory or disk
capacity and moreover Scale-up storage cannot be held
petabyte (PB)s size. The elasticity mechanisms are based

Fig. 4 Scale-Up and Scale-Out architecture

on manual scaling or automatic scaling. Public and private
clouds can be built using Openstack, an open source software which is not only simple to deploy but is also scalable, especially with rich features.
Openstack is an open source software for building private and public clouds and simple to deploy and especially
scalable with rich features.

2.2 Scale-out not scale-up
A huge number of low end commodity servers (Scale-Out)
is preferred for data-intensive workloads over a minimum
number of high-end server (Scale-up) and Scale-Out is
superior to Scale-Up and therefore the MapReduce jobs
implemented in low-end commodity servers. The increasing quantity of machine instances is shown in Fig. 4. This
allows not only the addition of more machine instances but
also lets the same types of nodes to be processed. Scalable
performance that is tied to a type of resource varies with
varying workload. It is mainly focusing on CPU intensive
job performance and deciding the instance types. Scale-out
strategy eliminates the performance bottlenecks.

3 Regression based performance model
Proposed model is used to measure the MapReduce job
completion time. Consider j job processed by the s servers,
max, min and average duration of the j job respectively.
Let S be the System resource, Input data D and the
MapReduce C i.e. number of reduce task and map task.
The Map and Reduce slots in the instance configured
dynamically according to the instance capacity.
Completion of j’s job Time T = T ðS, D, CÞ

ð1Þ

Resource Provisioned for a job k
¼ Rðm1 ; m2 ; . . .:mk Þ; where R is the resource type
ð2Þ
M = (m1,m2,…mk) where M is the number of instance of
R and T (k) be the execution time of the job in a cluster.Let
Fig. 3 Hadoop architecture
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Table 1 An overview of enterprise and research initiatives to address the cloud elasticity
Open source and
commercial systems

Service
level

Action mode

Policy

Objective/metric

Elasticity
method

Interface

OpenStack

IaaS

Horizontal and
vertical

Manual

Defined by user

Replication and
migration

CLI, GUI and API

OpenNebula

IaaS

Horizontal and
vertical

Manual

Defined by user

Replication and
migration

CLI, GUI and API

Eucalyptus

IaaS

Horizontal and
vertical

Manual

Defined by user

Replication and
migration

CLI, GUI and API

Amazon- AWS

IaaS,
Paas

Horizontal

Automatic,
reactive

CPU and network,
memory and disk

Replication

Amazon Autoscale,
CloudWatch and API

Windows-Azure

IaaS,
PaaS

Horizontal

Automatic,
reactive

CPU and network,

Replication

AzureWatch, API

T(1) be the execution time of a job start with three
instances.
The speed S ¼ T ð1Þ = T ðkÞ

ð3Þ

The finally proposed completion time and estimation
model will be presented wherein every job has been calculated on the basis of the Reduce slots or the Map slots.
The number of data chunks M is calculated 1 GB
file = 1024/128 = 8 blocks.
The total block size is calculated as:
Xn
BðkÞ ¼
ni X ci
ð4Þ
i¼1
Efficiency ¼ S = BðkÞ

3.2 Estimating error rate

ð5Þ

We have implemented this in regression-based analysis, in
this experiment used to predict the MapReduce benchmark
application execution time (in seconds) to finish the job.
Suppose we have a data set with the following paired
observations:(x1, y1), (x2, y2)………(xn, yn) where xi is the
number of instances i and where yi is the execution time.
Estimate the yi for fixed xi regression-based model with
the sample linear regression formula:
yi ¼ b0 þ b1 xi þ i

Hadoop is used to function the job scheduling and is
performed by the master node which also achieves
numerous data nodes in the cluster such that each data node
consists of fixed number of Map and Reduce slots to run
the tasks.
There has been some job profile-based model has been
implemented for predictions of job completion time in Map
phase. In this work we have implemented regression-based
performance model for predicts the MapReduce job completion time by using Scale-Out strategy.

ð6Þ

We are calculating an error ei for our prediction using Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) Eq. (5) on each application
prediction is an average wrong by about 60 s.
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n
X
i ¼
ðPiYiÞ2 =n
ð7Þ
i¼1

where P is the predicted time and Y is the actual time, i is
the index for a specific instance, n is the number of predictions because we calculate the error across all the predicted times.

where b0 and b1 unknown constants and the error terms
are usually assumed to be ei.

4 Optimizing resource provisioning
3.1 Predicting job completion times
Main objective is to predict the job completion time. In this
experiment, using Eq. (6) while the job is executed on
different datasets, different number of map and reduce slots
and with different number of instances.
Various examples are considered to execute the
MapReduce jobs. Map stage is just divided and sends the
partitions with data to reduce stage run based on the
algorithm and then collects and aggregate the results from
each partitions.

Dominant Resource Utilization (DRU) is used to optimize
the cloud utilization of cloud resources [4].
The best resource provisioning is determined by us for
five typical situations:
•
•

With a certain limited size of data to execute on the
available resources.
To complete the processing the jobs with a time
constraint.
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Fig. 6 Actual execution time versus predicted execution time of word
count (10 GB) application

Fig. 5 Actual execution time of word count application

•
•
•

To increase the resources when amount of data size is
large.
Input data size is fixed and resources are Scale-Out.
Resource is fixed, and input data size is varied.

Homogenous VM instances are used in our cloud
deployment all the node types are x.large. The number of
slots per node as r, which is fixed in our cluster setup.
Within time T, the job completion should be done. For
the MapReduce job J, with input dataset as D, the allocated
minimum number of nodes to this job within time period of
T is as follows:
The T is has the outline of job completion time.
The number of data chunk C is calculated by
C ¼ File Size = Block Size

Figure 5 depicts the results of Word Count MapReduce
Completion time. The X-axis indicates that the number of
instance used, and Y-axis represents the actual execution
time.
Number of Map Slots M by setting the maximum
number of Map Slots in the fair scheduler.
We analyzed the precision of the regression-based performance model using set of five applications in the hadoop
cluster on openstack cloud environment.
The actual as well as the predicted time of execution of
the jobs and the duration of execution has been measured
and is compared with that of the execution time given in
Table 2.

ð8Þ

Since the Block size is 128 MB, there are 10 GB of
input dataset then
C ¼ 10 GB = 129 MB ¼ 80 blocks
Each block is processed by different Map task the job
consists of 80 map tasks.
Assign m and R nodes as Map and Reduce slots (C, M,
R) respectively. Record the time (in seconds) to finish the
job.

5 Experimental setup
This private cloud openstack hadoop cluster has been set
up by means of making use of the HP Proliant DL140 Rack
server-based machines. Every server has been specified
with the configuration as the 64 GB RAM and the 5 TB
Hard disk along with the 3.5 Ghz Intel Xeon processor.
This host operation CentOS-7 had been installed and also
created the nine m1.xlarge instances on that of the server
and every instance had been assigned with that of 2 CPU

Table 2 Word count: execution time (in seconds) actual execution time versus predicted execution time
S.No.

Number of instance

Actual execution time in seconds

Input dataset size

10 GB

25 GB

50 GB

75 GB

100 GB

10 GB

25 GB

50 GB

75 GB

100 GB

1

3

1952

4122

6412

9714

12451

1959

4073

6477

9622

12053

2

4

1821

3844

6211

9114

11247

1790

3892

6234

9103

11317

3

5

1700

3620

6014

8997

10847

1621

3711

5991

8584

10581

4

6

1324

3554

5801

7541

9008

1452

3531

5747

8065

9846

5

7

1259

3450

5598

7211

8765

1283

3350

5504

7545

9110

6

8

1124

3210

5321

7004

8477

1114

3169

5261

7026

8374

7

9

987

2914

4875

6871

8124

945

2988

5018

6507

7638
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Table 3 Sort: execution time (in seconds) real execution time versus predicted execution time
S.No.

Number of instance

Actual execution time in seconds

Predicted execution time in seconds

Input dataset size

10 GB

25 GB

50 GB

75 GB

100 GB

10 GB

25 GB

50 GB

75 GB

100 GB

1

3

740

1422

2924

4074

6012

729

1434

2846

4117

6021

2

4

690

1374

2650

3882

5874

688

1364

2653

3925

5884

3

5

640

1302

2414

3711

5761

647

1294

2460

3734

5746

4

6

604

1234

2217

3622

5612

606

1225

2267

3543

5608

5

7

544

1142

2011

3497

5503

565

1155

2074

3351

5470

6

8

520

1080

1896

3198

5312

524

1085

1880

3160

5333

7

9

502

1021

1757

2817

5187

483

1015

1687

2969

5195

executed which are CPU intensive and I/O intensive
applications respectively. Input datasets of different sizes
are generated using the TeraGen application for TeraSort.
In the cluster have 3 nodes with the same hardware
(medium nodes) and later the scale-out up-to 9 nodes
(m1.xlarge and m1.large nodes)
All nodes are linked in same rack and in which each
node consists of 1 Gbit/s network connection to a 10 Gbit/s
switch. The m1.large and m1.xlarge machine examples are
presented as listed in Fig. 2. The computing power of these
examples are 8.0 GB of RAM memory and 80 GB of
Storage.
Fig. 7 Actual execution time of sort application

5.1 Datasets
Benchmark program consists of three generators to produce
a testing datasets. Random data is produced by the RandomWriter tool by the Sort program. This tool produce the
text based data and can be applied by the Word Count
program. The TeraGen program produce the input datasets
for TeraSort application

6 Results and discussion
6.1 Word count experiments
Fig. 8 Actual execution time versus predicted execution time of sort
(25 GB) application

cores, with 8 GB RAM and 150 GB of hard disk storage.
Hadoop-2.7.3 was used as well as one instance has been
configured as Name node and the remaining 8 of them
constitute the data node. The Name node can be used as
Data node. All virtual examples are organized with two
map and reduce slots. The data block size of the HDFS is
128 MB and replication level of data block is 2. Five
MapReduce applications, i.e., the Word Count, Sort, TeraSort, RandomWriter and Enhanced TestDFSIO was

We considered the workloads from 10 GB to 100 GB in
the scaling out process by increasing the m1.large instance
from 3 to 9 instances which can be used in all scaling
experiments.
The Word Count application processed the size of
dataset is varied from 10 GB to 100 GB and Scale-Out
from three instances to nine instances with same type of
instances depicts in Table 2.
In experiment, the Word Count application is used as a
Hadoop MapReduce job processing of input dataset.
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Table 4 TeraSort: execution time (in seconds) real execution time versus predicted execution time
S.No.

Number of instance

Actual execution time in seconds

Predicted execution time in seconds

Input dataset size

10 GB

25 GB

50 GB

75 GB

100 GB

10 GB

25 GB

50 GB

75 GB

100 GB

1

3

2451

5784

10187

16174

20122

2346

5610

10116

16549

21004

2

4

2040

5064

9641

15612

19356

2076

4943

9238

15179

19313

3

5

1754

4152

8121

13961

18081

1807

4277

8360

13809

17622

4

6

1498

3357

7020

12455

16987

1537

3610

7482

12439

15931

5

7

1217

2816

6452

11013

14569

1267

2944

6604

11069

14240

6

8

987

2148

5945

9247

11967

998

2278

5726

9699

12549

7

9

815

1954

5012

8614

10436

728

1611

4848

8329

10858

aggregation results including the word and count are
summed up by the Reduce function.
The Fig. 6 depicts the comparison between the actual
execution time and predicted execution time from the
Table 2 which shows the instance 5 and 6 with the minimal
difference using an average of 20 s. In addition, with
Eq. (7), we found that there is a minimum error only in the
instances 5 and 6 occurred in 20 to 30 s which depicts on
the Fig. 6 of word count application on the size of 10 GB
and across all the predictions on an average maximum error
of 60 s.
Fig. 9 Actual execution time of TeraSort application

Fig. 10 Actual execution time versus predicted execution time of
TeraSort (50 GB) application

The Word Count Application reads a text input file and
counts the number of words occurs in the input file. As the
input size increases the execution time increase while the
Scale-Out the instance the decrease the execution time it
depicts Fig. 5.
The input text is split into words using the Map function.
Using a word with a combiner, the outcome is aggregated
logically. By the words and the final output, the local
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6.2 Sort experiments
The Sort application is to sort the input text file by key,
input text files generated by RandomWriter application.
The Hadoop RandomWriter program used to generate the
unsorted random sequence of words which generates
10–100 GB size of datasets for our experiments. These
input datasets used for our sort program to measure the
workload performance prediction in our private cloud
openstack environment with help of scale-out strategy.
In the Table 3 depicts the sort benchmark application
using actual execution time and predicted execution time
by applying the Eq. (6) with varying dataset size from
10 GB to 100 GB through this instance 3–9. Figure 7
depicts aggregated sort application with actual execution
time and also Fig. 8 depicts the comparison between the
actual execution time and predicted execution time shows
with the 0% error on the workload of 25 GB.

6.3 TeraSort Experiments
The TeraSort application is used to test the CPU and
Memory efficiency of the openstack private cloud hadoop
cluster and to sort 1 TB of data.

Cluster Computing
Table 5 TestDFSIO (write): execution time (in seconds) real execution time versus predicted execution time
S.No.

Number of instance

Actual execution time in seconds

Predicted execution time in seconds

Input dataset size

10 GB

25 GB

50 GB

75 GB

100 GB

10 GB

25 GB

50 GB

75 GB

100 GB

1

3

397

857

1634

2412

3127

395

847

1620

2446

3165

2

4

363

794

1568

2376

3048

371

797

1522

2319

3032

3

5

351

742

1402

2198

2914

346

747

1423

2192

2899

4

6

320

692

1283

2045

2807

321

696

1325

2065

2766

5

7

301

639

1194

1912

2611

296

646

1227

1938

2633

6

8

275

597

1102

1824

2517

272

595

1128

1811

2500

7

9

241

552

1096

1691

2341

246

545

1030

1684

2367

Fig. 11 Actual execution time versus predicted execution time of
TestDFSIO-write (75 GB) application

Fig. 12 Actual execution time versus predicted execution time of
TestDFSIO read (100 GB) application

Table 6 TestDFSIO (read): execution time (in seconds) real execution time versus predicted execution time
S.No.

Number of instance

Actual execution time in seconds

Predicted execution time in seconds

Input dataset size

10 GB

25 GB

50 GB

75 GB

100 GB

10 GB

25 GB

50 GB

75 GB

100 GB

1

3

154

347

794

1164

1642

146

315

719

1153

1608

2

4

125

268

627

1057

1514

131

287

649

1050

1490

3

5

112

241

523

904

1395

115

259

579

947

1372

4

6

97

224

474

876

1161

99

231

510

844

1254

5

7

81

201

423

741

1076

83

204

440

741

1136

6

8

70

181

395

621

1008

67

176

370

638

1018

7

9

53

158

332

547

984

51

148

300

535

900

The Hadoop TeraGen program generates the input data.
The program also creates a billion lines by default, and
each line is about a hundred bytes in length.
Terasort then sorts the data. It not only provides its own
input as well as output format but also its own partition.
This makes sure that there is equal distribution of keys
among all of the nodes. This is an improvised version of
the program that provides equal amount of loads among the
nodes during the test.

In the Table 4 depicts the TeraSort benchmark application actual execution time and predicted execution by
applying Eq. (6) and the dataset size varying from 10 GB to
100 GB and from 3 instances to 9 instances. Figure 9 depicts
aggregated Terasort application with actual execution time.
From the Eq. (7), we found that there is a minimum error
with better proficiency where used in 30 to 40 s only in the
instance 4 and 6 which depicts on the Fig. 10 of TeraSort
application on the size of 50 GB and across all the predictions on an average maximum error 60 s.
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6.4 TestDFSIO-write experiments
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1. Introduction
Service over a network is delivered by using computing resources of cloud computing. Multi domain and multi user
platform is supported by distributed cloud computing. Cloud computing is more prone to security threats as it supports
distributed multi user and multi domain platform. Services provided by cloud computing include delivery of
applications as service over the internet , the hardware and system software in datacenter. Cloud computing is attracted
by many users it provides ubiquitous and pay for use services. Several disadvantages are also included by cloud
computing. Security aspects like confidentiality, availability and integrity of cloud are being attacked. Improved cloud
security can be achieved by providing security systems to both cloud users and cloud services. Main issue involved in
cloud computing is Security. We can detect instructions in a cloud by using different strategies. By analyzing the
malicious activity and traffic on the network we can discover unauthorized network access by using network Instruction
detection system. The new cloud survey alliance finds the misuse and unethical
use of cloud computing as the main security threat. In a centralized manner system administrator have full control over
host machines , vulnerabilities. Service level agreement have been violated as virtual machines(VM) may not function
effectively and user do not have privilege to control software installed due to security holes in patching. Loop holes in
cloud security are contributed by installing vulnerable software on user’s virtual machines. Top concerns of cloud
computing systems are “Business continuity and services availability”. Legal service contract can be violated if known
security holes are fixed in cloud data centers. Essentially right provided to user to control and manage the software
installed on virtual machine nay not work. Exception in cloud security is contributed by installing vulnerable software
on user’s virtual machines. Identifying and minimizing the impact of cloud user’s security breach is being a very big
challenge to administrators.
The infrastructure was shared by millions of users in the cloud system. Using shared infrastructure to exploit
the cloud's vulnerabilities and use its resource to more efficiently deploy attacks ways has benefited the attackers.
These attacks have been more successful in the cloud environment as users of the cloud typically share computer
Resources, such as being linked via the same switch, sharing data storage and file system with potential attackers
to compromise multiple Virtual Machine. The system administrators have full control over the host machines in the
existing system where the data center is present , system administrator detects vulnerabilities in a centralized manner.
Patching known security gaps in cloud data centers where clients of the cloud generally have the right to control
installed software on their Virtual Machine. It may not work substantially and may break the agreement on service level
In addition, cloud users can install insecure code on their VMs, which contributes significantly to cloud protection
exceptions.The goal is to develop an active vulnerability / attack detection and response system to efficiently identify at
tacks and minimize the impact on cloud users of security breaches. So it won’t work effectively and can break the
Service Level Agreement. We cannot find the intrusion detection.
In this article, we propose (identification of Network Intrusion detection in network security) to establish a
defense-in-depth Intrusion detection framework. For better detection of attacks, network intrusion incorporates
intrusiondetection processes of attack graph analytical procedures. Design of network intrusion does not need to
improve any of the existing intrusion detection algorithms; Nonetheless, network invasion uses a reconfigurable
digital networking strategy to identify and combat Virtual Machine attempts, thus preventing zombie virtual machine.
In common, there are two main phases in network intrusion: (1) Use a network intrusion detection agent (network
intrusion -A) to monitor and analyze web traffic on each cloud server.A Network Intrusion ,a regularly checks the
virtual machine vulnerabilities within a cloud server to create Scenario Attack Map, and based on the magnitude of the
found vulnerability to the goals of the collaborative attack, Network Intrusion can determine whether or not to place a
Virtual Machine in the Network Inspection State.(2)Once a Virtual Machine is examined, Deep Packet Inspection is im
-plemented and/or virtual network reconfigurations can be introduced to the Virtual Machine inspectorate to improve
potential attack behaviors. In the Proposed System, Network intrusion detection and countermeasures option is to
establish a framework for better defense in depth IDS attack detection, network intrusion detection and countermeasure
selection process includes intrusion detection to attack graph analysis program. When the server is attacked by an
attacker by using a user account, Multi-level servers attacker could deploy malicious software, if and only if he can gain
access to the server, but difficult to find in the existing system, because the cloud service attack servers.
When attackers attack the attack scene map user account, attack analyzer can detect attacks and send alerts to the ad
ministrator (by attacking zombies) attempts to access another user account deploying multilevel malware and using the
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maximum number of attempts on a permanent basis, then he waits for the administrator of block management. The
Reconfigurable virtual networking was the approach used by the design of network intrusion uses a to detect and count
the attempts to compromise Virtual Machine. so preventing zombie Virtual Machine, attack graph-based analytical
models and reconfigurable virtual network-based countermeasure is built in the system. Various algorithms were used
by them for graph based analysis model like Alert Correlation and Countermeasure Selection. Alert correlation presents
Virtual Machine protection model of network intrusion consists of a Virtual Machine profiler, a security indexer, state
monitor.Depending on various factors such as connectivity, the number of vulnerabilities present and their impact
scores, we specify the security index for all the Virtual Machine in the network.The impact rating of vulnerability as des
cribed in the guide helps to assess the impact of the vulnerability being exploited on privacy, honesty and availability.
A virtual machine's connectivity metric is determined by assessing incoming and outgoing connections. The counter
measure that gives the lowest value of Return Of Investment when applied to a node is called the optimal
countermeasure.Finally, Scenario Alert Graph and Alert Correlation Graph will also be updated before the algorithm
ends. To calculate which node attack can easily be identified.
2. Related Works

2.1.Cloud Traffic Analysis
Dijiang Huang[5] said that Each cloud server uses a network intrusion detection agent to capture and power form
analysis of cloud traffic. The virtual system vulnerabilities are scanned within a cloud server. Intrusion detection alerts
are sent by the agent when some suspicious or unprotected traffic is found for the purpose of attack analysis. by use of
methods like SPAN, RSPAN, or ERSPAN, the traffic generated on the mirrored software bridge by the virtual
machines will be mirrored to a particular port on a particular bridge. The sniffing rules of intrusion detector can be
customized based on our needs. Dom0,a privilege domain in the Xen environment which consists a virtual switch for
traffic switching among Virtual Machine and network drivers for physical network interface of the cloud server.
2.2Virtual Machine Configuring
B.Joshi&co[3] said that, is possible to profile virtual machines to obtain accurate state information, running
services, open ports, etc. The communication with other Virtual Machine is a major factor that counts towards a Virtual
Machine profile.An Virtual Machine connected to many other machines is more vulnerable than one that is connected
to fewer machines end to cause more damage due to the compromising effect of a highly connected Virtual Machine.To
verify the authenticity of alerts related to a Virtual Machine, knowledge about the services running on a Virtual
Machine is essential. An attacker deploys a port scanning program in order to conduct an intensive network review to
find out which ports are open on any Virtual Machine. Vulnerability of a virtual machine is determined based on the
information on any Virtual Machine open ports and the history of open ports. All these factors together the virtual
machine profile will be created. Virtual machine profiles are stored in a database and contain comprehensive
vulnerability, warning, and traffic information. Attacks are analyzes of different data.
2.3. Attack Analysis:
RadharaniSajja[1]discussed that an attack analyzer performs operations update, warning correlation and
countermeasure collection, for an example, The Scenario Attack Graph function made up of three phases such as
information gathering, potential exploit path analysis and attack graph construction. With these information, the attack
paths are modelled using Scenario Attack Graph. When attack analyzer receives an alert from a network intrusion -A, it
matches that alert in the Alert Correlation Graph. If the received alert appears in the graph, the implementation of
response analyzer selection procedure and informs the network controller actions deploy these countermeasures..
2.4.Security Analysis
To construct attack graphs, it is important to collect network information and provide the same as input to the
attack analyzer. The controller of the network is also responsible for deploying the countermeasure. Based on the best
return on investment and risk probability nodes, anti-attack analysis, and select executed by the network controller.
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2.5.Alert Correlation
Dijiang Huang &co [5] presents Virtual Machine protection model of network intrusion which consists of a
Virtual Machine profiler, a security indexer, and a state monitor. A security index is provided for all the Virtual
Machine in the network based on different factors such as connectivity, the number of vulnerabilities and their effect
ranking. The vulnerabilities affect the score, defined by a guide to help determine the confidentiality, integrity and
availability impact of vulnerabilities exploitation. Connectivity is a measure of the virtual machine's incoming and
outgoing connections made by the evaluation. Virtual machine state is defined as follows 1. Stable is one of the known
vulnerabilities on the virtual machine. 2. Fragile is one or more of those vulnerabilities in a virtual machine, which is
still untapped 3. Exploited-the manipulation of at least one flaw, and the virtual machine is conflicted existence. 4.
Zombies is a virtual machine is in control of the attacker.
2.6.Counter measure Selection Algorithm
Y. Dong, Dijiang Huang [5][6] presents how to select the optimal counter-measure for the scenario of an attack.
The algorithm input is a warning, an attack graph G, and a pool of counter measures. The algorithm starts with the
node choice Virtual Alert that corresponds to the alert generated by a network intrusion -A. We calculate the distance of
the target before the alert virtual node selection strategy. If the distance is greater than the threshold, we do not choose
countermeasures, but the update tracking alarm system alert correlation graph. Virtual alert source node, all reachable
nodes (including the source node) is collected into action after the assets of T. Since the attacker has performed before
an alarm is generated, the probability of our virtual alert is set to 1, calculate the new probability in the set T all children
(downstream) node. Now, the probability of being selected and the new calculated based on the effectiveness of the
chosen measures for all t 2 T applicable. For the application of measures to deal with the use of the benefit is given by
the change in the probability of the target node. In the next double for the cycle, we calculate on the basis of the
investment, the rate of return applications welfare measures (ROI). Wherein, when a counter measure is applied at the
node so that the minimum value of the ROI, is considered a best countermeasure. Finally, scenarios attack graphs and
alarm correlation diagram also terminated before updating algorithms. The complexity of the algorithm 2 is Ϭ (| P | X |
DM |), where | P | is the number and vulnerabilities | DM | represents the number of responses.
3. SIGNIFICANCE OF DESIGN
Nowadays, in order to service the providers and customers, researches was carried out by the cloud computing
process.There are many security issues to be taken care in a cloud computing environment. VM is susceptible to denial
of service attack. Cloud user can set up susceptible program in their VM that really conduces a breach in cloud
protection. To stop negotiating vulnerable Virtual Machines in the cloud, Intrusion Detection and Countermeasure in
virtual Network systems technique has been proposed in this paper. Detection of network Intrusion and counter
measure choice in virtual network systems provides a basis for detection of defense-in-depth intrusion.The attack graph
analytical procedures were incorporated into the processes of intrusion detection to better detect attack by the virtual
machine. A data center exists in the existing system, where ystem administrators have complete host computer
control, system administrator can identify bugs centrally. Patching known safety holes in cloud data centers where
cloud users are in general entitled to access installed software on their Virtual Machine. It might not really work.
Essentially it may not operate and may impact the SLA. Installation of insecure code by cloud users on their virtual
machine, makes significant difference to exceptions to cloud protection. This minimizes the effect on cloud users of the
security breach. When an attacker plans to attack the user in a network, it is externally difficult to detect the affected
server because cloud users can install many software types with their server user account. It will create every possible
paths of attack. So scalability is the big problem for this solution. Server quality is poor since insecure software
can be mounted on their virtual machines by cloud users. It offers low security.
3.1.System Design
The framework for network intrusion detection within a cluster of cloud servers is shown in Figure 1. Major
components of this device are distributed on cloud server, a network controller and an attack analyzer. The latter three
elements are in a centralized setup on each cloud server, connected to computer switches. Network Intrusion Detection
is a computer agent that is realized in server which is linked to the control centre through a secured channel isolated
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from the usual data packets using Open Flow tunnelling or Virtual LAN approaches. It is the duty of the network
operator to implement counteractions in line with the decisions of the attack analyzer.

Cloud

Control unit
Network
controller

VM profiling

Server
Attack analyzer

Fig.1. NETWORK INTRUSION ARCHITECTURE

3.1.2.Design And Implementation of Proposed System
A key is used by us to evaluate whether or not the attack order originated from the main attacker is shown in
Figure 1. The compromised Virtual Machine checks the key when the attack order is received. When the key is getting
matched, the attack is coordinated and initiated. When the match is not successful, the VM must sit tight. We are
responsible for communicating among the main attacker, the zombie computers, and the victim or target server. We
have a connection between the above mentioned counterparts to establish a communication. If it detects multiple
requests from one or more IP addresses, those IP addresses will be placed in the blocked list for a certain period of
time. Requests are free to be sent again by these IP addresses after that time span expires. However, if they throttle the
server again, three warnings can be made and the admin can finally block the page. In this article, a model for
the detection of security intrusion is proposed for network intrusion detection and countermeasure choice within virtual
network systems. For better identification of attacks, attack graph analytical procedures are incorporated into the
processes of detection of intrusion by network intrusion. Improvement of any of the current algorithms for intrusion
detection is not intended by network intrusion design and should be noted by us. Virtual Machine attempts are detected
in fact and countered by a reconfigurable virtual networking approach that is employed by network intrusion.
When the intruder uses a user account to attack the server. The attacker deploy many levels of malware to the server if
the server can be accessed by the attacker, but it is difficult to find the attacker in the existing system due to the
cloud service. But in proposed, when the server is attacked by the attacker by using a user account, the attacker can be
detected by the attack analyzer and the warning is sent to administrator that the multiple levels of malware are deployed
through access to other user accounts which is tried by user attacked by the zombie. Admin requires full attempts
and then admin uses scenario attack graph to permanently block him.
The attack is analyzed by the various algorithms used, such as Alert correlation. It can predict potential threats and
attacks by correlating detected events or activities. If the event is identified as future attack , particular counter steps can
be applied by it to its impact can be reduced or action can be taken In order to prevent damage to the cloud system
and counter measure used to reconfigure and monitor the virtual network based system.
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3.1.3.Summary
A computer security network detection system for intrusion is an device designed to detect unwanted entry to a
computer network by monitoring network traffic for traces of unwanted activity. A recent Cloud Study Alliance survey
shows that misuse and unethical access of cloud computing are the main security. Bugs can be found and repaired
centrally by the system administrator in modern data centres where the complete control is taken care by administrators
of the host machines. Cloud users can also install insecure code on their Virtual Machine, which greatly leads to
vulnerabilities in cloud protection. Now, in terms of service providers or consumers, there is an emerging research day
in cloud computing. There are many security issues that need to be addressed in a cloud computing world. In order to
avoid prone virtual machines being negotiated in the cloud, we are projecting an countermeasure in virtual Network
systems technique and intrusion detection in this paper. Detection and countermeasure selection of network intrusion in
virtual network systems establishes a framework for detection of intrusion in defence-in-depth it
incorporates analytical methods of attack graph in intrusion detection Processes for better detection of attacks. There is
a data center in the existing system, where System administrators have complete host computer control, system
administrator may find bugs centrally. In this paper, we propose detection of Network Intrusion and selection of
countermeasures in virtual network systems to create a structure for detection of defence-in-depth intrusion. Network
intrusion integrates attack graph analysis techniques in intrusion detection systems for better detection of attacks.
It should be noted that the development of network intrusion does not intend to improve any of the current algorithms f
or intrusion detection; indeed, network intrusion uses a reconfigurable virtual networking approach to identify and com
bat attempts to compromise Virtual Machine, thereby preventing Virtual Machine zombie. The proposed system
incorp-orates network intrusion detection and countermeasure selection as a defence-in- depth intrusion detection
method for better detection of attack. The attack analyzer detects the attacker when an intruder targets the server using
the user account and gives the administrator an alert that the client (attacked by the zombie) attempts to access another
user account to execute many levels of malware and admin requires for full attempts and then administrates
it permanently using scenario attack map.If incident is defined as a potential attack, numerous counter
measures can be introduced to mitigate its impact or take action to prevent damage to the cloud system and countermea
sure to reconfigure and monitor the electronic network-based system. Countermeasure is a process, operation, program
or device capable of preventing or minimizing the impact of attacks on a network computer. Countermeasure is chosen
by an attack analyzer and performed a network controller.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this paper, we addressed network intrusion, where mixed attacks in the cloud virtual Networking
system are suggested to be detected and mitigated. Intrusion of the network uses the design of the attack graph to detec
t and predict attacks. The solution proposed discusses how computerbased methods can be used to improve
efficiency of detection. This prevents stages of coordinated assaults on victim manipulation. The analysis of system
performance illustrates the viability of network penetration and indicates that the proposed solution greatly reduces the
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risk of internal and external attackers abusing and abusing the cloud infrastructure.
Network intrusion examines the network IDS strategy only to combat exploratory attacks by zombies. To
increase detection reliability, host based IDS systems need to be integrated to cover the entire range of
IDS in the environment. In addition, as suggested in the paper, the extrapolation of the proposed network intrusion
approach will be examined by examining the distributed network control . Figure 3 demonstrates the visualization of
the Virtual Security Index before countermeasure choice for these virtual machines and where Virtual Machine in the
private network is the object of the attackers. Another test environment was created by extending the configuration to
create another test environment that includes 14 VMs across 3 cloud servers for performance analysis and capacity
testing. To build dedicated SAG for virtual machine, it configured each Virtual Machine as a target node. These
Virtual Machines consist of Windows and Linux (L) machines in the 172.16.11.0/24 private network and contain more
vulnerability related to their operating system and app. Figure 4 compares the values of the Virtual Security Index
before and after the countermeasure is applied, i.e. filtering rules are established. Upon applying countermeasure to all
Virtual Machine M4, it indicates the percentage change in the Virtual Security Index. Use counter measures to avoid
vulnerabilities and cause the Virtual Security Index to drop without blocking normal services.

Fig. 3. VM Security index

Fig.4. Change in VM security index

4.1.After Analysis of Network Intrusion:
Under various network intrusion, the contact lag with the network is shown in Figure 5. To test the delay, we
produced standard packets compared to Network Intrusion -A running in DomU and Network Intrusion running in
Dom0. In the comparative study, we record the minimum, average, and peak contact delay. Results demonstrate that the
proxy-based Network Intrusion-A lag is the highest because it has to be transmitted by every packet. DomU's Mirrorbased Network Intrusion-A and Dom0's network intrusion-A have no significant delay variations. In summary, the
delay performance of the Network Intrusion-A at Demo0 and Mirror-based Network Intrusion-A at DomU is better.
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Fig. 5. Network Communication Delay of Network intrusion

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we addressed network invasion, which is proposed to identify and mitigate collaborative
attacks in the cloud virtual networking environment. Network intrusion uses the design of the attack graph to detect and
predict attacks. The approach suggested investigates how to use programming approaches focused on computer
switches to increase accuracy of detection and conquer victim exploitation phases of collaborative attacks. The system
performance analysis illustrates the viability of network interference and indicates that the proposed solution will substa
ntially reduce the risk of internal and external attackers abusing and abusing the cloud infrastructure.
6. FUTURE WORK
Network intrusion only examines the IDS strategy of the network to combat explorative zombie attacks. To improve
detection accuracy, it is necessary to incorporate host-based IDS solutions and wrap the entire spectrum of IDS in the
cloud system.For future work, this should be investigated. In addition, as indicated in the paper, through investigation
According to the current model Distributed Network Control and attacks, we will investigate the proposed network
intrusion prevention solutions scalability.
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Abstract— Reducing machining cost is the main objective of
manufacturing industry. The machining cost varies in
compliance with tool cost, scrap cost, machine lead, tooling cost,
etc. Particularly, tool cost and tool replacement time is the
predominant one. Hence improving the tool life is a key factor
to reduce the tooling cost. For that purpose, various tool surface
modification techniques are employed commercially, such as
nitriding, hard coating, heat treatments, cyaniding. In recent
times, cryogenic treatment on cutting tool is employed for
improving the life of the tool. In this comparative experimental
study is organized to evaluate the effects of 24 hours deep
cryogenic treated (CT) and untreated (UT) tungsten carbide
inserts in turning of AISI 1040 (EN 8) steel. Tool wear rate
(TWR) and surface roughness (Ra) are recorded and compared
for both samples. Turning operation is follows the Taguchi’s L9
OA for 3 factors and 3 levels. The deep cryo treated or Liquid
Nitrogen (LN2) soaked insert gives the fewer tools wear and
surface roughness than the untreated one. Grey Relational
Analysis (GRA), multi response approach is used for
determining the optimal machining condition The ANOVA is
carried out to examine the contribution of the individual
parameters on the output responses.
Keywords— AISI 1040, tool wear, surface roughness,
ANOVA, GRA, cryogenic treatment, LN2

I.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing the Material removal rate (MRR) along with
acceptable surface finish is the major concern for every
manufacturing industry. The larger volume of MRR causes a
higher amount of tool wear due to the effective utilization of
the tool. It directly influences the tool life and increasing the
cost of the machining. In non-ferrous alloys (such as
aluminum, magnesium, and copper) machining, continuous
chip flow is drawn due to the ductility of the material and it
roughed with machined surface, creates irregularity. In some
other cases, the chips are stick with the cutting tool and it
cause to reduce the tool life [1]. In high-speed cutting
operation, machining of aluminium alloys and composites are
directing to increases MRR in the form of continuous chips
due to the generation of high temperature in cutting zone. The
higher amount of MRR, increases the cutting force which it
causes to the higher power consumption of the machine [2].
This continuous chip flow is burnishing a tool and workpiece,
which will cause higher wear and poor surface finish. Because
of this incident, the machining will be an uneconomical one.
It is well known, the cutting of Nickel based alloys directing
to reduce the life of the tool due to low thermal conductivity
978-1-7281-3778-0/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
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and strain hardening during elevated temperature. Although
machinability of maraging steel also makes the problem
owing to Cr and Ni composition and it reduces the life of the
tool. The cutting zone temperature is also increases while
turning, drilling and milling of such steels. It leads to reduce
the hot hardness of the tool. Improving the wear resistance,
toughness and hot hardness of the tool material is a key factor
to increases the tool life [3]. There are various techniques are
followed to increase the life of the tool, such as cutting fluid,
lubricant, hard coating, heat treatment. The cutting tool life
plays a major role in productivity for economic consideration.
In recent times, for this purpose various heat treating
approaches are used to improve the life of the tool. But
regrettably, in these approaches acquired greater control over
various considerations arises in machining problem.
Cryogenic treatment is an additional process under what is
generally used in heat treatments. The cryogenic treatment
has been applied on cutting tools to improve the properties
such as wear resistance, hot hardness, microstructural
property and fatigue life [4]. The treating process is vary
depend on cryogenic soaking period, cooling rate, heating
rate, and soaking temperature which it varies from -125 oC to
-196 oC. In that, the cutting tool materials are gradually
cooled to -196 oC and soaked for 24 hours in that
temperature. Then the temperature gradually raised to room
temperature for regaining the toughness property of the tool
material [5]. The cryogenic treatment applied to increase the
property of the conventionally used cutting tool materials
such as High-speed steel, carbides and tool steels. That
treatment is distributes the eta (ղ) carbides over the surfaces
of the carbides and transforming an austenite into martensite
in steels [6]. Deep cryogenic treatment (-196oC) for various
soaking periods (2hr,4hr,8hr,24hr and 24 hr.) and it
influences the physical and mechanical property of the cobalt
cemented tungsten carbide inserts, such as wear resistance,
compressive strength, and fatigue life. The researcher also
concludes that there is no significant change in bending
strength and toughness of the cryo treated tool. Machinability
study on the C45 graded steel for various machining
condition by using deep cryo treated and untreated carbide
tool and concludes that deep cryo treated inserts reduces the
flank wear, cutting force and surface roughness [7]. Studies
on cryo treated tools for various machining condition in
turning and revealed the tool wear is less compared to
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untreated tool even in higher cutting speeds. At the meantime,
it gives the acceptable surface finish. The effect of subzero
treatment on the cobalt bonded tungsten carbide inserts were
evaluated in terms of tool wear. In that, cryo treated tool a
tools are compared with a various conventionally treated tool
such as an untreated tool, quenched tool, cold (-80oC) treated
tool and cold treated (-80oC) followed by a tempered tool.
The researcher reported that cryo treated tool exhibits the
better tool life compared to others and it reduces the chipping
in turning. Different post-treatments on cemented tungsten
carbide inserts and concludes larger grains of tungsten,
densified Co, fine carbide formation are identified on the
surface of the treated samples [8]. The tool material is
untreated and cryo treated DNMG 150608 cobalt bondedtungsten carbide inserts (Iskar make), are used with
PSBNR2020K-12 tool holder (Iskar make). The workpiece
material is AISI 1040 (En8) medium carbon steel which is
having good tensile strength suitable for shafts and stressed
pin applications.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Tool material preparation
Cryogenic treated tungsten carbide insert has better
machining performance compared to the untreated ones.
Cryogenic soaking temperature and time, post-tempering
cycle and holding time are the variance is whether increase or
decreases the performances of the tool with the effect of
rearrangement of the grains in its surface. Commercially
available tungsten carbide insert is soaked in cryogenic
environment for 24 hours and post tempered in induction
furnace for a period of 2 hours in 200 oC, is shown in Figure
1.

B. Tool wear rate and Ra calculation methods
HARDNESS OF CT AND UT CUTTING INSERTS
S.No
1
2

Treatment
condition
Cryo
treated
Untreated
WC-Co

Parameters

Levels

MACHINING CONDITION

CV (m/min)

FR(mm/rev)

DOC (mm)

79

0.102

0.4

121

0.143

0.6

188

0.191

0.8

Subsequently, at the end of each turning operation on AISI
1040 steel, the surface roughness value of the turned surface
is measured by a handy type surface roughness tester, with the
Japanese MitutoyoSJ-210 having a radius of 2 μm stylus probe
with linear interpolation for a 1 mm machined surface. The
mean surface roughness (Ra) values were determined from
three different sample surfaces.
The tool wear rate is calculated by weight loss after each
cycle of turning. The turning process is carried out for 2
minutes and is steady for all studies. The digital weight
balancing system is used to calculate weight loss. Equation 1
is followed to measure the rate of tool wear.
=

(1)

-Weight of the tool before machining in mg
-Weight of the tool after machining in mg
-Machining time in minutes
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The hardness of CT and UT is calculated by adding a load
of 100 g for 10 seconds in the Vickers micro-hardness tester
at various insert areas and the better value is tabulated in Table
1. The turning process is conducted and the subsequent
product responses (TWR and Ra) are tabulated in Table 3.
Prediction of the output of the CT tungsten carbide insert by
applying the multi-response Grey Relational Analysis (GRA)
for the measured values. ANOVA is designed to determine the
influence of different input variables on output characteristics.
Surface roughness is irregularity of the specimen, which are
consider as qualitative measurement. The CT tungsten carbide
insert and the UT tungsten carbide insert displays the poor
‘Ra’ value appearances at higher DOC, higher FR and lower
cutting speeds. Figure 2 depicts the variation in Ra for CT and
UT samples. The peak value of Ra obtained by the UT
tungsten carbide insert under dry turning operation is 4.220
µm at lowest speed (79 m/min) , peak value of DOC (0.8 mm)
and peak value of FR (0.191 mm/rev), and for cryogenically
soaked plus tempered tungsten carbide Ra value is 3.503 µm.
The lowest value of Ra detected is at moderate FR (0.143
mm/rev), the moderate value of DOC (0.4 mm) and higher CV
(181 m/min). The results conclude the value of Ra obtained
by CT tungsten carbide insert has superior surface behaviors
than UT tungsten carbide insert at greater speed and lesser
feed rates.
Variation in TWR for CT and UT tungsten carbide inserts
are shown in Figure 3. The maximum TWR is registered for
experiment run number ‘3’ for both (CT and UT tungsten
carbide) inserts and their values are 28 mg/min and 35 mg/min
respectively. The reason for the maximum TWR is, higher
level of DOC and CV. The maximum DOC effect to create
more contact of tool on workpiece and it’s subjected to high
CV, more amount of heat is generated on the tool-workpiece
contact zone, which leads to adhesive wear. Meanwhile, low
TWR is observed for CT and UT inserts in experiment trail
‘1’ and their values are 7 mg/min and 14 mg/min respectively.
It reveals that low level of cutting parameters (CV=79 m/min,

Fig. 1. Deep cryogenic treatment cycle procedure

TABLE I.

TABLE II.

Vicker’s
Hardness
1656.8
1590.3
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FR =0.102 mm/rev and DOC= 0.4mm) enhances the life of
the tool.
TABLE III.
Speed
(rpm)
502
502
502
770
770
770
1196
1196
1196

79
79
79
121
121
121
188
188
188

3.533

7

8

2.412
2.825
3.503
2.403
2.881
3.016
2.223
2.130
3.003

TWR
UT
(µm)
3.237
3.650
4.220
3.201
3.897
4.008
3.559
3.533
4.103

CT (mg/min)
7
17
28
16
27
15
26
14
25

UT
(mg/min)
14
24
35
23
33
19
34
20
30

found to be FR, 0.191 mm / rev, DOC, 0.8 mm, and CV, 79 m
/ min, based on the verified results. Figure 4 clearly shows the
main impact plot for cutting input parameters by the GRG
value. At the machining condition of the first level of CV,
third level of FR and DOC will yield the optimum condition.

3.003
4.103

3.016
4.008

6

CT (µm)

0.4
0.6
0.8
0.6
0.8
0.4
0.8
0.4
0.6

UT_Ra

5

Ra

DOC
(mm)

0.102
0.143
0.191
0.102
0.143
0.191
0.102
0.143
0.191

2.881
3.897

2

3.503
4.22

1

2.403
3.201

3

2.825
3.65

Ra (µm)

4

2.412
3.237

CT_Ra
5

FR
(mm/rev)

3.559

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

CV
(m/min)

2.13

No

RA AND TWR OBSERVATION FOR UT AND CT WC-CO SAMPLES

2.223

Trail

Deep cryogenic soaked plus tempered inserts as a tool
material preferred for machining of medium carbon steels than
untreated tungsten carbide inserts

2
1
0
3

4

9

Experimental Runs

Fig. 2. Variation in Ra for CT and UT

Fig. 4. Main effects plot for S/N (Grey Relational Grade)

TWR (mg/min)

CT_TWR
40
30
20
10
0

35
24

28

14 17

23

B. ANOVA for Grey Relational Grade
ANOVA observation is shown in Table 6. The influence
of each cutting parameter affected the output response
variables (maximum mean value in each case of inputs). Grey
Relational Grade (GRG) is calculated and analyzed to
understand the effect of influencing parameters. i.e. CV, FR
and DOC on the output responses (Ra and TWR).

UT_TWR
27

34

33

16

26
15

19

14

20

25

30

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

TABLE IV.

Experimental trails

Factors
CV
FR
DOC

Fig. 3. Variation in TWR for CT and UT

A. Grey Relational Analysis
The performance responses (Ra and TWR) are optimized
in this work through the Gray Relational Analysis MultiResponse approach. By using the GRA approach, quantify the
results according to the scale limits of 0 to 1. Both responses
were taken as a minimum of a better condition and were
computed using the Gray Relational Algorithm. The step-bystep procedure for the GRA algorithm used for each
observation is shown in Table 4. From this point, the third
experimental trail has reached the maximum value. The first
experimental
run
has
a
less
significant
experimental run compared to other runs. The optimal
equipment configuration of the cutting parameters for
achieving the lowest Ra value and the lowest TWR value is
calculated by the maximum gray relational grade (GRG)
values shown in Table 5 and the peak values for each stage are
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RESPONSE TABLE FOR GRG

Level-1
0.7508
0.6374
0.6161

Level-2
0.7387
0.7154
0.7338

Level-3
0.7210
0.8577
0.8606

(GCij) avg = 0.7075
(GCij) avg- Average Grey relational value
TABLE V.

TABLE 6. ANOVA OF GRG

Source

DOF

Adj SS

Adj MS

F-value

CV
FR
DOC
Error
Total

2
2
2
2
8

0.0014
0.0744
0.0898
0.0004

0.0006
0.0373
0.0449
0.0002

3.31
181.48
218.27

Contribution
(%)
0.83
44.90
54.02
0.25
100
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TABLE VI.
S.N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

S/N ratio
TWR
-16.902
-24.609
-28.943
-24.082
-28.627
-23.522
-28.299
-22.922
-27.958

Ra
-7.648
-9.021
-10.889
-7.615
-9.190
-9.588
-6.939
-6.568
-9.551

TAGUCHI’S GRA FOR CT

Normalized S/N
TWR
Ra
0
0.249
0.640
0.568
1
1
0.596
0.242
0.974
0.607
0.549
0.699
0.947
0.086
0.5
0
0.918
0.690

The DOC is the most influencing factor among all and its
contribution on the output response is 54.02%. The FR and the
CV are the factors influenced less, compared to the DOC and
their contributions are 44.90% and 0.83% respectively.

Grey coefficient
TWR
Ra
0.5
0.571
0.735
0.698
1
1
0.712
0.568
0.974
0.717
0.689
0.769
0.949
0.522
0.666
0.5
0.924
0.764

9
6
1
7
2
5
4
8
3

IV. CONCLUSION



Surface plots for Ra



(a)

Rank order

0.536
0.717
1
0.641
0.846
0.729
0.736
0.583
0.844

The following conclusions are drawn on machining
studies using cryo treated WC-CO insert.

C. Interaction factor effect analysis for TWR and Ra
Surface plots for TWR

Grey grade

(d)



The conventionally used tungsten carbide insert is
soaked at Liquid Nitrogen (LN2) for 24 hours and
tempered for 2 hours in 200oC temperature.
The turning operation is carried out on the basis of
Taguchi’s L9 OA. Tool wear rate and surface
roughness were analysed and optimized through
Grey relation approach. From that, the optimized
input machining condition are identified to be
CV=79 m/min, FR=0.191 mm/rev and DOC=0.8
mm.
ANOVA study shows the influencing input factors
contribution over the output responses. From
ANOVA, the DOC is found to be a predominant
factor influences the output responses and its
contribution is 54.04% hence on contribution of FR
and CV is 44.90%, 0.83%, respectively.
Deep LN2 soaked tungsten carbide inserts can be a
suitable insert than conventionally available
tungsten carbide inserts to get better machining
characteristics for turning of AISI 1040 steel
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Abstract—Distributed peer to peer file systems are the most reliable and stable means of transferring files. It
doesn’t require any cost of maintenance as there are no centralized servers to maintain. Anyone can share files easily
without any subscription from cloud service providers and sometimes even without internet. But this technology has earned
a bad name because of its misuse by people who share copyright content. The anonymity provided by the distributed peer to
peer file systems like torrents are the reason for such piracy acts. Due to this content providers have completely ignored
distributed peer to peer file sharing technology and rely on cloud service providers to deliver their content. We propose a
piracy free distributed peer to peer content providing system that uses a distributed ledger to maintain the list of files that
are uploaded to the swarm. The ledger will also contain payment information of the content provider and the price of the
file. Only the devices that support screen capture prevention like android’s secure layout will have content consumer
applications. The file will be encrypted using password based encryption (PBE) and published to the swarm. Anyone can
download the file present in the swarm but in order to get the decryption password payment has to be completed. Different
types of file previewers will be programmed such a way that the file remains encrypted in the user’s storage and decrypted
for preview on the run. In order to prevent people from screen capturing content using virtual machines, the application will
check the user’s device and just close if it is a virtual machine. This provides extreme piracy protection to the content and
also does not require any kind of investment.
Keywords—PBE,P2P,Piracy,DFS

I.

INTRODUCTION

Distributed peer to peer file systems are the most reliable and stable means of transferring files. It doesn’t require
any cost of maintenance as there are no centralized servers to maintain. Anyone can share files easily without any
subscription from cloud service providers and sometimes even without internet. But this technology has earned a bad
name because of its misuse by people who share copyright content. The anonymity provided by the distributed peer to
peer file systems like torrents are the reason for such piracy acts. Due to this content providers have completely ignored
distributed peer to peer file sharing technology and rely on cloud service providers to deliver their content. We propose
a piracy free distributed peer to peer content providing system that uses a distributed ledger to maintain the list of
files that are uploaded to the swarm. The ledger will also contain payment information of the content provider and the
price of the file. Only the devices that support screen capture prevention like android’s secure layout will have content
consumer applications. The file will be encrypted using password based encryption (PBE) and published to the swarm.
Anyone can download the file present in the swarm but in order to get the decryption password payment has to be
completed. Different types of file previewers will be programmed such a way that the file remains encrypted in the
user’s storage and decrypted for preview on the run. In order to prevent people from screen capturing content using
virtual machines, the application will check the user’s device and just close if it is a virtual machine. This provides
extreme piracy protection to the content and also does not require any kind of investment.
II.

PEET TO PEER

Peer-to-peer (P2P) computing or networking is a distributed application architecture that partitions tasks or
workloads between peers. Peers are equally privileged, equipotent participants in the application. They are said to form
a peer-to-peer network of nodes.
Peers make a portion of their resources, such as processing power, disk storage or network bandwidth, directly
available to other network participants, without the need for central coordination by servers or stable hosts.Peers are
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both suppliers and consumers of resources, in contrast to the traditional client-server model in which the consumption
and supply of resources is divided. Emerging collaborative P2P systems are going beyond the era of peers doing
similar things while sharing resources, and are looking for diverse peers that can bring in unique resources and
capabilities to a virtual community thereby empowering it to engage in greater tasks beyond those that can be
accomplished by individual peers, yet that are beneficial to all the peers.
While P2P systems had previously been used in many application domains,the architecture was popularized by the
file sharing system Napster, originally released in 1999. The concept has inspired new structures and philosophies in
many areas of human interaction. In such social contexts, peer-to-peer as a meme refers to the egalitarian social
networking that has emerged throughout society, enabled by Internet technologies in general.
A peer-to-peer network is designed around the notion of equal peer nodes simultaneously functioning as both
"clients" and "servers" to the other nodes on the network. This model of network arrangement differs from the client–
server model where communication is usually to and from a central server. A typical example of a file transfer that uses
the client-server model is the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) service in which the client and server programs are distinct:
the clients initiate the transfer, and the servers satisfy these requests.
IPFS is a peer-to-peer distributed file system that seeks to connect all computing devices with the same system of
files. IPFS could be seen as a single BitTorrent swarm, exchanging objects within one Git repository. In other words,
IPFS provides a high-throughput, content-addressed block storage model, with content-addressed hyperlinks.
III.

EXISTING SYSTEM

The existing system for a content delivery system make users buy the content but are not piracy free. Many of the
existing systems support web platform to attract customers. This gives users the power to screen record and publish the
content elsewhere.
Distributed peer to peer file sharing systems like torrents are very optimized and allow content sharing at high
speeds. But there is no concern for piracy in these networks. It is open for all and every file is treated differently. This
disadvantage of bittorrent has earned it bad reputation and has become the home for pirates.
Existing content delivery systems are centralized and follow client server architecture.This makes the
implementation costly and also involves maintenance cost. This also causes the problem of censorship and gives power
to the company that hosts the servers. It is an existing example for single point of failure at the server.
IV.

PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed system is a piracy free distributed peer to peer content providing system that uses a distributed
ledger to maintain the list of files that are uploaded to the swarm. The ledger will also contain payment information of
the content provider and the price of the file. Only the devices that support screen capture prevention like android’s
secure layout will have content consumer applications. The file will be encrypted using password based encryption
(PBE) and published to the swarm. Anyone can download the file present in the swarm but in order to get the
decryption password payment has to be completed. Different types of file previewers will be programmed such a way
that the file remains encrypted in the user’s storage and decrypted for preview on the run. In order to prevent people
from screen capturing content using virtual machines, the application will check the user’s device and just close if it is
a virtual machine. This provides extreme piracy protection to the content and also does not require any kind of
investment. Duplicate publish will be prevented by comparing the both the hash of the files before encryption and after
encryption with the ones in the swarm.
V.

ARCHITECTURE DIAGRAM

VI.
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The content provider is a desktop application. It’s purpose is to get the files from the user and publish it to IPFS as
well as update the ledger. It also prompts the user for file metadata information so the buyer of the content knows what
he is buying.
The desktop application is made with Swing application. It consists of a frame with initially a single button with
“Open” text. On clicking the button is programmed to open the file picker. When the user selects the needed file, the
frame is navigated to the frame where file details are gathered. The details that are gathered are file name,file
description,payment Details and price.
Other metadata about the files like size, encoding etc are gathered using kotlin File class methods.
Once all the details are collected, the application tries to publish the file to IPFS if it is succeeded then the file hash
is calculated. The hash and other file details are added to the ledger using the publish() method in PubSub class.
VII.
CONTENT CONSUMER
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The content consumer is an android application. That has ipfs binaries packed into it. It’s purpose is to display the
files in the ledger, preview the file,accept payments and get decryption key.
he android application carries the IPFS binaries as a resource file. When the app is ran for the first time. This binary
is planted inside the devices storage and the absolute path is stored. Using the absolute path all the IPFS commands can
be ran.
During each launch of the application, the ipfs daemon is started. Once it is started the ledger is fetched using the
getLedger command in the pubsub topic. After getting the ledger details. It is first deserialized and converted to
objects. This list of objects is then used to populate the listview in home screen.
User can click the listview item to download the file. When the download is clicked, the hash of the file is used to
get the file from IPFS from other peers. Once the file is retrieved it is pinned by the application to serve other
application users.
User can now make payment to get the decryption password and keys. Once the payment is confirmed, the
application will use the publish method to get the key from the provider or other authentic peers. Once the key is
received, user will be shown option to open the file. This
takes the application to a new activity called FileViewer activity. This is where the encrypted file is decrypted on the
run and displayed.
VIII.

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER

A distributed ledger is a ledger whose copy is held by all the peers in the network. The validation and integrity of
the ledger is maintained by a trust mechanism. This is similar to crypto currencies that store transaction information in
the ledger. This is basically similar to blockchain. In the proposed concept we will be storing the file metadata and
transaction details in the ledger.
A blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked using cryptography. Each block contains
a cryptographic hash of the previous block,a timestamp, and transaction data..
By design, a blockchain is resistant to modification of the data. It is "an open, distributed ledger that can record
transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent way".For use as a distributed ledger, a
blockchain is typically managed by a peer-to-peer network collectively adhering to a protocol for inter-node
communication and validating new blocks. Once recorded, the data in any given block cannot be altered retroactively
without alteration of all subsequent blocks, which requires consensus of the network majority. Although blockchain
records are not unalterable, blockchains may be considered secure by design and exemplify a distributed computing
system with high Byzantine fault tolerance. Decentralized consensus has therefore been claimed with a blockchain.
IX.

ENCRYPTION

The core strategy of the proposed system is that the file remains encrypted all the time after publishing. Only the
previewers have the capability to decrypt the file on the run provided the key or passphrase is known. This eliminates a
wide range of piracy concerns.
The encryption used is Password Based Encryption (PBE) with MD5 and DES. In password based encryption a salt
is added to the file before encryption. Then a key is generated. The key is used to encrypt the file. The salt is used so
that new output is produced for the same file every time.
X.

SCREEN CAPTURE PREVENTION

Screen capture prevention is complicated because it can be done at an hardware level where the application may not
have access. In desktop that supports multiple monitors, we can’t guarantee to prevent screen capture. This is the
reason why it is better to only support mobile devices.
Mobile devices have control over the display being shown to the display. Hence it is possible to prevent screen
capture in mobile devices. Hence the consumer applications can only be made for mobile devices and other devices
that support screen capture prevention.
There is still one other way through which screen capture of content can be done. Pirates can run a virtual mobile
device, install the application and capture from the desktop where the virtual machine is running. To prevent this we
will have to check for the device specifications when the application is opened and prevent application usage if it is
detected that the device is a virtual device.
XI.
CONCLUSION
Content piracy control can be established in
distributed peer to peer file sharing systems as well. Content
providers can monetize their work without relying on any
third party or pay a third party.
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Abstract:
In India, Heart attack is one of the deadliest
disease that tend to take up the life of people
.It can occur to any person at any age at any
time. There is a record that show that about
25 percent deaths occur to people who falls in
between the age group of 25-69. Still now
only when a heart attack has been observed
the patient can take necessary steps to
overcome this. To help our society from
earlier cardiac arrest and to decrease death
rate, we device a system that can pre-detect
cardiac arrest before a patient can experience
it. Our project make use of data’s like
analyzing the number of beats per
minute(BPM) and informs as soon as one’s
heart beat level goes beyond the limit.
Adding to this, we also use other related
monitored data’s like x-ray images and
process these using image processing along
with IOT.
Keywords:
Support Vector Machine(SVM), UART
1. INTRODUCTION

The project begins its process by using lung
image of the patient and checks whether it’s
been affected or not. Any problem related to
lung has a greater percentage for a heart
attack. Additional data’s are the heart beat of
the patient which is obtained through heart
beat sensor. We use Arduino to process and
get the processed lung data and heart beat
values to be sent over through Ethernet
module. Arduino gets its lung data through
UART cable connected to processing PC.
These process are mainly carried over
ATmega 328 microcontroller. Thus using
IJRAR1APP027

heart beat values and processed image values
they are sent to doctor using IOT that
employees Dynamic IP address to access the
web page.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

In 2011,Tao Xu,Irene Cheng, and Mrinal
Mandal, presented “Automated Cavity
Detection of Infectious Pulmonary
Tuberculosis in Chest Radiographs”. The
presence of cavities in the upper lung zones
is an important indicator of highly infectious
Tuberculosis (TB). Diagnoses performed by
the radiologists are labor intensive and of
high inter-reader variation. After analyzing
the existing computer-aided detection
techniques, they propose an fully automated
TB cavity detection system which combines
a 2D Gaussian-model-based template
matching (GTM) for candidates detection
with
Hessian-matrix-based
image
enhancement (HIE) for the following cavity
segmentation and feature extraction.
Experimental results demonstrate that our
approach outperforms the existing TB cavity
detection technique with higher accuracy and
lower false positive rate.
In 2015, Hrudya Das and Ajay Nath
presented, “An Efficient Detection of
Tuberculosis from Chest X-rays”.
Tuberculosis (TB) is a major health
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problem in all over the world. Chest radiographs
is becoming an important tool for fighting
against TB .Existing Methods are less reliable in
high population. So a computer aided system for
detecting TB is becoming more needful for the
mass screening of TB .Detecting cavities from
chest x-ray is an efficient method for diagnosing
the TB. So here, an automatic method is
explained for detecting the TB from CXR with
less effort. Region based active contour
segmentation is used for segmenting lung field
and the extracted features are classified using
supported vector machine as normal and
abnormal. The Montgomery County (MC) Data
set contains 138 posterior anterior cxrs, among
which 80 cxrs are normal and 58 cxrs are
abnormal with manifestations of TB are used.
All images of the MC set are in 12-bit grayscale,
captured with an Eureka stationary x-ray
machine (CR).

3. EXISTING SYSTEM

The only existing public dataset for heart rates of
physical activity called ’PAMAP2 Dataset:
Physical Activity Monitoring’. The dataset is
sampled using an HR monitor with a frequency
at 9 Hz collected in 2012. The dataset is
comprised of the heart rates of nine individuals
performing 18 different physical activities. The
dataset also holds other biometric values such as
body mass index, acceleration data, temperature,
gyroscopic data, and orientation. Some of the
Constraints includes: No real time monitoring of
the level of Stock is being carried out. It does not
generate replenishment alerts on low stock
automatically, Human effort is more and
manpower is wasted.

IJRAR1APP027
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4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The wearable device collects heart rate
information using its heart rate monitor. This
examples uses the Microsoft Band, but the
system may be built for any wearable devices
that has a heart rate monitor or electrodes for
ECG recording. That data is sent to a smart
phone via Bluetooth. An application on the
phone holds this data in two minute intervals.
Data may be sent to the phone on each beat or
all at once. At the end of each two minute
interval, the sample is sent via HTTP request to
a Django server hosting the Python machine
learning code. Also on this server is the dataset
of labeled heart rate samples, which has the
opportunity to grow with each new input
sample. The running code will classify the
sample and send back a response. If the sample
is classified as the onset of sudden cardiac
arrest, then the phone and wearable device’s
notification system is used to notify the user.
Otherwise, the phone sends no warning
notification.
Some of the advantages are:
1. Real time monitoring of the level of
stock,
2. Generates replenishment alerts on low
stock automatically,
3. Avoids human
manpower,

efforts

saves

on

4. Sales personnel can replenish the shelf or
make an order for more items
5. SYSTEM DESIGN

The architecture diagram of the proposed
approach along with the hardware interfacing is
illustrated in figure 1
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For this we filter the image using Median Filter,
where the filters remove noise, and we obtain
noise free image. The image of the lung is
segmented to find the appropriate area that is
affected.

Figure 1: Architecture Diagram
The above diagram clearly show the connection
of modules and microcontroller connected with
each other. The dataset of patient is the already
trained dataset which is contained in the PC.
The dataset and Heart beat values obtained
through heart beat sensor is processed in the
processing PC. The processed data goes to
ATmega 328 through UART cable.

The segmentation is done using Otsu’s
Thresholding method. Parallely, features of the
affected image is extracted and compared with
the already classified trained dataset using
Support Vector Machine(SVM).The feature
extraction is done
using
Haar
Wavelet
Transform(HWT)and
Histogram Oriented
Gradients(HOG).The Computed values are sent
through Arduino Uno microcontroller and
Ethernet shield to the webpage which will be
monitored by the doctor.
6. SCREEN SHOTS

The weiner filter image is given below:

The microcontroller send the data to Ethernet
module, where the IP address of the
corresponding Ethernet cable is used to show up
the processed information. The web page is
accessed by the doctor using the Dynamic IP
address obtained from the Ethernet module to
access the Webpage.
The process flow of the system is depicted
in Figure 2

The Median filter image is given below:

Figure 2: Process Flow Diagram

The above flow chart diagram clearly explains
how a Lung image is processed and the data is
obtained. First we use the affected patient lung
X-ray image to process it. The lung X-ray image
are grayscale by default. The image can contain
some noise that can interfere the data and result.
IJRAR1APP027

Here we assign the path of image
directory:
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Here we import dataset:
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE

ENHANCEMENT

The image shows the selected image of lung:

The given image show whether the lung is
affected or not:

IJRAR1APP027

Pulmonary tuberculosis (TB) persists as a great
public health problem in Korea. Increases in the
overall age of the population around the world
caused increase in drug abuse. Drug addiction
can cause serious health problems. A report
from WHO states that use of tobacco and
smoking can seriously kills lung as they are
slow poison to death. These drugs and smoking
is one of the main reason for increase in TB
which can affect lung. There has been a large
scale of death due to TB which has not been
cared or diagnosed. Any problem in lung like
lung cancer or TB can affect Heart easily as
they are closely related.
Hence by taking the main symptom as TB we
proceed this by checking whether the patient
lung is either affected or not. In addition we use
the Heartbeat data’s of the patient. If the result
shows that the lung is affected and abnormal in
heartbeat then it is a indication that there is
possibility of cardiac arrest and can also be
diagnosed. These process is only possible only
with the help of image processing which is
cheap and reliable to use for both doctors and
patients. Hence the overall project provides the
facility of Earlier Cardiac Arrest Detection for
patient at cheap, easy, quick and reliable.
In future, the results of the patient can be stored
in the cloud so that, many doctors can access the
data and prescribes with the treatment
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8VLQJ WKH KXPDQ IDFH DV D FOXH WR WKH VHFXULW\
V\VWHP WKH XVHU LV LGHQWLILHG E\ FRPSDULQJ WKH
FDSWXUHGLPDJHGDWDDQGWKHGDWDVWRUHGLQGDWDEDVH


,9,VVXHVLQFXUUHQWWHFKQRORJLHV

x

x

,,,%LRPHWULFV


x

$ ELRPHWULF LV D GLVWLQFW FKDUDFWHULVWLF XVHG WR
YDOLGDWH WKH LGHQWLW\ RI D SHUVRQ %LRPHWULF
WHFKQRORJLHV DUH EHLQJ ZLGHO\ HPSOR\HG LQ YDULRXV
ILHOGVIRUDXWKHQWLFDWLRQDQGDFFHVVFRQWURO6RPHRI
WKHELRPHWULFLGHQWLILHUVDUHOLVWHGEHORZ



x

7KH %DVLF $FFHVV &RQWURO PHFKDQLVP KDV
VHYHUDOIODZVVLQFHDQLQGLYLGXDOSDVVSRUWFDQEH
WUDFHGE\DUHSOD\DWWDFNDQGWKHVHVVLRQNH\FDQ
EHJXHVVHGHDVLO\YLDDEUXWHIRUFHDWWDFN
3DVVLYH $XWKHQWLFDWLRQ PHWKRG VXIIHUV DQ LVVXH
RI HQDEOLQJ WKH SDVVSRUW GDWDWR EH FRSLHG IURP
WKH FKLS WR D VPDUWFDUG XVLQJ FRQWDFWOHVV FDUG
LQWHUIDFHDQGDVLPSOHILOHWUDQVIHUWRRO
$FWLYH $XWKHQWLFDWLRQ WHFKQLTXH LQYROYHV
VHFXULQJ FKLSGDWDZLWKDSULYDWHNH\ZKHUHWKH
SULYDWH NH\ LV SURYHG WR EH UHWULHYHG E\ SRZHU
DQDO\VLV
([WHQGHG $FFHVV &RQWURO ZKLFK SURYLGHV D
VWURQJHU HQFU\SWLRQ WKDQ %$& VHFXUHV WKH
ELRPHWULF GDWD ZLWK DQ ($&NH\ ZKLFK ZKHQ
VWROHQOHDGVWRVHULRXVMHRSDUG\
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93URSRVHGPRGHO

7KH SURSRVHG PRGHO VXJJHVWV D EHWWHU ZD\ RI
VHFXULQJ 5HDGHU7DJ FRPPXQLFDWLRQ LQ H3DVVSRUWV
7KHH3DVVSRUWPXVWEHHQFDVHGZLWKLQDIDUDGD\FDJH
WR EORFN HOHFWURPDJQHWLF VLJQDOV RXWVLGH WKH DLUSRUW
$)DUDGD\FDJHQXOOLILHVHOHFWULFUDGLDWLRQVLQVLGHWKH
FDJH E\ GLVWULEXWLQJ WKH FKDUJHV DURXQG WKH FDJH¶V
H[WHULRU7KHSURSRVHGPRGHORYHUFRPHV WKHYDULRXV
VHFXULW\ LVVXHV OLNH VNLPPLQJ HDYHVGURSSLQJ DQG
SDVVSRUW FORQLQJ 7KH VXJJHVWHG PRGHO XVHV
(OHFWURQLF 3URGXFW &RGH *HQHUDWLRQ  (3& *HQ 
5),'FKLSHPEHGGHGLQWKHSDVVSRUW7KHVHWDJVDUH
HTXLSSHGZLWKEDVLFPHPRU\IHDWXUHV
x ELW(3&QXPEHU
x ELWWDJLGHQWLILHU 7,' 
x ELWNLOOSDVVZRUG
x ELWDFFHVVSDVVZRUG
x 8VHUPHPRU\


)LJ6HFXUHG5HDGHU7DJ&RPPXQLFDWLRQ




 7KH SDVVHQJHU SUHVHQWV SDVVSRUW¶V 05= WR WKH
UHDGHU
 0DFKLQH JHQHUDWHV D TXHU\ EDVHG RQ 05= DQG
FKHFNVZLWKGDWDEDVH
 'DWDEDVH UHVSRQGV ZLWK UHWULHYHG UHFRUGV RI WKH
SDVVHQJHU
 0DFKLQH UHTXHVWV WKH SDVVHQJHU WR SODFH WKHLU
ILQJHUSULQWLQWKHILQJHUSULQWVHQVRU
 3DVVHQJHU VXSSOLHV ZLWK WKHLU ILQJHUSULQW RQ WKH
UHDGHU
0DFKLQHFKHFNVWKHILQJHUSULQWZLWKWKHRQHVWRUHG
LQWKHGDWDEDVH
 ,I ILQJHUSULQW PDWFKHV WKH WDJ¶V SDVVZRUG LV
UHYHDOHGWRWKHUHDGHU
5HDGHUVXSSOLHVWKHSDVVZRUGWRWKHUILGFKLS
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7DJJHWVXQORFNHGDQGFKLSLQIRUPDWLRQLVUHDGE\
WKHUHDGHU
 7KH KDVK VWULQJ LV VHQW WR WKH GDWDEDVH IRU
YHULILFDWLRQDQGDXWKHQWLFDWLRQ


9, 5HDGHU7DJ $XWKHQWLFDWLRQ
6HFXULW\FKHFNSRLQW

DW


$([DPLQLQJWKH05=RIH3DVVSRUW

7KH SDVVHQJHU RSHQV WKHLU SDVVSRUW WR WKH 0DFKLQH
5HDGDEOH=RQH 05= DQGWKHUHDGHUVFDQVWKH05=
WRH[WUDFWGDWDIURP LW7KH05=LVXVXDOO\ IRXQGDW
WKHERWWRPRIWKHLGHQWLW\SDJHRIWKHSDVVSRUW

%4XHU\*HQHUDWLRQDQG9HULILFDWLRQ

%DVHG RQ WKH GDWD H[WUDFWHG IURP WKH 0DFKLQH
5HDGDEOH =RQH D TXHU\ LV JHQHUDWHG ZLWK DWWULEXWHV
VXFK DV ILUVW QDPH ODVW QDPH GDWH RI ELUWK HWFHWHUD
7KHTXHU\LVSURYLGHGWRWKHGDWDEDVHDQGUHWULHYDORI
SDVVHQJHU LQIRUPDWLRQ LV H[SHFWHG 7KH UHWULHYDO RI
UHFRUGVSURYLGHVWKHILUVWOD\HURIVHFXULW\DQGSURYHV
WKHLGHQWLW\RIDSHUVRQ

&6FDQQLQJWKHWUDYHOHU¶VILQJHUSULQW

7KHUHDGHUQRZUHTXHVWVWKHSDVVHQJHUWRSODFHWKHLU
ILQJHUSULQW RQ WKH ILQJHUSULQW VHQVRU VR WKDW WKH
IHDWXUHV FDQ EH H[WUDFWHG 7KH\ DUH WKHQ FRQYHUWHG
LQWR VWULQJ YDOXH ZKLFK DUH FRQYHUWHG WR KDVKYDOXH
DQGFKHFNHGZLWKWKHGDWDEDVH

'5HYHDOLQJ*HQWDJ¶VSDVVZRUG

,I D SRVLWLYH PDWFK LV IRXQG LQ FRPSDULQJ
ILQJHUSULQWV WKH GDWDEDVH UHSOLHV ZLWK WKH WDJ¶V
SDVVZRUG WR WKH PDFKLQH RU  UHDGHU 7KLV SURYLGHV
WKH VHFRQG OD\HU RI VHFXULW\ WKURXJK WKH SHUVRQ¶V
ELRPHWULF LGHQWLW\ 7KH SDVVZRUG LV XQLTXH IRU HDFK
WDJ DQG LV VWRUHG LQ WKH  ELW DFFHVV SDVVZRUG 
PHPRU\RIWKHWDJ7KHUHDGHUVXSSOLHVWKHSDVVZRUG
WRWKH5),'WDJDQGWKHWDJLVXQORFNHG

(0DWFKLQJRIKDVKHGYDOXHVRIWDJDQGGDWDEDVH

7KH WDJLV QHYHUXQORFNHG XQOHVV DQG XQWLO WKHH[DFW
SDVVZRUGLVUHQGHUHG7KHWDJUHSOLHVWRWKHPDFKLQH
ZLWK D KDVK VWULQJ YDOXH ZKLFK LV IRUPHG IURP WKH
XVHU LQIRUPDWLRQ ,W LV WKHQ YDOLGDWHG ZLWK WKH
GDWDEDVH WR HQVXUH WKDW WKH WDJ UHSUHVHQWV D JHQXLQH
XVHU6LQFHWKHWDJVWRUHVWKHKDVKHGYDOXHVNLPPLQJ
RI WKH UILG WDJ UHDSV QR EHQHILWV 7KLV SURYLGHV WKH
IRXUWKOD\HURIVHFXULW\E\SURYLQJWKHJHQXLQHQHVVRI
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WKH UILG FKLS 7KLV GHFLVLRQ PD\ EH SURYLGHG WR WKH
ERUGHUVHFXULW\DQGFRQWUROIRUIXUWKHUYHULILFDWLRQ


9,,%HQHILWVRIWKHSURSRVHGPRGHO

$ ([SXOVLRQ RI )UDXGXOHQW 5HDGLQJ XVLQJ
)DUDGD\&DJHV

)DUDGD\FDJHVDUHDOVR FDOOHGDV)DUDGD\VKLHOGV$
)DUDGD\ FDJH LV D FDJH XVHG WR EORFN WKH
HOHFWURPDJQHWLF ZDYHV ,W LV IRUPHG E\ FRQWLQXRXV
FRYHULQJ RI FRQGXFWLYH PDWHULDO ,I DQ H[WHUQDO
HOHFWULFDO ILHOG LV DSSOLHG WR WKH FDJH WKH HOHFWULF
FKDUJHVJHWGLVWULEXWHGLQWKHFDJH¶VRXWHUVXUIDFHVR
WKDW WKH\ FDQFHO WKH ILHOG¶V HIIHFW LQ WKH FDJH¶V
LQWHULRU

)DUDGD\ FDJHV KDYH KROHV LQ WKH FRQGXFWRU DQG DUH
PRUH FRPSOH[ WR DQDO\]H 7KH KROHV LQ D FDJH FDQ
SHUPLW KLJKHU IUHTXHQFLHV WR GLVSHUVH WKURXJK WKHP
7R ZRUN ZHOO DW KLJK IUHTXHQFLHV WKH KROHV LQ WKH
FDJH PXVW EH VPDOOHU WKDQ WKH ZDYHOHQJWK RI WKH
LQFLGHQWHOHFWURPDJQHWLFZDYH

% &RQILUPLQJ D $XWKRUL]HG XVHU XVLQJ )LQJHU
SULQW

)LQJHUSULQWV DUH RQH RI PDQ\ IRUPV RIELRPHWULF
DXWKHQWLFDWLRQ
XVHG
WRLGHQWLI\
LQGLYLGXDOV
DQGYHULI\WKHLULGHQWLW\
)LQJHUSULQW
DXWKHQWLFDWLRQUHIHUV WR WKH DXWRPDWHG PHWKRG RI
YHULI\LQJ D PDWFKEHWZHHQ WZR ILQJHUSULQWV 7KH
SDVVSRUW FRQWDLQV D 5),' WDJ ZKLFK VWRUHV RQO\ WKH
KDVKHG YDOXH RI WKH GDWD ZKLFK FDQQRW EH UHYHUWHG
EDFNWRWKHRULJLQDOGDWD
)LQJHUSULQW RI D XVHU LV VFDQQHG WR HQVXUH WKDW WKH
RZQHU RI WKH SDVVSRUW LV D JHQXLQH XVHU 7KH XVHU¶V
ILQJHUSULQW LV WDNHQ DQG FRPSDUHGZLWK WKH ILOHSULQW
LQ WKH GDWDEDVH ,I D PDWFK H[LVW WKHQ WKH SDVVSRUW
EHORQJV WR D ERQDILGH XVHU 1RZ WKDW WKH SDVVSRUW
DQGWKHSDVVSRUWKROGHUDUHYHULILHGDQGYDOLGDWHG ,W
LV QHFHVVDU\ WR FKHFN WKDW WKH ULJKW FKLS LV LQ WKH
SDVVSRUW $IWHU YDOLGDWLQJ WKHXVHU RI WKH SDVVSRUWD
XQLTXH SDVVZRUG LV VHQW WR WKH WDJ YLD UHDGHU WR
XQORFN WKH WDJ RI WKH FRUUHVSRQGLQJ SDVVSRUW 7KLV
VWHSSUHYHQWV IURPFKHFNLQJ LQFORQHGSDVVSRUWV DQG
LQVWDOOLQJDIDNH5),'WDJLQLW,IWKHWDJUHVSRQGVWR
DQLQFRUUHFWSDVVZRUGLWLVDVVXPHGWKDWWKHWDJLVDQ
XQDXWKRUL]HGRQH

&$GYDQFHGIHDWXUHVRI*HQ7DJ

(3& (OHFWURQLF 3URGXFW &RGH  KDV UHSODFHG WKH
83& 8QLYHUVDO3URGXFW&RGH LQPDQ\ LWHP ODEHOV
(3& LV D VHW RI QXPEHUV SOXV D EDUFRGH (3& &
*HQ WDJ LV D SDVVLYH 8+) 8OWUD +LJK )UHTXHQF\ 

5),'WDJWKDWKDVD ORQJHUUHDGUDQJH7KLV WDJXVHV
WKHSURWRFRO,62F

(3& *HQ WDJV RSHUDWH LQ D IUHTXHQF\ UDQJH RI
0+=a0+=
*HQ

WDJV
XVH)+66 )UHTXHQF\ +RSSLQJ 6SUHDG 6SHFWUXP 
ZKLFK UDSLGO\ VZLWFKHV WKH FDUULHU DPRQJ PDQ\
IUHTXHQFLHV 7KH WDJV PXVW EH UHDG DWVOLJKWO\
GLIIHUHQWIUHTXHQFLHVWRDFKLHYHWKHEHVWSRVVLEOHUHDG
IURPWKHWDJ7KHWZREDVLF IUHTXHQFLHVRIRSHUDWLRQ
DUH0+]a0+]DQG0+]a0+]
7KH FDSDFLW\ RI WKH WDJ LV ELWV %LWV (3&
%LWV7,' 

*HQ WDJ LV D UHDGZULWH WDJ (3& *HQ FHUWLILHG
UHDGHU XVHV VDPH RSHUDWLQJ V\VWHP VDPH ORZ OHYHO
UHDGHU FRPPDQG VHW ,W LV WRWDOO\ LQWHUFKDQJHDEOH ,W
KDV WKUHH UHDGHU PRGHV VLQJOH PXOWLSOH DQG GHQVH
7ZR UHDGPRGHV IDVW UHDGV WDJV SHU VHFRQG 
VORZ UHDGVOHVVWKDQWDJVSHUVHFRQG 
*HQ WDJ DOVR KDV D NLOO SDVVZRUG DQG DQ DFFHVV
SDVVZRUG7KHNLOOSDVVZRUGLV%LWLWSHUPDQHQWO\
GLVDEOHV WKHWDJ7KHDFFHVV SDVVZRUGLV%LW XVHG
WR
ORFN
WKH
WDJ
WHPSRUDULO\



)LJ(3&&ODVV*HQ7DJ

',UUHYRFDEOH&KDUDFWHULVWLFVRI+DVKIXQFWLRQ

+DVK IXQFWLRQV DUH PDLQO\ XVHG LQ GDWD VHFXULW\
DSSOLFDWLRQV ,W LV D PDWKHPDWLFDO IXQFWLRQ ZKLFK
FRQYHUWVWKHRULJLQDOGDWDWRDFRPSUHVVHGKDVKYDOXH
+DVK YDOXHV DUH LUUHYHUVLEOH ZKLFK SURYLGHV EHWWHU
VDIHW\WRWKHFRQILGHQWLDOGDWDLQWKHWDJ7KHLQSXWWR
WKHKDVKIXQFWLRQFDQEHRIDQ\OHQJWKEXWWKHRXWSXW
LVIL[HGLQOHQJWK



)LJ5HSUHVHQWDWLRQRI+DVK)XQFWLRQ
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+DVKLQJ LQYROYHV URXQGV RI DERYH KDVK IXQFWLRQV
OLNHDEORFNFLSKHU,QHDFKURXQGLWWDNHVDIL[HGVL]H
LQSXW DQG SURFHVVHV LW 7R KDVK WKH HQWLUH PHVVDJH
WKH SURFHVV LV UHSHDWHG 6RPH RI WKH SRSXODU KDVK
IXQFWLRQV DUH 0' 6+$ 6+$ 6+$ HWF +DVK
IXQFWLRQVDUHXVHGLQKDVKWDEOHVWRORFDWHWKHGDWDE\
WKHKHOSRIVHDUFKNH\V


9,,,&RQFOXVLRQ

7KXV WKH SURSRVHG V\VWHP RIIHUV IRXU OD\HUV RI
VHFXULW\ LQ WKH FRPPXQLFDWLRQ EHWZHHQ 5),' FKLS
DQG UHDGHU 7KH LQWHJULW\ RI WKH V\VWHP OLHV LQ WKH
FRPSDULVRQSURFHVVRIVWRUHGLQIRUPDWLRQWRUHWULHYHG
LQIRUPDWLRQ 7KH V\VWHP XVHV PXOWLWLHUHG
DXWKHQWLFDWLRQ SURFHVV 7KLV PHWKRG SUHYHQWV
WUDFNLQJ VNLPPLQJ DQG FORQLQJ RI H3DVVSRUWV 7KH
FXUUHQW H3DVVSRUW FRQWDLQV HQFU\SWHG GDWD ZKLFK FDQ
EH HDVLO\ GHFU\SWHG %XW WKH SURSRVHG V\VWHP XVHV
KDVK IXQFWLRQV WR VHFXUH WKH GDWD7KHXVHRI DFFHVV
SDVVZRUG DQG NLOO SDVVZRUG LQ *HQ  WDJ LPSURYHV
WKHVHFXULW\OHYHORIWKH5),'FKLS


,;5HIHUHQFHV
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RI:ROORQJRQJ

>@,NXHVDQ5$GH\HPL1RUDILGD%W,WKQLQ
³8VHUV $XWKHQWLFDWLRQ DQG 3ULYDF\ FRQWURO RI 5),'
&DUG´
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ABSTRACT:
A risk assessment based on the idea that
the more a user behavior diverges from
what it can be considered as normal
behavior. Sybil attack which is considered
as a single user will continuous post any
content, more number friends in short
period of time. We monitor group behavior
of people based on their posts and likes. If
there are any deviations misbehavior is
identified. We deploy a centralized server
for all kinds of Government Registrations,
user has to provide three different mobile
numbers and the sequence of feeding is
also given by the user. In case of any New
registrations like License / PAN Number /
any where Aadhaar is used OTP will be
generated to all the three numbers. If any
other user tries to access the Main
registered mobile number of the user then
the automatic notification of Link is
communicated to the main user for
authentication, only after permission, the
requested user can view the mobile
number. This System will avoid any
misbehavior particularly mobile based
banking process.
Keywords— Sybil attack, Anomalous
Behavior, Online social network(OSN),
Clustering, Risk Analysis, Big Data,
Hadoop, One Time Password(OTP)
INTRODUCTION:
ONLINE Social Networks (OSNs) allows
the users to create a public or private
profile, afford sharing of information and
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ideas, interests with other users promote
communication. As a result, OSNs are
gaining popularity in the recent times and
are an integral part of life. People use
OSNs for both personal and business
purposes. The social media allows to build
connections expanding to finally build a
network. Although there is a dramatic
increase in OSN usage— Face book, for
instance, has now 1.55 billion monthly
active users, 1.31 billion mobile users, and
1.01 billion daily users1 there are also a lot
of security/privacy concerns. One of the
main source of these concerns is that OSN
users establish new relationships with
unknown users with the result of exposure
of a huge amount of personal data.
Unfortunately, very often users are not
aware of this exposure as well as the
serious consequences this might have.
Also, some users are less concerned about
information privacy; therefore, they post
more sensitive information on their
profiles without specifying appropriate
privacy settings and this can lead to
security risks . As a result, today‘s social
networks are exposed to many types of
privacy and security attacks. These attacks
exploit the OSN infrastructures to collect
and expose personal information about
their users, by, as an example, successfully
convincing them to click on specific
malicious links with the aim of
propagating these links in the network.
These attacks can either target users
personal information as well as the
personal information of their friends.
Another widely used attack is the
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generation of fake profiles, which are
generated with the only purpose of
spreading malicious content. In addition,
there is a growing underground market on
OSNs for malicious activities in that, for
just few cents, you can buy Face book
likes, share, Twitter followers, and fake
accounts. This can lead to misusing the
account and using them to acquire fake
government based identity proofs.
Although many solutions, targeting one
specific kind of attacks, have been recently
proposed having a more general solution
that
can
cope
with
the
main
privacy/security attacks that can be
perpetrated using the social network graph
is missing. In this paper, we make a step
towards the definition of a unique tool that
helps OSN providers as well as users to
detect several types of attacks and also
protect the user information controlling the
mishaps of fake identities. We believe that
linking each id with mobile numbers will
serve the purpose. Big data integrates all
the information and each time a new
registration is made on the government
based websites eg.PAN /AADHAR an
OTP (One time password will be
generated. Our goal in this paper is to
provide maximum security to the
information. The goal is to compare the
behavioral patterns of users with other
users in the network to find anomalous
behaviors. Defining the normal behavior
has two main issues. The first is the
definition of a user behavioral profile able
to catch those user‘s activities and
interactions that are considered meaningful
for risk assessment. The second issue
regards how to model a ‗normal behavior‘.
In doing this, we have to consider that
OSN users are really heterogeneous in
observed
Behaviors.Based on this
principle, we propose a two-phase risk
assessment, where users are first grouped
together according to some features
meaningful for group identification. Then,
for each identified group, we build one or
more normal behavioral models. To reach
this goal, the key contributions include
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determining various user features to model
normal/anomalous
behaviors,
and
integrating them with probabilisticclustering approach (the Expectation
Maximization algorithm). As it will be
illustrated in the paper, we carried out
experiments on a dataset to show that the
proposed two-phase risk assessment
outperforms a simplified behavioral-based
risk assessment where behavioral models
are built over the whole OSN population,
without a group identification phase. Any
fraudulent usage will be intimated as a
Sybil attack and a notification will be sent
t the user. Thereby, the user has an idea
that his account is being misused.
PRESENT SYSTEMS:
Though the usage of Online Social
Network (OSN) is prevalent, there is still
a lot of security and privacy concerns.
The well known applications like face
book still face an issue of revealing the
users information,thus failing to provide
the necessary protection to the
information.By this, it had the following
disadvantages.Firstly,more number of
user‘s profiles were compromised
.Secondly,we can easily see the user
information we share the profile.The
main drawback was there is no encryption
system for security.The existing Systems
assess the risk using a score based on how
she/he behaves in the OSN. The key idea
was to find out how the user behavior
diverges
from
the
normal
behavior.Therefore for meaningful risk
assessment a normal user behavior should
be well defined.The objective of the
project is to compromising OSN account
and to protect the user profile using OTP
generation.The proposed system can be
seen as two stages .In the first stage, a
risk assessment is made on the user
behaviour to determine how much it is
deviant
from
the
normal
behaviour.secondly,Sybil attacks are
being identified in social media as a
result of this assessment.At the final
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stage, we deploy a centralised server for
all kinds of Government Registrations
where the user has to provide three
different mobile numbers . In case of any
new fake use of user details ,OTP will be
generated to all the three numbers and
automatic notification is communicated
to the main user for authentication, only
after permission, the requested user can
view the mobile number.Thus it helps to
avoid any misbehaviors related to user
information.The advantages of the
proposed system is as follows.The user
profile is given maximum security ,the
Sybil attacks are identified, the user
profile is encrypted,the profile is
protected using OTP.
RISK ASSESSMENT BASED ON
USER BEHAVIORS:

Fig. 1. Two phase risk
assessment.

A risk score with a user based on how
he/she behaves in the OSN able to catch
those user‘s activities and inter- actions
that we consider meaningful for risk
assessment. In an OSN, a variety of
activities are possible, such as writing
comments/posts, reading, or sharing
items, as well as different types of
interactions, like commenting on a users‘
post, viewing profile information,
assigning likes, joining special groups or
pages, sending invitations to others. In
designing a behavioral profile we do not
aim at monitoring all users‘ activities, but
only those that might reveal risky
conducts. As an example, writing a lot of
comments/posts without receiving any
like on them can be considered a warning
that the corresponding user might be a
victim of an attack. On the contrary,
simply having a high number of friends,
posts, comments and likes cannot be
considered as a risky behavior. However,
having a high number of friends, posts,
comments and likes in a short period of
time can be considered risky. In order to
identify a set of behavioral features,
meaningful for risk assessment.

We have deeply reviewed the literature
looking for well-known OSN attacks
(see Section 2).The second issue to be
addressed regards how to model a
normal behavior that, according to the
proposed approach, has to be used as
baseline to measure how much users
diverge from it and thus to compute the
corresponding risk score., the proposed
approach performs a first phase aiming
at identifying groups in the OSN. This is
achieved by exploiting clustering
techniques over a set of user features
meaningful for group identification,
called, in what follows, Group
identification features. It is easy to
determine the users who do not fall in
that group.
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SYBIL ATTACKS:
Sybil attacks are one of the most prevalent
and practical attacks in OSNs. To launch
a Sybil attack, a malicious user has to
create multiple fake identities , known as
sybils, with the purpose to legitimate
his/her identity , so as to unfairly increase
his/her power and influence within a
target community giving rise to spam and
malware on Face book and Twitter. In
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general, we can classify Sybil attacks
into two types. The first is sybils with
tight-knit community (dense friendship
graph). According to these attacks,
adversaries create the Sybils shows to
belong to another type, that is, those with
sparse community (sparse friendship
graph).
Identity clone attacks: In this type of
attack, a malicious user creates similar or
even identical profiles to impersonate
victims in an OSN. The key goal is to
obtain personal information about a
victim‘s friends after successfully forging
the victim, and to establish increased
levels of trust with the victim‘s social
circle for future deceptions. The cloned
identity can also be used to propagate
malicious messages to other users in the
network
Compromised
accounts
attacks:
Compromised accounts are accounts
where legitimate users have lost
complete or
partial control of their login credentials.
Accounts can be com- promised in a
number of ways, for example, by
exploiting a
MODULES:
1.
Design of social media like
webpage
2.
Host Monitoring and Storage
3.
Inscribing the user data
4.
Anomalous behavior
5.
Triple OTP generation

HOST
MONITORING
STORAGE:

AND

Centralized server will communicate with
the user and corresponding server. It will
get all the details about the user and their
request from the web application and it
will pass to the corresponding web form
and return it to the client side. It is major
part of our application to maintain all the
details.

INSCRIBING THE USER DATA:
In this part we secure the user details by
showing the user profile information to
others in encrypted form. In our
implementation we secure the user
sensitive information like mobile number
from other user. Because using mobile
number, DOB and location any one can
see one‘s personal government identity. So
for that problem we secure the
information.

ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR:

MODULES DESCRIPTION:
DESIGN OF SOCIAL MEDIA LIKE
WEB PAGE:
In this module the design of web
application and database connectivity will
describe. Using Java Servlet Page (JSP)
we design the page like social media (face
book, twitter, etc). In this part we will get
all the user information and store it on
MySQL. MySQL is our database to store
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all the details including user profile
information, user post information, friends
list and all other details related to the user.

In this we monitor user anomalous
behavior. It means today user‘s social
media account is compromised by some
unauthorized people. we will identify the
following anomalous behavior like Sybil
attack, more number of friend request in
short period of time, posting more number
content in short time. Those types of
attacks will be identified by our
application.
TRIPLE OTP GENERATION:
This module will describe about triple
OTP security. In this we get three different
mobile numbers for security. If users want
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to apply any application to get any
authenticity they have to share these three
random OTP on that place. After that
verification, user can apply for any
application.

FLOWCHART:

IMPLEMENTATION:
Online Social Networks can be made
secure preserving the security using Big
data, notifying the user through OTP. By
this there is no compromise in the user
information .Social media can thus be
used without any risk and fear of user that
his /her information will be lost.
CONCLUSION:
Thus the paper concludes that every user
profile information is secured using big
data. User‘s profile compromising is
secured using OTP protection using three
types of mobile numbers registration.And
hardware designing are the core concepts
in our project. It requires larger data and
working to complete the project.

FURTHER WORKS:
Primarily our project can provide
solution for a server at a primary level
.Implementation of our project on a
centralized server requires proper
permissions from the governmental
agencies and will be developed after 1015 years for the whole database. In
Future our application can be extended
to many other social networks.
LIMITATIONS:
Our limitations in the project are we at
least require data about a large number
of users, their mobile numbers which
have been registered in the sites, a large
scale centralized server which can
monitor the anomalous behaviors.
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ABSTRACT:
A new generation ATM seeks to use
biometric identity so that not cards and
PIN’s is needed, as the keys to allow
consumers to access their cash. The ATM
offers a prompt to complete authentication
via facial recognition on consumers. Face
recognition finds its application in a
variety of fields such as homeland
security, criminal identification, human
computer interaction, privacy, security,
etc. The face recognition feature inhibits
access of account through stolen or fake
cards. The card itself is not enough to
access account as it requires the person as
well for the transaction to proceed First
live image is captured automatically
through a webcam installed on the ATM,
which is compared with the images stored
in the database. If it matches, the
transaction can proceed. In this proposed
paper we implement a new generation
ATM machine which can be operated
without the ATM card. In this system we
have some more screens for the
identification of the user and unknown
user
Keywords:
PIR
sensor;
Face
authentication module; raspberry pi
circuit; cloud server
1. INTRODUCTION
The automated teller machine, or ATM, is
such a complicated piece of technology
that it does not have a single inventor.
Instead, the ATMs we use today are an
amalgam of several different inventions.
Traditionally we use ATM Cards with pin
to enable any transaction of money from
one account to another. In this proposed
paper we implement a new generation
P a g e | 516

ATM machine which can be operated
without the ATM card. In this system we
have some more WebPages for the
identification of the user and other user. In

first website we have two buttons one for
user and another one for third user, if I am
user means I want to click user button or
otherwise click third user button. Maybe I
am third user first I want to enter the
authorized user name and password then
camera take image mail to authorized
person at the same time send alert SMS via
IOT.
2. SYSTEM MODULES
In the proposed paper, digital image
processing is the use of computer
algorithms to perform image processing on
digital images. As a subcategory or field of
digital signal processing, digital image
processing has many advantages over
analog image processing. It allows a much
wider range of algorithms to be applied to
the input data and can avoid problems such
as the build-up of noise and signal
distortion during processing. Since images
are defined over two dimensions (perhaps
more) digital image processing may be
modelled in the form of multidimensional
systems.
2.1. FACE RECOGNIZING MODULE
User Recognition in this technology plays
a major role, recognition used in the
description of biometric systems like facial
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recognition, finger print or iris recognition
relating to their fundamental function, the
generic term how ever does not necessarily
imply verification closed-set identification
or open-set identification.

the sample exists or not. Finally ATM
takes a picture of the user and compare
with the database, if, it matches then
transaction is allowed. Otherwise, picture
of the unknown user is sent to the account
owner and bank employee.

2.2. VERIFICATION OF THE USER
User Verification is the task where the
biometric system attempts to confirm an
individual’s claimed identity by comparing
a submitted sample to one or more
previously enrolled templates. The concept
of recognition and verification which is
further illustrated by the picture, where the
first image resembles the second image. If
any user wears mask that time the alarm
will be raised to the admin user and the
authorized account holder.

2.4. DETECTION OF HUMAN IN THE
ATM SYSTEM

2.3. IDENTIFICATION OF
AUTHORIZED ACCOUNT

THE

User Identification is the task where the
biometric system searches a database for a
reference finding a match for the submitted
biometric sample; a biometric sample is
collected and compared to all the templates
in the database. If it is close-set
identification, the submitted biometric is
known to exist in the database. If it is
open-set identification, the submitted
biometric sample is not guaranteed to exist
in the database, the system determines if
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This module is used to detect the user may
be wear mask using Open’s built-in Haar
cascade profile face detector. Measuring
the face and body recognition using the
frontal face images captured by an
embedded ATM camera. If it detects the
wrong person suddenly gives the
notification to admin and image of the
unauthorized person will be sent to the
user mail id. This will help to avoid
actions of Breaking or damaging the
machines threading the ATM user’s denial
of transactions and any other ATM user by
invalid users or mask.
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authenticates the face of the user account.
In case of third party requesting access for
the user account the image of the
unauthorized user is sent to the account
holder’s bank account.

2.5. SYSTEM MODEL

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
As a proof of concept, a prototype system
has been implemented to evaluate the face
recognition in the banking system. The
system has been con-figured to collect the
probe image of the user of an authorized
banking authority. The readings of the
human detection are taken and the
presence of human in the ATM system is
identified by using PIR sensor. The probe
image obtained from the webcam installed
in the ATM system is compared and then
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Random sampling for patch-based face
recognition. In Proceedings of the IEEE
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convolution, and fully connected crfs.
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Hoffman, N. Zhang, E. Tzeng, and T.
Darrell. Decaf: A deep convolutional
activation feature for generic visual
recognition. In International Conference
on Machine Learning (ICML), pages 647–
655, 2014.

4. CONCLUSION
Face recognition technologies have been
associated generally with very costly top
secure applications. In the Face
recognition technology of ATM, pose
variance, false positives are still a problem.
Certain applications of face recognition
technology are now cost effective, reliable
and highly accurate. Face recognition
technology can be used worldwide to
access buildings; however it can be used in
ATMs, which would help address potential
security threats in near future. In future
work, we can apply in online transaction.
It will provide powerful to security in
cloud environment. It will reduce attacks
also. Even though if we are getting any
issues in application, it will send message
to nearest place such as police station, Fire
Service, etc.

[4] M. Everingham, L. Van Gool, C. K.
Williams, J. Winn, and A. Zisserman. The
pascal visual object classes (voc)
challenge. International Journal of
Computer Vision (IJCV), 88(2):303–338,
2010.
[5] S. Gao, I. W.-H. Tsang, and L.-T. Chia.
Kernel sparse representation for image
classification and face recognition. In
European Conference on Computer Vision
(ECCV), pages 1–14. Springer, 2010.
[6] R. Girshick. Fast r-cnn. In Proceedings
of the IEEE International Conference on
Computer Vision (ICCV), pages 1440–
1448, 2015.
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Abstract
The main objective of the project is to provide an application that acts as an all-in-one tool for disabled people. Most activities are performed digitally, a prime example being online shopping platforms which have replaced the traditional means. In this era of modern
technology, people are entirely reliant on electronic gadgets and make use of several features to run their daily lives. To enhance the
usability of such features for disabled people, this application has been developed to take care of their basic needs. The dependence of the
general public on mobile applications is justified but that is not the case for disabled people. This application has been designed specifically to cater to such people with disabilities. This proposal requires our “Retina App” and breath analyzer module only. The differentiating feature of this appli-cation is the ability to perform various functions such as booking an Uber, reserving tables at restaurants, calling
ambulances and fire trucks in addition to the detection of diseases. It can detect the level of alcohol in a person’s breath and when it surpasses a certain level, it displays a notification which can help the user to book a cab directly to take him/her back to his/her residence..
Keywords: API; Breath Analyzer ; GPS; Mobile Application; Online Services; Phone Calls; Uber App

1. Introduction
In this day and age, Smartphone are a common sight. Almost everyone owns a Smartphone and people use them for a variety of
purposes. There are millions of applications available on all the
major Smartphone ecosystems such as Android, iOS and Windows Phone. Applications are available for as many use cases
imaginable. However, there is a distinct lack of applications that
serve the needs of disabled people, especially Blind and Deaf
people. While normal people can use any application without any
hindrance, there are very few applications that take into account
the disabilities of disabled people. Due to the dearth of applications that are geared towards disabled people, such people do not
use Smartphone the same way normal folks do. However, these
people have the same basic needs but no applications to take care
of their needs. This is where RETINA comes in. The main objective of this application is to satisfy basic requirements such as
transportation, food, calling emergency services and detection of
diseases. Another use case scenario for our application is when
people who are drunk can book a cab to take themselves back to
their homes safely.

Fig. 1: Facilities Provided by Retina for Blind People.

The above survey was carried out by Pew Research Center in the
US between September and November 2016.The survey was conducted on people with no disability and people with any form of
disability to check the usage of electronic devices among them. As
the data shows, it was found that the percentage of people with
some disability that used electronic devices was considerably lower than that of people with no disabilities. Focusing on smart
phones and tablets, we find that there are drops of 22% and 18%
in the usage of the respective devices when it comes to disabled
people. We believe that this is due to the lack of dedicated applications for disabled people and we hope to fill this void in the
market with RETINA.

Copyright © 2018 Mrs. N. Ramya et. al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits
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2. Literature survey

3. Proposed system

A number of studies have been conducted in the field of assistive
technology for elderly and disabled. However, the overall user
needs are rarely considered and understood. Assistive technologybased solutions are to help those vulnerable people to live better
and safer are researched in this study.

The system makes use of the RETINA application and a breath
analyser module attached to the back of a smartphone.The application provides the user with various functionalities. These features
include listing out nearby restaurants by voice and the ability to
call these restaurants directly, calling an Uber directly through
voice command or by using the breath analyser module, calling
emergency services such as nearby police stations and hospitals
directly through voice.

4. Implementation
4.1. Delivery services
When blind people are hungry, they usually have to depend on
other people to get their food. But using RETINA, they can get
food from nearby restaurants using just their voices. Once they
enable the TALKBACK feature on Android OS, they can easily
open the RETINA application, then, they can tap the display anywhere which would open a prompt which tells them to give a
voice command.

Fig. 2: Environmental Map (EM).

Globally, more than 285 million people are visually impaired; for
them, tasks that are deemed trivial by those with normal sight—
such as picking up a dropped object—are a major undertaking. In
recent years, breakthroughs in visual sensing technology have
stimulated efforts to help persons with visual impairment (PVIs)
become more independent. In this study, they have taken the system through multiple evaluations and refinements based on actual
PVI use, which provided insights into what constitutes an effective communication interface. Participants in our experiments
commented favorably on the system, saying that, relative to barcode scanning, it felt more like “real shopping.”
Fig. 4: The Restaurant Booking Scenario.

Once they say “restaurant”, the nearest restaurants are listed to the
user by voice, one by one. Then the user can say a number, say
one and a call will be placed to the corresponding restaurant and
the user can order food directly.

4.2. Transportation and cab booking
Fig. 3: How Third Eye Works. In This Illustrative Scenario, Cameras in
Smart Glasses.

Research has been conducted on the usage of Uber by disabled
people to take care of their transportation needs. It has also been
found that using ride sharing applications can help to avoid drunk
driving and potentially prevent accidents and save lives.
Breath analysis serves a lot of applications and research has been
done on how to use sensors to perform breath analysis. Breath
analysis systems contain arrays of correlated chemical sensors.
For such systems, sensor selection is needed. These sensors are
applied to the breath analysis system and some useful discoveries
about the sensors in the system are made accordingly.
In addition to the above studies, tests have been done on speech to
text conversion. A real time speech to text conversion system
converts the spoken words into text form exactly in the similar
way that the user pronounces. We created a real time speech
recognition system that was tested in real time noiseous environment. They used the design of a bidirectional non-stationary Kalman filter to enhance the ability of this Real time speech recognition system.

To take care of their transportation needs, Uber, the ride hailing
service is used. After opening the RETINA application using the
TALKBACK feature, the user has to tap the screen only once.
Now a prompt indicates that the user can give a voice command
and all the user has to say is “Call Uber”.

Fig. 5: The Uber Booking Scenario.

The RETINA app automatically calls the Uber API and with just
one more tap of the display confirms the cab and books an Uber to
the user’s already saved drop location(entered separately with
details such as longitude and longitude) from the user’s current
location, using the Smartphone’s GPS module. All the necessary
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information is displayed such as wait time for Uber, Estimated
Time of Arrival(ETA),types of Uber services available(such as
UberX, UberGO and so on) and payment options.

4.3. Cab on single tap for drunk people
The use case scenario where the ability to call an Uber would be
very handy. The user could go to a party or any social gathering
and consume alcohol. In some situations, the user may end up
consuming an excessive amount of alcohol and not in a position to
drive. Drunk driving is illegal and must be avoided at all cost. In
such situations. The RETINA app can easily provide a mode of
transportation to take the user home.

Fig. 6: Uber for Drunk People when They Cross the Threshold.

A breath analyser module is attached to the back of a Smartphone,
consisting of a gas sensor. The user breathes into the module and
if the sensor detects that the alcohol content in the user’s breath
exceeds the threshold value, it automatically calls an Uber to the
user’s current location using the Uber API and GPS. The process
works in the same way as the previous use case described above.

4.4. Emergency services
The app also allows users to use emergency services with their
voices. Let us consider blind people in this scenario. Now a blind
person may find himself/herself in a situation where he/she needs
assistance from the police. The user just has to open the app, tap
the screen and say “Call Police” and a call will be placed to the
nearest police station.

Fig. 7: Scenario for Police Call.

Sometimes an accident may happen or the user may be in a situation where he/she needs immediate assistance in a hospital. The
user can use the RETINA app, tap the display and say “Call Ambulance” and a call will be placed to the nearest hospital where the
user can ask for an ambulance.

Fig. 8: The Emergency Situations.
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5. Conclusion
In this work we developed a simple and effective model for enabling the blind people to make use of the mobile applications in an
effortless manner to fulfill their basic needs like food, transportation, emergency situations and other online services. By implementing “Retina” the distinct lack of mobile applications for blind
is fulfilled.
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Abstract – The environment monitoring is an important factor for maintaining quality of perishable goods. Perishable goods are
goods that have limited lifespan if not refrigerated properly. Blockchain is the trending technology that provides a secured and
transparent network for maintaining a ledger. The ledger contains all transactions between the importer, grower and shipper.
Every transaction is automatically done without any central authority. The environmental monitoring includes temperature and
humidity. The reading from temperature and humidity sensor is published in the block chain. A smart contract is generated to
calculate the penalty if temperature of container is not maintained in the specified range. After penalty calculation, the grower is
fined and the balance amount is paid to the growers account.
Catchphrase: Blockchain, smart contract, temperature and humidity sensor, hyperledger

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing refers to both applications delivered as
Information technology is gaining much attention in
blockchain technology. Though the main block chain
technology is bitcoin blockchain, originally “block”
“chain”, is a growing list of records, called blocks, which
are linked or chained using cryptography technology is
the bitcoin currency. Blockchain is the underlying
technology for Bitcoin. The Blockchain is a decentralized
ledger of all transactions across a peer-to-peer network.
Using this technology, participants can perform
transactions without the need for a central certifying
authority. Potential applications include fund transfers,
settling trades, voting and many other uses. A distributed
system is a network that consists of autonomous
computers that are connected using a distribution
middleware. They help in sharing different resources and
capabilities to the users with a single and integrated
coherent network. A distributed ledger is a database that
is consensually shared and synchronized across network
spread across multiple sites, institutions or geographies.
Figure1 shows the distributed technology ledger called as
blockchain, which is the technology that underlies with
bitcoin.

Figure 1. Distributed ledger technology
After bitcoin technology, there came the ethereum which
is generic platform but possess some transaction
deficiency. Then Linux introduced hyperledger which
contains hyperledger tools and hyperledger fabric.
Hyperledger fabric is the building block for the
blockchain technology. Figure 2 shows the applications of
Blockchain.
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Figure 2. Blockchain applications
The main objective of the paper is to determine the main
benefits of the Blockchain technology in supply chain.
The following are the task considered:
1) Study the metrics, basic concepts and technics of
Blockchain technology.
2) Consider the examples of industries and organizations
that have implemented the blockchain technology.
3) Examine industries possible for implementing
blockchain-based applications.
4) Find out the main problems in Supply Chain and
logistics industry.
5) Try to employ Blockchain technology to solve these
difficulties.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Food supply chain based perishable food network have
been extensively studied. Food safety accidents occurred
recently "horsemeat scandal" in 2013 (Boyacia et al.
2014). It's worth noting that these kinds of scandals are
even more frequent and serious in China, such as "Sudan
red", "c1enbuterol", "Sanlu toxic milk powder" and
"trench oil"(Xiao et al. 2012). In order to satisfy the
importers or customer need to guarantee the food safety
and quality control through the transparency of the food
supply management (Akkerman et al. 2010). Then an
advanced technology is used to monitor the perishable
goods network using thermometer and RFID. The
thermometer is used to monitor the temperature in the
container and RFID is the tracking system for identifying
location of the goods in the network. Zhang (2011)
developed a system to investigate the benefits of using
RFID. Wang (2010) proposed a rule based network

design to support the real time system. This system
calculates the shelf life of agricultural product in
transmission.
A real time system for monitoring the perishable food
supply chain using zig-Bee standard wireless sensor
network (WSN) was developed by Junyu Wang (2014).
This system includes configurable architecture for
comprehensive sensor and a network switching scheme
are designed to meet the requirements.
An agri-food based supply chain traceability system for
china based on RFID and blockchain technology
developed by Feng Tian (2016). Feng Tian developed
traceability with the trusted information in the agricultural
based supply chain that will provide food safety by
gathering, transferring and sharing data in production,
processing, warehousing and distribution. Krystsina
sadouskaya (2017) made a thesis on adoption of
blockchain technology to define how the blockchain make
changes in the supply chain and logistics industry.
Henrik Stemberg (2018) states how blockchain used in
supply chains, blockchain is considered as a platform to
collect information about the supply chain from the
producer to the consumer.
III. LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING SYSTEM
Initially the container temperature is monitored using
thermometer which is only useful for the system that is
static. It cannot monitor the container that is dynamically
changing its location from one place to another. Then
came the wireless sensor network which is centralized
system required a third party authentication for every
transaction. The public key infrastructure is required for
authentication of the every transaction. After that block
chain with RFID came to existence, where the cost of
RFID is high. So the following system is developed. The
blockchain is developed considering the following
limitations and made the same as the advantage of the
system.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The IOT based perishable goods network is a supply
chain network involving the following steps which is
shown in the figure 3.
• Perishable items such as bananas, pears, and coffee
• Business partners such as growers, shippers, and
importers
• Shipments of perishable goods
• Agreements between business parties that stipulate
conditions of the agreements
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• Acknowledgement of receipt of goods and services

also calculated along with the temperature. If there is any
deviation in the temperature, then the exporter is
calculated a certain amount called penalty. By doing so
the exporter has to pay the amount as a penalty to the
importer.
VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
The user interface can be extended. The temperature that
is calculated could be directly sent to the user interface. In
future work along with temperature, humidity and GPS
vibration of the container, freshness in the air could also
be calculated.
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Abstract--- This paper mainly focus on the application of agricultural environment monitoring system. In India
agriculture plays important role. Many people work in farm but from past of year the yield of crops is decrease due
to sudden change in atmosphere condition and in environment. For that purpose the people move towards the
modern technique used in their agriculture field. We try to build a system, which can be used universally at any
scale to monitor parameters in a given environment. In this paper, for improving yield of crop we use this advanced
monitoring system in field for sensing moisture and temperature parameters for measuring the environment
condition.
Keywords--- Agriculture, Humidity Sensor, Microcontroller, Arduino, Monitoring System, Temperature Sensor,
Soil Moisture, Moisture Sensor.

I. Introduction
Agriculture is the basis of living for the population through the production of food and important raw materials.
Moreover, agriculture continues to play an important role in providing large scale employment to the people.
Growth of agriculture is considered necessary for development and for a country’s transformation from a traditional
to a modern economy and especially about India being well known for agricultural work. More than half of the
workforce is related to the agriculture and its allied fields[2].
Agricultural environment monitoring has become an important field of control and protection, providing realtime system and control communication with the physical world. The ability to monitor environmental conditions is
crucial to research in fields ranging from climate variability to agriculture. Most of the papers signifies the use of
wireless sensors network which collects the data from different types of sensors and then send it to main server
using wireless protocol. The collected data provides the information about different environmental factors which in
terns helps to monitor the system.
A weather station is an instrument that measures and records meteorological parameters using sensors without
intervention of humans. Being able to document baseline and changing environmental parameters over time is
increasingly essential important and researchers are relying more and more on unattended weather stations for this
propose. The measured parameters can be stored in a included data logger or can be transmitted to a remote location
via a communication link. If the data is stored in a data logger, recorded data must be physically downloaded to a
computer at a later time for further processing. Therefore, the communication system is an necessary element in an
automated weather station. Today, computerized weather stations are available as viable products with variety of
facilities and options. The temperature and moisture sensors are developed in-house and both sensors are very
reliable [2].
An advanced solution for monitoring the weather conditions at a particular place and make the information
visible anywhere in the world. The technology behind this is Internet of Things (IoT), which is an advanced and
efficient solution for connecting the things to the internet and to connect the entire world of things in a network [5].
Typically, IoT is to offer advanced connectivity of devices, systems, and services that goes beyond machine to
machine communications and covers a variety of protocols, domains, and applications [4]. The system with IoT
deals with monitoring and controlling the environmental conditions like temperature, relative humidity, light
intensity and CO level with sensors and sends the information to the web page [5].
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This paper provides the information related to the work that had been done in the field of agriculture using the
moisture and temperature sensor over a period as well as the proposed system which is useful in monitoring as well
as controlling the data which provides the flexibility. Wireless Monitoring of Soil Moisture & Humidity using
Zigbee and Smart Wireless Sensor Network for Monitoring an Agricultural Environment are discussed earlier [7][9].

II. Related Work
Environmental monitoring applications can be broadly categorized into indoor and outdoor monitoring. Indoor
monitoring applications typically include buildings and greenhouses monitoring. These applications involve sensing
temperature, light, humidity, and air quality. Outdoor monitoring applications include chemical hazardous detection,
habitat monitoring, traffic monitoring, earthquake detection, volcano eruption, flooding detection and weather
forecasting. Sensor nodes also have found their applicability in agriculture.
Soil moisture and temperature monitoring is one of the most important application of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) in agriculture. When monitoring the environment, it is not sufficient to have only technological knowledge
about WSN and their protocols. It is also necessary to have the knowledge about the ecosystem. Improved Internet
of Things concept and its advantages [8] are the important consideration for implementing flame sensor with Cloud
environment [3][6].

III. Environmental Monitoring System Agricultural Applications
Greenhouse Monitoring
The greenhouse effect occurs when solar radiation is trapped by the gases in the earth’s atmosphere and reflected
back from the earth. Greenhouse Monitoring system normally used to measure and monitor environmental
parameters such as temperature, pH, humidity, moisture etc. When the temperature and humidity drops below
threshold value the host system will trigger misting, turn on fans etc. Figure 1 shows a greenhouse environment for
growing Capsicum Annum. Figure 1. A Greenhouse Environment for growing Capsicum Annum.

Figure 1: A Greenhouse Environment for growing Capsicum Annum
Climate Monitoring
Climate change have brought many effects such as breaking of sea ice, heat waves, glazier melting temperature,
humidity temperature, soil’s moisture temperature. Thus, there is a need to control and monitor the climate change.
Flood prediction is another example of climate monitoring, where wireless sensors can be used to detect rainfall and
water levels to trigger an alarm system [1].
Forest Monitoring
Forests are important sources for biodiversity and ecological balance. Currently, the forest has been interrupted
by unethical activities such as illegal logging and development activities. Therefore, it is very important to
implement an effective forest monitoring system. The forest monitoring system also includes fire monitoring and
detection in forests.
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IV. Important Parameters in Agricultural Environment
Moisture
Soil moisture is the water that is held in the spaces between soil particles. Soil moisture data will be used to
determine when to irrigate and amount of water for each irrigation. Based on observation, most of the time, the
fields are over irrigated. Over irrigation prevents the nitrogen to be used by roots, and lack of oxygen in the root
area. Different crops need different level of moisture to maximize the productivity.
Humidity is one of the very important parameter in agriculture field. Relative humidity (RH) is the ratio of actual
water vapour content to the saturated water vapour content at a given temperature and pressure in percentage. RH
indirectly affects leaf growth, photosynthesis, pollination and generate pests and various types of plant diseases [1].
Temperature
Temperature is another important parameter in agriculture field. Low temperatures will slow down the
photosynthesis process, thus growth is slowed and this results lower yields. Different plants and crops grow best at
different temperature.
Temperature and humidity are closely linked in a greenhouse environment. The decrease of the relative humidity
is a sign of increased air temperature because cold air has a lower moisture holding capability than warmer air.
Humidity control is very important to prevent plant diseases. The range of healthy RH for plants is from 50% to
70%. If humidity is below 50% for longer duration, the plant growth will be affected due to loss of water from
leaves might be faster [1].

V. System Equipment and Emulation Setup
System setup is incorporated with multiple modules and components attached with Arduino circuit board and
Temperature and Moisture sensor and these are chosen for system development and hardware prototype design.
Arduino based Processing Unit
For controlling the appropriate signals from different sensors and combined modules Arduino has been used in
experimental setup. Arduino is a physical computing platform for managing as well as handling electronics. Arduino
has an open source platform independent IDE, that facilitates programmer to process the signal from the attached
equipments and control them.
This paper implements : Arduino, moisture and temperature sensor modules. These modules are programmed
and are implemented in Cloud environment. There are some of the other alternatives to Arduino board for hardware
prototype system design such as: Netduino, Raspberry Pi, PIC controller etc. But one of the biggest advantage about
Arduino is there are various examples are available. Also most of the sensors and modules are available in the
market and these are compatible with Arduino. Also the board is less expensive, freeware and it has very active
developer’s community.
We use Arduino Galileo Series as a part of our experimental setup to obtain the results as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Arduino Galileo Series
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Temperature Sensor

Figure 3: Temperature Sensor LM35 series
The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit temperature devices with an output voltage linearlyproportional to the Centigrade temperature. The LM35 device has an advantage over linear temperature sensors
calibrated in Kelvin, as the user is not required to subtract a large constant voltage from the output to obtain
convenient Centigrade scaling.
The LM35 device does not require any external calibration or trimming to provide typical accuracies of ±¼°C at
room temperature and ±¾°C over a full −55°C to 150°C temperature range. Lower cost is assured by trimming and
calibration at the wafer level. The low-output impedance, linear output, and precise inherent calibration of the LM35
device makes interfacing to readout or control circuitry especially easy.
The device is used with single power supplies, or with plus and minus supplies. As the LM35 device draws only
60 µA from the supply, it has very low self-heating of less than 0.1°C in still air. The LM35 device is rated to
operate over a −55°C to 150°C temperature range, while the LM35C device is rated for a −40°C to 110°C range
(−10° with improved accuracy). The LM35-series devices are available packaged in hermetic TO transistor
packages, while the LM35C, LM35CA, and LM35D devices are available in the plastic TO-92 transistor package.
The LM35D device is available in an 8-lead surface-mount small-outline package and a plastic TO-220 package.
Soil Moisture Sensor

Figure 4: Soil moisture sensor FC-28 Series
The soil moisture sensor consists of two probes which are used to measure the volumetric content of water. The
two probes allow the current to pass through the soil and then it gets the resistance value to measure the moisture
value. This sensor can be connected in two modes : Analog mode and digital mode.
When there is more water, the soil will conduct more electricity which means that there will be less resistance.
Therefore, the moisture level will be higher. Dry soil conducts electricity poorly, so when there will be less water,
then the soil will conduct less electricity which means that there will be more resistance. Therefore, the moisture
level will be lower.
Pin Out – Soil Moisture Sensor:
The soil Moisture sensor FC-28 has four pins,
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• VCC: For power
• A0: Analog output
• D0: Digital output
• GND: Ground
The Module also contains a potentiometer which will set the threshold value and then this threshold value will be
compared by the LM393 comparator. The output LED will light up and down according to this threshold value.

VI. Test Result
For monitoring the soil moisture and temperature values, a successful setup consisting Temperature sensor,
Moisture sensor, Arduino and the suitable Arduino programs were used.
The values monitored were transmitted to the central unit (Computer) via Arduino. It was found that the little
change in environment the reading of sensor was change.
The experimental result of moisture and temperature sensor is as follows:

Figure 5: Temperature Sensor Program with Output

Figure 6: Experimental Demonstration of Moisture Sensor
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Figure 6: Moisture Sensor Program with Output

VII.

Conclusions

This paper mainly focuses on the application of agricultural environment monitoring system. This system uses
open systems, has low power consumption, low cost and is very convenient way to monitor agricultural parameters
in real-time. Using the key elements of information, technology, and management, we can improve the agricultural
product quality, conserve energy and protect the environment.
Monitoring system was developed for monitoring different parameter of environment, like soil moisture,
humidity, and temperature. This value can be transmitted to the central unit via microcontroller. It was found that
the little change in environment the reading of sensor was change.
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Abstract
Alcohol addiction is an exponentially increasing dreadful disease. Alcoholic beverage is a drink that leads to greater risks of human
health related problems. The consumption of alcohol is spring up as a serious issue. It makes a great difference on , both “how much you
drink on any day” and “how often you have a heavy drink," The risk of developing alcoholism is not caused by a single gene, but rather
numerous genes that interact with one another. Need of this paper is to reduce alcohol consumption by controlling and monitoring. Here
we uses Sensors which response to a human physical stimulus and transmit a developed impulse. The interpreted data from the sensor is
analyzed and used for prescribing the amount of liquor to the dipsomaniac person. The digital statistics is remotely maintained in the
cloud repository. Through this alcohol sales, addiction can be controlled and avoid illegal sales. The intention of this paper is to monitor
the health condition of a person.
Keywords: Body temperature sensor, Heartbeat sensor, Blood pressure sensor, FID reader and tag, Microcontroller, GSM and GPS.

1. Introduction
Around 33% of people in the world consume alcohol frequently.
The moderate consuming rate of alcohol for an individual per year
is 6.2 liters. The excessive alcoholism leads to many deaths
around the world. A survey in 2009 found that the net effect of
alcoholism causes 3.8% of all global deaths. The long term use of
alcohol causes damages to every organ system in the body. It
includes

Cancer - Continuous alcoholism can increases the risk of
cancer.

Cardiovascular disease- Continuous consumption of alcohol
results in deadly condition which causes blood clot and
weakens the heart muscle.

Immune system- Too much of consumption can weaken our
immune system and makes our body system get easily
affected to any other disease.

High blood pressure- Alcohol can increase the blood pressure
which leads to health problems such as heart and kidney
disease.
In Russia, 20% of men and 6% of women consumes alcohol
moderately. The consuming rate of alcohol especially by men in
recent years causes more than half of the deaths. The early deaths
occurs in Russia because of consuming too much of liquor. In
2012, the WHO found that the 30% of the deaths is due to over
consumption of alcohol and consuming rate exponentially
increases.
A governmental report from Britain has found that there were
more than 8000alcohol-related deaths in 2007, lower than 2006.
The alcohol-related death rate was 13.3% in 2007, compared with
6.9% in 1991. The Global Status Report on alcohol and health

2014 says that in India, 30% of peoples consume alcohol
regularly. Some 11% percent are moderate to hard drinkers.
The average Indian consumes alcohol per year is 4.3 liters and the
average rural Indian alcohol consumes alcohol per year is 11.4
liters. The Australian National Health and Medical Research
Council (NH&MRC) has provided guidelines for safe daily
drinking limits. The recommended maximum drinking for men is
4 standard drinks per day and for women is 2 standard drinks per
day. More than the recommended drinking is known to cause
harm and leads to many health related problems as it contains 10
grams of alcoholic agent in a standard drink.
The health problems due to over consumption of alcohol are based
on short term and long term effects in the body. The effects
depend only on the amount of consumed alcohol. The short term
effects include loss of memory, lack of coordination and slowed
breathing. The long term effects depend on the quantity of
consumed alcohol. It can affect the brain by changing the behavior
of the individual. It also reduces the thinking ability of a person
because the consumption of alcohol reduces the communication
between the nerves in the brain. The long term drinking can cause
damages to brain, liver, heart and pancreas.
This system is proposed for monitoring alcohol consumption and
reports it to the concerned person remotely. This system consists
of microcontroller, RFID reader and tag, GSM and GPS. The tag
is issued to every dipsomaniac person. Using their tag, the product
is supplied to the person. Three sensors are used to monitor the
health condition of a person. The sensors used in this system are
body temperature sensor, blood pressure sensor and heart beat
sensor. The body temperature sensor allows you to measure the
temperature of a body. It is important to measure our body
temperature.
The body temperature sensor is applied on the skin surface and it
indicates the temperature in degree after reaching the steady state.

Copyright © 2018 Authors. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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The average normal body temperature is 37°C. Some studies have
shown that the normal body temperature can have a wide range
from 36.1°C to 37.2°C. Heart rate sensor is the device is used for
recording the electrical activity of the heart over a period of time
using electrodes placed on the skin. The normal heat beat range is
60 to 100 beats per minute. The blood pressure sensor is used for
detecting the pressure of a person. These sensors are then
interfaced to a microcontroller that reads the data from the sensor
and transmits the resulting data.
The data from the sensors are used for prescribing the amount of
liquor. The digital data is maintained and stored. The GSM
module extracts the location from the GPS and send message to
the respective mobile number. Through this alcohol sales,
addiction and illegal sales can be controlled. The section 2
explains the related work of the system, section 3 includes system
specification and further sections describe the system
implementation and results.
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3. System Specification
3.1. Temperature Sensor
A temperature sensor is a device which is used to measure the
temperature of a person. LM35 is a precision IC temperature
sensor with its output proportional to the temperature in °C. With
LM35, the temperature can be measured more accurately. The
operating temperature ranges from -55°C to 150°C.The average
body temperature of a person is 97°F (36.1°C) to 99°F (37.2°C).
Features:
 Suitable for remote applications
 Low cost due to wafer-level trimming
 Operates from 4 to 30 volts
 Less than 60 Micro ampere current drain

2. Related Work
Temperature and heart beat monitoring system using IoT [1] is
built up for gathering patient information. Body Area Network
(BAN) is developed for gathering required details about a patient.
The gadgets collect information from sensors and transmit it to the
remote gadgets. The gathered data is stored and the patient health
condition is maintained in the database and the information is
refreshed effectively.
In health monitoring system [2], wireless network is used to
forward measurement through a gateway towards cloud. Different
wireless communication technologies can be used for (i)
connecting the IoT device as local networks, and (ii) connecting
these local networks to the internet. The connectivity technologies
are NFC, Bluetooth, zigbee, cellular network etc. In this paper,
cellular network connectivity is used because of its widespread
mobile networks like 3G and LTE provide reliable high speed
connectivity to the internet. However, they have a high power
consumption profile and they are not suitable for local network
communication. There are many issues involved in this work, in
which an intensive research activity takes place. This review [2] is
focused on the healthcare monitoring area to appreciate the scale
of the problem and the recent approaches to face it. Only some of
the recent and representative works are presented in order to show
the intensiveness and variety of research developed in this area. A
final subsection is added, which summarizes the contributions to
this work.
The proposed framework enhances this health monitoring by
means of leveraging the computing capabilities of modern
wearable’s and other IoT devices for computing advanced medical
applications. The main idea is to get some devices (sensors and
wearable’s) of the BAN can take part in the application processing
and to provide a high level information to the medical staff’s
devices to perform further data analysis.
David Kinnamon [10] built electronic bracelet for monitoring of
alcohol lifestyle which is used for monitoring the alcohol lifestyle
through the detection of EtG (Ethyl glucuronide). It is a metabolite
of ethanol which is used to determine the consumption rate from
human sweat. EtG has the ability to determine the alcohol
consumption more than 24 hours after light consumption and four
days after heavier consumption. The concentration level from EtG
was tested on individual sensors which are compared to ensure the
consistency of electrodes. The detection levels corresponds to an
equivalent consumption of 1-10 standard drinks of buffered saline
and greater than 1 standard drink of human sweat. The wearable
instrumentation demonstrated based on the level of buffered
saline. This approach is the direct monitoring of ethanol in the
human sweat.

Fig. 1: Temperature sensor

3.2. Heartbeat Sensor
The Heartbeat is the process of recording the electrical activity of
the heart over a period of time. It is used to assess the electrical
and muscular functions of the heart. The AD8232 is a cost
effective board used to measure the electrical activity of the heart.
This electrical activity can be charted as an ECG or
Electrocardiogram and output as an analog reading. The average
heart beat rate of a person is 50-90 bpm.
Features:
 Fully integrated single-lead ECG front end
 Low supply current: 170 μ
 A 2-pole adjustable high-pass filter
 Accepts up to ±300 mV of half-cell potential

Fig. 2: Heartbeat sensor

3.3. Blood Pressure Sensor
The Blood Pressure Sensor is a non-invasive sensor designed to
measure human blood pressure. Pulse rate is also reported. The
BP Series is ideal for high-volume, disposable medical
applications. Measure systolic pressure (high), diastolic pressure
(low) and heart rate. Fully compatible with Arduino and
microcontroller. Measurements are displayed in the 16 x 2
Character LCD Modules.
Features:

Reading ranges from -30 to 300 mmHg

Low cost

Compatible with all automated equipment
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3.6 LCD Display

Fig. 3: Blood pressure Sensor

LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) screen is a display module which
is connected with microcontroller to display the data from the
sensors. A 16x2 LCD means it can display 16 characters per line
and there are 2 such lines. In this LCD each character is
displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. This LCD has two registers,
namely, Command and Data.
Features:
 Single power supply
 Built in controller
 Display mode and Backlight variations.

3.4. RFID Reader
Radio Frequency Identification Reader (RFID Reader) is a device
used to gather information from an RFID tag. Radio waves are
used to transfer data from the tag to a reader. EM18 RFID reader
module can be directly interfaced with the microcontroller using
USART communication. It will read the tag number and give
output via TX terminal.
Features:
 Cost-effective and compact size
 Direct interfacing with UART, PC is possible using RS232
 Excellent read performance without an external circuit

Fig. 6: LCD display

3.7. GSM

Fig. 4: RFID reader

Global system for mobile communication (GSM) is a cellular
network which connects different cells. The coverage area of cell
may vary according to the implementation environment. SIM900
delivers performance for voice, SMS, Data, and Fax in a small
form factor with low power consumption.
Features:
 Low cost
 GSM / GPRS MODEM using SIMCOM – 300 Module
 RS 232/ Interface DB Port
 Power and single LED indication

3.5. Microcontroller
A microcontroller is a computer present in the single integrated
chip. This single chip contains the processor, non-volatile memory
for program, volatile memory for input and output, and I/O control
unit. The PIC16F876A/877A devices have 8K words x 14 bits of
Flash program memory. In case such a situation arises, it activates
the actuators to perform a controlled operation.
Features:
 Low cost
 Analog comparator
 2 wire serial interface
 Real Time Counter with separate oscillator

Fig. 7: GSM module

3.8. GPS

Fig. 5: Microcontroller

Global positioning system (GPS) is a radio navigation system that
allows the user to determine their exact location. The NEO-6M
GPS module is a well-performing complete GPS receiver which
provides a strong satellite search capability. It is mainly used to
find the exact location.

International Journal of Engineering & Technology

Features:
 A complete GPS module with an active antenna integrated, and
a built-in EEPROM to save configuration parameter data.
 Built-in 25 x 25 x 4mm ceramic active antenna provides strong
satellite search capability.
 Equipped with power and signal indicator lights and data
backup battery.
 Power supply: 3-5V; Default baud rate: 9600bps.
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The information in the tag is person name, address and phone
number. The temperature sensor is used for determining the
person temperature and heartbeat sensor is used to record the
activity of the heart for a period of time. These sensors are
interfaced to the microcontroller which transmits the data. The
data obtained from the sensors are send to the shop and the details
of a person are displayed.

Fig.
Fig. 8: GPS module

10: Hardware implementation

4. Proposed System
Alcohol consumption is the major problem faced by many people
nowadays. In today’s world, many accidents are caused by the
consumption of alcohol. The alcohol consumption rate among the
population increases exponentially. In this system, we are going to
reduce the alcohol consumption based on the health condition of a
person.The main objective is to design a real time monitoring
system for dipsomaniac person by measuring the temperature,
pressure and heart rate. The system consists of sensors, RFID
reader and tag, GSM and GPS. The sensors are a device which is
used to detect and transmit the obtained result.
The sensors used in the system are temperature, heart rate and
pressure sensor. The readings from the sensors are obtained and
displayed in the LCD. RFID tag is issued to every dipsomaniac
person, without the RFID tag people cannot able to buy the drink
either in legal or illegal method. As a human citizen he has to
register for RFID tag and hold that tag for daily or monthly or
yearly consumption. This way of using ID system is to track the
consumption of drink and to monitor and keep reducing the
alcohol drinking system.
In figure 1, it shows the architecture of the system. Architecture
diagram is the formal name given to the pictorial representation of
the system architecture. A system architecture can comprise
system components, the expand systems developed, that will work
together to implement the overall system. The ID system, sensors,
GSM and GPs are the components used in this system.
Dipsomaniac person should have a tag to purchase the product.
This ID system is valid only for three times a day, after that the ID
becomes invalid.

Fig. 11: Reading displayed in the LCD

In figure 10, it shows .the hardware part of the system. The
process of this system is, first the person have to use their tag and
the health condition is determined based on the readings from the
sensors. The heart rate and pressure is compared for each and
every person to determine the consumption rate of a person. In
figure 11, it shows the readings in the LCD screen. The LCD
(Liquid Crystal Display) is used for displaying the person name
with their readings obtained from the sensor.
In the software part, it consists of admin which is used to monitor
and send the quantity of the product details to the shop. The data
from the sensors are send to the shop and the owner in the shop
prescribe the amount of alcohol based on the health condition of a
dipsomaniac person.

Fig. 12: Home page
Fig. 9: System Architecture
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The data are stored in the cloud repository and the database is
common for all the shops in the particular location. Once the
product is supplied, the information are send as a message to the
person using GSM module. The message includes the readings
from the sensor, the product purchased and the location of the
shop using GPS module which extracts the exact location of the
shop. Using this system, the alcohol consumption rate is reduced
and it can also avoids illegal sales. Through this, sales can be
controlled and monitored. In figure 4, it shows the message
received. The message is send to the person’s mobile number.

Fig. 16: Stock Maintenance

This system framework stores the information by
specifications at regular intervals and refreshed it into
database. A specialist in the shop will be able to view
dipsomaniac details and a product is supplied based on
comparison of previous data.

IoT
the
the
the

Fig. 13: SMS Message

5. Implementation of the System
Figure 14 shows the login page for admin and shop. The admin
will supply the product quantity to the shop which will be
maintained in the cloud repository.
Once the product is supplied, the quantity of the product in the
admin page is reduced by one.

Fig.17: Cloud Database

The data are stored in the cloud repository which is used for
comparison of data among the users. The quantity of the product
is maintained and evaluated by the specialist. Therefore, this
system can monitor and avoid the illegal sales of the product
supplied.

6. Conclusion

Fig. 14: Login page

The alcohol consumption rate can be reduced and it can avoid
illegal sales. The intention of this system is to monitor the health
condition of a dipsomaniac person. Using this concept, the
addiction can be controlled and monitored. An innovative method
to control alcohol abusing system. It will reduce the consuming
rate of an individual. This system improves the government
treasure and avoids the illegal access of the product supply and
sales. It males fully computerized access in shops. The access will
provide more security to the sales and this system assembles the
information such as temperature, heart beat and pressure and
refreshes the database. This method reduces the amount of
consumption and the measured data is sent to family member.
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Abstract—Text based password authentication scheme
is vulnerable to many attacks such as shoulder surfing attack
and similar kind of attacks like dictionary attack, brute-force
attack etc. Many graphic based password authentication
schemes are in existence but they are also quite expensive in
deployment and needs more response time at login phase. To
solve the problem of text-based password authentication,
graphical passwords using images have evolved. Graphical
passwords process authentication by selecting the exact positions
on the image shown on the screen. This ensures that the data is
safe and has a reference selected from the image coordinates
that the user selects. A scheme called Captcha based
authentication protocol is used along Pass Positions method.
Captcha based approach can be found only probabilistically by
automatic online guessing attacks even if the password is in the
search set. Captcha offers a novel approach to tackle the wellknown image hotspot problem in popular graphical password
systems, such as Pass Positions, that often leads to weak
password choices. This scheme is resistant to usability issues
such that it does not overload human memory and provides
extra security against unwanted attacks.

Keywords—Security, Password, Authentication, Data, Cloud
computing, Captcha, Pass Points

I. INTRODUCTION
In today's information society, the importance of
information protection is increased day by day. One of the
things you need to protect your information is the security of
information devices. The most commonly used scheme for
the security of information devices, is the password.
Password use numbers only, or use combinations of numbers
and letters also. This authentication technique is called textbased authentication.
There is a problem with text-based authentication
that is the numbers should be easy to remember, but others
should be impossible to predict. However, In order to
remember the password, the password should be short and
meaningful. But short and meaningful password can be easily
stolen. Moreover, users want to enter a password quickly and
long passwords are hard to remember, so they often use the
same password for different accounts. Therefore, when a
IJRAR1APP028
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password for one account is revealed, it becomes difficult to
keep the security of other accounts. It is further improved by
applying a small threshold for failed login attempts from
unknown machines but a large threshold for failed attempts
from known machines with a previous successful login
within a given time frame. Captcha was also used with
recognition-based graphical passwords to address spyware
wherein a text Captcha is displayed below each image; a user
locates her own pass-images from decoy images, and enters
the characters at specific locations of the Captcha below each
pass-image as her password during authentication.

For example, if the Pass Positions is applied with an image
size of 1024 x 752 (roughly the full screen), and three points
are chosen (i.e. (150, 650), (530, 330), (370, 70)), as shown in
Fig.1, then Pass Positions generates R-String (RD, LD) in the
registration phase.
II. RELATED WORK
One of the major problems in the file sharing in a
public cloud is that there may be some important and
confidential data that can be beneficial to individuals and at
the same time there is also a security concern that these files
can be illegally accessed by unauthorized persons so there
should be an intimation about the users accessing their data in
a public cloud environment.
In common place text-based password schemes,
users naturally decide passwords that are simple to remember,
display patterns, and are thus in danger to brute-force
dictionary attacks. This leads us to ask whether other types of
passwords (e.g., graphical) are also vulnerable to dictionary
attack because of users tending to choose memorable
passwords. A method is recommended to forecast and model
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a number of such classes for systems where passwords are
formed exclusively from a user's memory. These classes
define weak password subspaces appropriate for an attack
dictionary. For user-drawn graphical passwords, we apply
this method with cognitive studies on visual recall. These
cognitive studies enables the user to define a set of password
complexity factors (e.g., reflective symmetry and stroke
count), which define a set of classes. To better understand the
size of these classes and, thus, how weak the password
subspaces they define might be, we use the “Draw-A-Secret”
(DAS) graphical password scheme of Jermyn et al. as an
example [1]
A Pass Points password is a sequence of points,
chosen by a user in an image that is displayed on the screen.
This model predicts probabilities of likely click points; this
enables us to predict the entropy of a click point in a
graphical password for a given image. The model allows us to
evaluate automatically whether a given image is well suited
for the Pass Points system, and to analyze possible dictionary
attacks against the system. The predictions provided by this
model are compared to results of experiments involving
human users. At this stage, our model and the experiments
are small and limited; but they show that user choice can be
modeled and that expansions of the model and the
experiments are a promising direction of research [2]
The use of passwords is a major point of
vulnerability in computer security, as passwords are often
easy to guess by automated programs running dictionary
attacks. Passwords remain the most widely used
authentication method despite their well-known security
weaknesses.
User authentication is clearly a practical problem.
From the perspective of a service provider this problem needs
to be solved within real-world constraints such as the
available hardware and software infrastructures. From a user's
perspective user-friendliness is a key requirement. This paper
suggests the use of a novel authentication scheme that
preserves the advantages of conventional password
authentication, while simultaneously raising the costs of
online dictionary attacks by orders of magnitude [3].The
proposed scheme is easy to implement and overcomes some
of the difficulties of previously suggested methods of
improving the security of user authentication schemes.
Brute force and dictionary attacks on password-only
remote login services are now widespread and ever
increasing. Enabling convenient login for legitimate users
while preventing such attacks is a difficult problem.
Automated Turing Tests (ATTs) continue to be an effective,
easy-to-deploy approach to identify automated malicious
login attempts with reasonable cost of inconvenience to users.
This paper, focuses the inadequacy of existing and proposed
login protocols designed to address large-scale online
IJRAR1APP028
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dictionary attacks (e.g., from a botnet of hundreds of
thousands of nodes). A concept called Password Guessing
Resistant Protocol (PGRP) is used which is derived upon
revisiting prior proposals designed to restrict such attacks [4].
Under the brute-force attack the protocols are safe
against eavesdropping, in that an observer who fully records
any feasible series of successful interactions cannot
practically compute the user’s secret. Moreover, the protocols
can be tuned to any desired level of security against random
guessing, where security can be traded-off with
authentication time. The proposed protocols have two
drawbacks: First, training is required to familiarize the user
with the secret set of pictures. Second, depending on the level
of security required, entry time can be significantly longer
than with alternative methods [5]. We describe user studies
showing that people can use these protocols successfully, and
quantify the time it takes for training and for successful
authentication. We show evidence that the secret can be
effortlessly maintained for a long time (up to a year) with
relatively low loss.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A new security primitive method is proposed based
on hard AI problems, namely, a novel family of graphical
password, which is called as graphical passwords. A
graphical password addresses a number of security problems
overall, such as online guessing attacks, relay attacks, and, if
combined with dual-view technologies, shoulder-surfing
attacks. The proposed method uses grid selection and passes
point algorithms. This algorithm process on the image to get
the pixel points and the points were used as a secret key for
the file uploaded by the user. There are two approaches using
in the system.
A. Pass Positions approach
Unlike most existing graphical password schemes,
‘Pass Positions’ is a graphical password scheme, which uses
relative positions of the click points. If the user uses a thick
pointer or a finger, and presses a region instead of a point (at
a pixel level), then Pass Positions will find the center point of
the region automatically, and use the center point as the click
point.
B. Captcha approach
Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell
Computers & Humans Apart. It is a program that is a
challenge response to test to separate humans from computer
programs. The CbPA protocol requires solving a Captcha
challenge after inputting a valid pair of user ID and password.
In Captcha approach, a new image is generated for every
login attempt. This uses an alphabet of visual objects (e.g.,
alphanumerical characters, similar animals) to generate a
reference image. These schemes are clicked-based graphical
passwords.
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IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The major modules of the system include (a)
Registration section (b) File upload section (c) File request
section (d) File download section. The Registration section
involves a user or an organization to register in public cloud
and select a captcha image as an additional security .After
registration the user can have an option to upload files and at
the time of uploading the user is prompted with an image to
select its coordinates which is used as a reference to the files.
File request can be issued by anyone who wants to view the
file. The file request is sent to the owner. The downloading of
the file is processed after receiving the coordinates from the
owner.

User Registration: In this module, Users are having
authentication and security to access the cloud. For security,
captcha technique is implemented to access the detail which
is presented in the Image system. Each time Users have to
enter, registered captcha text and password for accessing the
account.
File Synchronization and Security: The user can start up
the server after system is opened. Then the user can upload
the file to the storage with the key to access it. The key
process is done with Grid selection and Pass Point algorithm.
By clicking particular point at the given image, the position
of the image pixel is taken as X & Y Co-ordinates as key.
These co-ordinates are assigned as X1, Y1 and by clicking on
different position 2nd coordinates are assigned as X2, Y2. In
this a password guess tested in an unsuccessful trial is
determined than traditional approaches.
User File Request: The request process is done through
protocol and key is send to an authorized user through mail.
By this process key is shared and the file is view/downloaded
by the other user with the key given by the data owner.

Figure 1: Proposed System Architecture
V. SYSTEM DESIGN
The authentication server AS stores a salt s and a
hash value H(ρ,s) for each user ID . Upon receiving a login
request, AS generates a CaRP image. The coordinates of the
clicked points are recorded and sent to AS along with the user
ID. AS maps the received coordinates onto the CaRP image,
and recovers a sequence of visual object IDs.Then AS
retrieves salt s of the account, calculates the hash value of ρ
with the salt. Authentication succeeds only if the two hash
values match

Key Generation and Downloading: The number of
undetermined password guesses decreases with more trials,
leading to a better chance of finding the password. To counter
guessing attacks, traditional approaches in designing
graphical passwords aim at increasing the effective password
space to make passwords harder to guess and thus require
more trials, the password can always be found by a brute
force attack.
VI. CONCLUSION
Thus this kind of approach to secure authentication
using the captcha and pass positions methodology helps in
protecting important data in a public cloud. CaRP is both a
Captcha and a graphical password scheme. The notion of
CaRP introduces a new family of graphical passwords, which
adopts a new approach to counter online guessing attacks: a
new CaRP image, which is also a Captcha challenge, is used
for every login attempt to make trials of an online guessing
attack computationally independent of each other. A
password of CaRP can be found only probabilistically by
automatic online guessing attacks including brute-force
attacks, a desired security property that other graphical
password schemes lack. Hotspots in CaRP images can no
longer be exploited to mount automatic online guessing
attacks, an inherent vulnerability in many graphical password
systems. CaRP forces adversaries to resort to significantly
less efficient and much more costly human-based attacks.

Figure 2: Flow Diagram
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Abstract – Radio frequency identification system (RFID) is an automatic technology or computers to identify objects, record
metadata or control individual target through radio waves. Connecting RFID reader to the terminal of Internet, the readers can
identify, track and monitor the objects attached with tags globally, automatically, and in real time, if needed. This is the so-called
Internet of Things (IOT). RFID is often seen as a prerequisite for the IOT. The automatic toll e-ticketing system is the approach
used for the vehicle when it reaches the toll plaza, this is detected by using Infrared Proximity Sensor. RFID tags are used to read
each vehicle with the help of RFID reader . Depending on this information, appropriate toll tax is deducted from the pre-paid
account of the vehicle’s owners. The owner receives an SMS message on his/her mobile about the details of the payment. If the
balance in the owner’s account is low or if the vehicle is not equipped with an RF system, the toll gate remains close. Using RFID
card we identify the theft vehicle. RFID card is embedded on every vehicle and RFID reader is embedded on every signal , So when
theft vehicle is crossing on signal reader will compare with the database and identify the vehicle.
Keywords: infrared proximity sensor,radio frequency Identification,radio frequency signals

1. INTRODUCTION
RADIO-FREQUENCY identification (RFID) technology
is a contactless automatic identification and data capture
technology. In an RFID system, RFID tags are affixed to
items to be identified and monitored. RFID readers
communicate with the tags and to the information system
that utilizes the tag information for some purpose.
Readers are either located at specific locations to capture
the data stored on the tags or are mobile or hand-held
devices. Tags communicate with a reader through radiofrequency (RF) signals. A primary objective for each
reader is to read the identifier stored in each tag within its
read zone.
The automatic toll e-ticketing system is the approach used
for the vehicle when it reaches the toll plaza, this is
detected by using Infrared Proximity Sensor. RFID tags
are used to read each vehicle with the help of RFID
reader. An IR receiver is used to receive these pulses and
sends it to a controller (MSP 430 Launch pad), which
then transmits the vehicle number through the RF
transmitter located in vehicle. We assume that vehicles
have 16-bit identification numbers. The RFID tags to
readers read the signal and information about vehicles
owners. These RF signals are received by an RF receiver
at the toll plaza, which send data toa computer’s parallel
port. A software program running on the computer
retrieves vehicle details from its vehicle database.

Depending on this information, appropriate toll tax is
deducted from the pre-paid account of the vehicle’s
owners. The owner receives an SMS message on his/her
mobile about the details of the payment. If the balance in
the owner’s account is low or if the vehicle is not
equipped with an RF system, the toll gate remains close.
Next method proposes a very simple method for
enhancing the performance of infrared electronic-tollcollection systems, in such a case, the vehicle owner will
have to pay the toll tax in case and collect the receipt,
explains the concept in the form of a block diagram. We
need a system for handling violation and
acknowledgement when a vehicle does not have an RFID
module installed, a vehicle’s ID number is not found in
the database, or a driver has insufficient funds to pay toll.
If an acknowledgement is not received in a predefined
time from the database, the toll plaza gate remains closed.
Existing automatic toll collection techniques incur power
loss since the receiver is continuously turned on, even
when no vehicle arrived at a toll plaza. In our technique,
only the IR sensor is turned on to detect the arrival of
vehicles. Only when a vehicle is detected, RFID Tag to
RFID reader reads the data.
II RELATED WORKS
In passive RFID systems, the speed at which tags are
identified is of utmost importance. This is necessary due
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to the application requirements such as identifying
vehicles at a high speed or reading large numbers of tags
simultaneously within a supply chain. As Schoute [3]
showed, the us with imprecise knowledge of the number
of tags in the field yields poor throughput. Consequently,
a significant amount of research has been performed to
develop accurate estimates of tag numbers, typically using
the information contained in the tag responses (or lack
thereof) in each slot [6]–[13]. Tag estimation approaches
based on the use of hybrid anticollision and binary
grouping approaches have been proposed. Zhang et al.
[14] utilize a binary grouping of tags to enhance the
accuracy of the tag estimation. They are able to achieve
an expected throughput of 0.617. In [15], every tag is
equipped with a unique key and a simple modulo circuit,
which allows each tag to select the slot to reply. The
characteristic of the unique keys helps with the grouping
of tags. Wu and Zeng [16] utilize a deterministic slot
assignment approach to estimate the total number of tags
in the field. An electric vehicle is a promising and
futuristic automobile propelled by electric motor(s), using
electrical energy stored in batteries or another energy
storage device. Due to the need of battery recharging, the
cars will be required to visit recharging infrastructure very
frequently. This may disclose the users' private
information, such as their location, which may expose
users' privacy. In this paper, we provide mechanisms to
enhance location privacy of electric vehicles at the right
time, by proposing an anonymous payment system with
privacy protection support. Our technique further allows
traceability in the case where the cars are stolen
Electronic Toll Collection Based on Vehicle-Positioning
System Techniques After carried out DSRC-based
ETCfield trials project in Taiwan a: SL and LT toll
stations on freeway No.3 for 27 months, millions of electronic toll transactions help ChungHwa Telecom
Company (CHV got plentiful achievements and
experiences on ETC related technologies. At the same
time, CHT has invested in development of ETC related
producfs and technologies since 1998. The products we
developed include no: only DSRC-based ETC including
IR and 2.45Ghz microwave technologies, but also new
ETC technology based on Vehicle Positioning Sysrem
(VPS). We have tested all those technologies for different
traffic sifuations and climate condition for evaluating the
suitable toll collection technologv. In this paper, we will
share the VPS experience and its test results on
expressway No.66 in Taiwan, and propose some research
topics for reference.

III EXISTING SYSTEM
The RFID reader and identity verification through the
internet to bind the driver’s behavior and driver’s license
account to manage the driver’s authority and
responsibility attribution of the actual control. In existing
system,the UHF based signal recovery and collision
detection system is used in that also there no automatic
process.The Existing manual paper work is carried. We
need to wait for longer time for the toll payment. There is
no automatic process is achieved.

figure 1 represents the use of simple anti-collision
algorithms such as a dynamic frame slotted Aloha
(DFSA) algorithm. With our novel collision detection and
signal recovery anti-collision algorithm, the RFID reader
can retrieve multiple valid communications from each
collided slot in a DFSA-based anti-collision protocol.
IV PROPOSED SYSTEM
Zigbee hardware is connected in vehicle and toll end.
Vehicle details are registered in the main server along
with the bank details as well as Vehicle ID which is
Zigbee ID. In the user registration part two accounts are
enrolled. first one is the main account which is called
default account. If balance is insufficient in the first
account then automatically amount is taken from the
second account. When vehicle comes nearer to the toll
Zigbee from the vehicle communicates with the Zigbee
attached in the toll automatically vehicle ID is
communicated and amount is subtracted from the bank of
the concern user. Using RFID card we identify the theft
vehicle . RFID card is embedded on every vehicle and
RFID reader is embedded on every signal , So when theft
vehicle is crossing on signal reader will compare with the
database and identify the vehicle. The hardware
requirements may serve as the basis for a contract for the
implementation of the system and should therefore be a
complete and consistent specification of the whole
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system. They are used by software engineers as the
starting point for the system design.

ii.Theft vehicle application and RFID reader
When the vehicle was missing it is upload on the theft
vehicle application.It involves the user registration details
and vehicle details and submitted into the appliction.The
another part is the RFID reader Using RFID card we
identify the theft vehicle . RFID card is embedded on
every vehicle and RFID reader is embedded on every
signal , So when theft vehicle is crossing on signal reader
will compare with the database and identify the vehicle
and automatically shared the vehicle location to the user.
Once user shows the RFID Card which contains all the
vehicle License details of the owner, which is verified
automatically by the police and in case of any deformity
penalty is collected from the account itself.

Figure 2 proposed system for toll payment
It shows what the systems do and not how it should be
implemented. The software requirements are the
specification of the system. It should include both a
definition and a specification of requirements. It is a set of
what the system should do rather than how it should do it.
The software requirements provide a basis for creating the
software requirements specification. It is useful in
estimating cost, planning team activities, performing tasks
and tracking the team’s and tracking the team’s progress
throughout the development activity. Once user shows the
RFID Card which contains all the vehicle License details
of the owner, which is verified automatically by the police
and in case of any deformity penalty is collected from the
account itself.

VI SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND
IMPLEMENTATION
The proposed framework is an efficient IOT automatic
toll payment system where the server side stored the user
details,vehicle details and bank details.when the user
reaches the toll from the certain distance it automatically
communicated and the amount is detected and the
notification is sent to the user mobile that the given
amount was detected.Using the rfid card we identify the
theft vehicle when it reaches the signal.

V WORKING SYSTEM
i. Automatic toll payment with multi account:
Today more number of vehicles are moves anywhere but
in every area toll gates are there and they collect some
amount based on their vehicles. Zigbee hardware is
connected in vehicle and toll end. Vehicle details are
registered in the main server along with the bank details
as well as Vehicle ID which is Zigbee ID. In the user
registration part two accounts are enrolled first one is the
main account which is called default account. If balance is
insufficient in the first account then automatically amount
is taken from the second account. When vehicle comes
nearer to the toll Zigbee from the vehicle communicates
with the Zigbee attached in the toll automatically vehicle
ID is communicated and amount is subtracted from the
bank of the concern user. . If the balance in the owner’s
account is low or if the vehicle is not equipped with an RF
system, the toll gate remains close.

Figure 3 is the system architecture for the proposed
system. The user crossing the toll gate pay the amount via
the banking system the vechicle attached the rfid card
once it crossing the siganl it is scanned by the rfid reader
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if any theft vechicle is identified it is automatically shared
the vechicle location to the user.
Module-1:Registration/login
In this module, we will create registration part. In this
register the owner name, bank details and vehicle details.
In this Module User details including Name, Mobile
number, Email ID, Vehicle ID ( Zigbee ID), Default
Bank, Secondary Bank & etc are collected and stored in
the main server for further transaction.

Module-2:User registration and bank details
When we click the admin page it enters into the user
registration or vehicle details page once the deatils are
filled and click into the register button then the vechicle
details are stored.On the same format the bank details also
stored.

Figure 6
Figure 4

Figure 7
Figure 6 and 7 are the user registration/vehicle details and
bank details part.

Figure 5
Figure 4 and 5 are the registration and upload screens.
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Figure 8 shows the amount detected from the toll
plaza.once the amount was detected it sends the
notification message to the user.

Figure 8
Figure 9
Module-3:Vehicle theft detection application
In this module, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), is
integrated along with the vehicle for unique identification
of vehicle chasis number. RFID (vehicle chasis number)
is communicated to the charging bunk server so that the
vehicle ID is verified only then the charging is initiated in
the bunk server. We also deploy an application for posting
compliant for vehicle theft, user need to register the
complaint with respect to the vehicle chasis number. Once
the vehicle chasis number is identified in the centralized
server, then automatically alert is created in the bunk so
that once theft vehicle is identified then automatically,
charging is no initiated from the bunk.

Figure 10
Figure 9 and 10 shows the complaint posted for the
missing vehicle in the application.
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Module-4:RFID Reader/Scanner
The rfid card is attached to the every vehicle.the rfid card
shows the vehicle owner license and other
documents.when the vehicle crossing the signal it will be
scanned by the police using the rfid reader.And also
checks or compares with if any vehicle is matches with
the missing vehicle in the theft vehicle application. If any
theft vehicle is identified it sends the location to the user.

VIII CONCLUSION
Overall, Automatic toll payment is achieved when the
vehicle approach the toll gate. Zigbee based
communication is used for payment through user details
are transferred via Zigbee. Payment is made from the
default account, in case of insufficient balance then
amount is subtracted from the second account. The theft
vehicles are identified using the vehicle theft
application.By this we can reduce the theft of
vehicles.And the documents are scanned by the rfid
scanner it saves the time consuming and also finds the
theft vehicle.
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The aim of our project is to collect the toll amount
automatically from the registered bank details from a
particular distance so this process will surely avoid
manual payment system. Automatically identify the
vehicle details without paper process. Automatic toll
payment system.Reduces waiting time for payment.
Integration of multiple banks so as to process payment
very easily.
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Posture Detection and Alerting System Using
Rtsc Algorithm
A.Kumaresan., M.SureshAnand, K.Deepak Keshav , G.Karthikeyan, B.Vigneshwaran

Abstract: In order to detect and correct the posture we
developed a wearable garment integrated device to sense the
posture of the user and analyze the posture within the device to
alert the user remotely. Further the posture data are sends to the
server to analyze the data in detail. Device contains the
accelero-meter sensor to detect the angle of the user. From the
angle the posture is calculated using the microcontroller in the
device. The posture is analyzed and if bad posture is detected then
the buzzer sensor present in the device alert the user to correct the
posture. The bad posture data are sends to server through the wifi
module present in the device. The data are stored in the database
along with time, date and device id. The month wise statistical
graph is developed from the data in the database. Daily analyzes of
the posture data is done to provide the average posture of the user
and worst posture of the user. The report of the analyzed data can
be generated in the website through user authentication.
Index Terms:: Posture, accelero-meter, buzzer, wifi module,
posture correction, report, and wearable device.

accelero-meter is an electromechanical sensor that measures
acceleration forces.
The improvement of MEMS advancement has changed the
primary accelero-meter applications, making them more
diminutive, lower control and progressively precise. We
provide a solution for the users who suffer from this bad
posture problem by alert the user to correct their posture by
using MEMS accelero-meter sensor measurement. The
MEMS accelero-meter will be attached to a wearable
garment. Using the node mcu esp8266 and the accelero-meter
we provide a solution to alert the user to correct the posture
and website interface to long term monitoring of the user
posture along with the report generation facility for their
reference when they consult a doctor. The report comes
handy for the doctor’s reference to identify how bad the user
posture and how much improvement the user showed. With
the report generated from the website proper exercise to
recover from the damage occurred due to bad posture..

I. INTRODUCTION

II. RELATED WORK

Changes in the general public workforce in the most recent
decades has constrained the grown-up populace to invest
extensive stretches of energy in a sitting position in the work
environment that combined with an inactive way of life at
home is related to medical issues, for example, back and neck
wounds. This issue is brought about by terrible posture of a
human body. Posture is the situation in which we hold our
bodies during the actions like standing, sitting, or resting etc.
Without the posture and the muscles that control it we might
have chance of basically tumble to the ground. Great posture
is the right arrangement of body parts bolstered by the perfect
measure of muscle strain against gravity. Great posture
encourages us keep joints and bones also maybe in right
arrangement so our muscles can be utilized accurately and
lessens the weight on the tendons holding the spinal joints
together, limiting the probability of damage.
The carelessness of the bad posture leads the
human beings to the problem of serious backbone issues.
When the individual is aware of his posture and tries to
correct the posture,it will be stored as the muscle memory,
thus helping that individual adapt to a good posture.But the
user needs to be aware of the posture because, when the user
is working,the individual’s concentration will be on the work
he is doing.So many investigation groups have been working
in order to solve the problem of an incorrect posture.An
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Intelligent Chair Sensor works on Classification and
Correction of Sitting Posture by L. Martins and etal. provide
a solution to correct the incorrect posture by intelligent chair
sensor. The posture is detected by using the pressure sensor
attached to the intelligent chair. The posture classification is
done by five institutionalized postures trained through neural
networks. The posture correction is done through of the
changing angle of the chairs seat and backrest by changing
the pressure pneumatic bladders present in chair [7].
A RTSC(Real Time & Self Calibrating ) Algorithm Based
on Tri-axial Accelero-meter Signals for the Detection of
Human Posture and Activity done by Davide Curone and
etal. provides a algorithm for detecting the human posture in
realtime using tri-axial accelero-meter.The algorithm
converts the accelero-meter values into readable values for
the processing of data. The microprocessor directly attached
to the sensor transimmit a reduced time of the information
and the bit map.This algorithm also provides an real-time
activity level detection for elderly surveillance using one
tri-axial accelero-meter [1].
Bearing defect detection using on-board accelero-meter
measurements by Dr. John Donelson and etal. is used to
detect the working of the roll bearing in the railroad freight
cars. Vibration signature of the roll bearing is detected using
the accelero-meter onboard. This reading is analyzed to
develop the algorithm to detect the bearing defect. It uses
both the ordinary and spectral analyze of the data
accelero-meter to detect the known defect of the ball bearing
[2].
Wearable & Ambient Sensor-Fusion for the Characterization
of Human Motion by Douglas
McIlwraith and etal. uses the
accelero-meter and gyroscope
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to detect the detailed 3D posture of the user. The device is
used to monitor the elderly and chronic disease patient in
their homes. The data from the accelero-meter attached to the
ear and gyroscope attached to the body so that the full body
posture is mapped using the algorithm. The continuous
monitoring helps the algorithm to be trained to know the
constant pattern of the user so if there is any change in that
patterns then the device detect the neurological changes [8].
Forward flexed Posture Detection for the Early-Parkinson’s
Disease Symptom by Wen Shao Wu and etal. proposes a
device that detects the chronic disease such as Parkinson’s
and also Alzheimer’s diseases using a single axial
accelero-meter to form a linear transformation of forward
flex of the user. Algorithm based on CORDIC is used to
convert raw accelero-meter reading into tilting angle of the
user. The accelero-meter is embedded with the
microcontroller and power supply.CORDIC based algorithm
can reach the accuracy 0.1 degree. Further reducing the
complexity time less algorithm is proposed to detect the body
lean forward tilting angle while moving [5] .
Light Weight Online Un-supervised Posture-Detection
through Smartphone Accelero-meter ÖzgürYürür and etal.
proposed to detect the posture of the smart phone using the
accelero-meter present in the Smartphone. It provides the
user state information like sitting, standing, walking and also
running. Lightweight process is used analyze and classify
without any priori information. Online processing is used to
reduce the computational burden and the Smartphone
accelero-meter can also be used in reduced frequencies [6].
Clinical apps of sensors for human-posture & movement
analysis: A review by WAI YIN WONG and etal.proposed
to measurement of human posture and movement is an
important area using accelero-meter, gyroscope, flexible
angular sensor, electromagnetic tracking system and sensing
fabrics. The data collected from this sensor are used for
clinical analyze of the data to provide a human posture
measurement for clinical application [3].
The Design of InLine Accelero-meter Based
Inclination-Sensing System by Xu Yao and etal. used to
measure the tilting angle of the user by tri-axial
accelero-meter. Using the low power microcontroller and
digital accelero-meter accurate measurements are obtained.
Implement a novel algorithm on the microcontroller the raw
data from the accelero-meter is converted in inline angular
form [4]..

Accelero-meter reading measured in the voltages are
converted into accelerations (xG, yG, and zG), measured as
multiples of g by
 xG =(x − V0)/Sx
 yG =(y − V0)/Sy
 zG =(z − V0)/Sz
If the value exceeds the threshold limit for the duration of a
minute the device remains the user to correct the posture
through the buzzer. When buzzer is activated then device
sends posture value to the server using the wi-fi on the device
The accelero-meter reading data that are collected are
stored in database along with the date, time and user id. This
information are analyzed to form real-time monthly
statistically varying graph. The report can be generated in
PDF form which contains graph and analyzed table. The
analyzed table has the highest value and the average value for
every day.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The wearable garment is designed which as an
accelero-meter, node mcu ESP8266 with build in wifi
module and buzzer with a power supply. The web interface
support is also given with an authentication for individual
user. Device the user to correct their posture. Accelero-meter
calculate axis of user upper body A RTSC (Real Time & Self
Calibrating) Algorithm Based on Tri-axial Accelero-meter
Signals is used for calculating human posture and activity
Device compares the posture value with the threshold value
The threshold value normal human posture from Intelligent
Chair Sensor paper Classification and Correction of Sitting
Posture is collected from 5 neural network data which is
normalized and used.
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Graph 1
For the user1 the data from the year 2018 are analyzed. The
data are obtained from the manual model, no actual user are
used to measure the value. From the graph most of the
posture readings are similar for every month.
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Table 2

Graph 2
Ttable1
The graph 3 and table 2 are the data of another user. The both
the user graph improves in the next month. But the maximum
value of the posture of the day does not change much but the
average value considerably decreases for both the user. This
decrease in the average is due to the muscle memory. By
continuously alerting the user the user remembers to maintain
good posture.
V. CONCLUSION

The prototype of the device is been tested on two user.
The graph 2 contains analyzes of every bad posture data of
the user on daily basis in month wise. The table 1 the
average deviation of the posture and the maximum value of
the bad posture are determined.

Posture related problem is major problem in the modern
world. The bad posture causes many health related problem.
Thus our project provides a device to detect and correct the
posture of the user. Article of clothing incorporated gadget
gives a precise and solid proportion of situated stance through
estimation of accelero-meter. The measurement is analyzed
in onboard micro controller to alert the user in a less time. In
addition the web interface is provides platform to analyze
measured reading from the better experience of the user.
From data analyses we come to a conclusion that by using the
device posture average decrease up to 25% from the previous
month. The sensor is cheap and appropriate to wearable
applications with respect to its little size, adaptability, and
effectively modified length
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Abstract
Data mining is one of the leading and drastically growing researches nowadays. One of the main areas in data mining is Information
Retrieval (IR). Information retrieval is a broad job and it is finding information without any structured nature. Infor-mation retrieval retrieves the user required information from a large collection of data. The existing approaches yet to improve the accuracy in terms of
relevant accuracy. In this paper, it is motivated to provide an Information Retrieval System (IRS) where it can retrieve information with
high relevancy. The proposed IRS is specially designed for physically challenged people like blind people where the input and the output
taken/given is voice. The functionality of proposed IRS consists of three stages such as: (i) Voice to Text input, (II). Pattern Matching, and
(III). Text to Voice output.In order to improve the accuracy and relevancy the proposed IRS uses an indexing method called Bag of Words
(BOW). BOW is like an index-table which can be referred to store, compare and retrieve the information speedily and accurately. Indextable utilization in IRS improves the accuracy with minimized computational complexity. The proposed IRS is simulated in DOTNET
software and the results are compared with the existing system results in order to evaluate the performance.
Keywords: Information Retrieval System; Data Mining; Bag of Words; Data Base Maintenance.

1. Introduction
In general IR is an activity is used by a few people for library management, paralegals and the digital library searching system. The
world is growing with lots of changes were more than million number of people are using IR in everyday life like email, web searching.
After sometime the IR system is used for information access and
traditional searching in databases such as, searching an order,
searching a product, searching a document from a digital library and
so on. It is well known that the IR retrieves data from unstructured
databases. The term “unstructured data” means the data is not clear,
semantically overt and the format of the data is undefined. Simply
can say that it is opposite to structured data (example: DBMS,
RDBMS), but in real-time there is no data are not truly unstructured.
Searching information, images, documents and files are created
based on the visual appearance and the properties of the data, document and images. Information retrieval is a challenging problem
where it has been received a considerable attention from most of
the researchers in various fields of image processing, data mining,
information retrieval and computer vision and multimedia systems.
The growth of web technology brings a drastic increase in data usage published in the recent decades, which has been a great challenge to develop efficient information retrieval systems to help all
the users in IR systems. Traditional IR models such as: vector space
model [16], classical probabilistic IR models [15] and language
modeling approaches [13] are used for query based document retrieval and works independently. Web search engines are used for
entity based retrieval [14, 12] used for commercial purpose. An entity based web document retrieval [9-11] are used in the earlier re-

search works to provide a better semantic based document searching. Searching, information retrieval, content based information retrieval systems are still getting urgent demand in the web applications [17], [18]. The retrieval system concentrates on features as
important for information extraction. Most of the paper follows the
feature based IR on content based image retrieval systems [19-21].
Some of the IR systems used to transform in order to decompose
and represent various resolutions, various sizes and various
amounts of information [22-23]. Wavelet transform have been successfully applied to image Denoising [24], image compression [25]
and texture analysis [26]. In [27] the authors propose a new CBIR
system using color and texture features. In this paper texture features are extracted Euclidean distance measure to obtain the similarity measurement between a query text and text in the database.
In [28] wavelet basis was used to characterize each query image and
also to maximize the retrieval performance in a training data set. To
make IRS is more efficient, IRS is not constructed based on all the
entities. It is query independent. For each voice query the index is
selected and then the related data are selected from different location. One the index is matched, then IRS decides the location of the
data and the entities of the index-data from the database. In this paper the information retrieval system is developed using index
searching and pattern matching methodologies. To do
Index searching BOW is used. The contribution of the proposed
IRS work is:
 Speech based Request (input)
 Creating BOW
 Pattern Matching
 Text to Speech reply (output)
Proposed Model

Copyright © 2018 R. Uma, B. Latha. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits
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The proposed model clearly says about the entire functionality of
the proposed IRS and it is shown in Figure-1. Any physically challenged people one who are not able to operate the keyboard can use
this application. In this paper, it is assumed that the application is
developed for online shopping. The user can say about the product
in mic then the voice is converted into text. The converted text is
taken as a keyword for pattern matching in the product database.
During the pattern matching keyword is verified with the BOW in
order to check the product availability. If the keyword is available
in BOW then the other relevant information about the product is
taken from the database, converted into voice, and play back to the
user. It is an advanced application can be used in handheld devices
also.

Fig. 1: Proposed Information Retrieval Model.

Bag-of-Words
One of the most common methodologies to obtain the entire data is
by visual words and it can be applied as text indexing and retrieval
scheme. The index is created from any one of the feature of the data
stored in the DB before persisting newly in the DB. It can be called
as Bag-of Words or bag of feature model. Some of the static terms
are taken from the data and it is maintained as a catalog (BOW).
This catalog is compared with the database data for retrieving the
specific data matched with the catalog. The data retrieval using keywords can predict maximum relevant based data and it satisfies the
customer.
In this proposed IRS, whenever a new product detail is entered into
the database, any one of the data feature is added as index word into
the BOW. It needs not be a numeric or character data type and it
can arrange the entire BOW automatic while inserting a new index.
This automatically arranging of index words helps to compare and
retrieve the relevant data speedily and accurately without computational complexity. For example: when a new data dnis inserted into
the database D, one of the feature from the feature set fi= {f1, f2, fn}
is stored into BOW.
Field-1
D1f-1
:
:
Dnf-1

Field-2
D1f-12
:
:
Dnf-2

…….
…….
:
:
…….

Field-i
D1f-i
:
:
Dnf-i

……
……
:
:
…….

Field-n
D1f-n
:
:
Dnf-n

BOW
D1f-i
:
:
Dnf-i
Fig. 2: BOW Creation.

Each field of the data is considered as separate features and any one
of the field is stored into BOW. In an image retrieval system BOW

is created automatically using LABELME tool. But in case of alphanumeric data the feature has chosen as keyword manually by the
developer according to the convenient. Figure-2 shows the way of
BOW creation and it can be used to compare the product availability in the database.
The data classification and retrieval is based on the BOW index,
where BOW is the structured features taken from all the trained data
inserted in the database. The word stored in the BOW belongs to
the same class and it is behaving like a codebook used to cluster and
classify the entire dataset. The words of all dictionaries represent
frequent structures of all form types. Each word type is represented
by a feature vector. The structural features of a form s j are calculated and are assigned to the cluster center wi (word) with the smallest (Euclidian) distance mini ||sj-Wi||. This distance is used to fetch
the matching BOW for the voice into text (keyword).
Voice –To-Text
A portion of the IRS system is programmed to recognize the speech
(voice), and convert into text using speech synthesization mechanism available in the system library.The inbuilt speech recognition
engine is instantiated initially, then the defined grammar is loaded
in order to recognize the phrases. Adding grammar is used to identify the grammar-name. Each time the grammar is loaded dynamically in order to update the new BOW inserted. This updating can
be obtained by the recognizer update method. In this paper the IRS
listens to the user whether any speech data is entered into the system.
The speech recognition engine is already loaded with the predefined
trained text in the background. Each time speech made one line of
text is displayed at a time in the system. The main advantage of this
system is it will wait for a small interval in order to avoid congestion and proceed with the next BOW. If the speech is understandable by the speech engine then it keeps idle and wait for the next
speech and it won’t create any software breakup.
The speech to text is an application where it does translate words
into text as much as possible due to various countries’ accent variation. Other than the IRS, this voice to text conversion is used in
healthcare, traffic systems, military, telephony and education systems. It is mainly focused for people with dis-abilities. This paper
follows a fuzzy logic based Speech Recognition of Linguistic Content method [1]. In this method a word in a language, speaks in different accents, different speeds of pronunciation and with different
emphasis. For example, the word “vector” of the English language
will be spoken by an American as “vektor”, with curtness at the ‘c’
and at the ‘t’, while a Britisher will speak it as “vectorr”, with emphasis on the ‘c’ and a slight repetition on the ‘r’. Similarly, a Russian will speak this word as “vecthor”, with softness on the ‘t’.
However, the word remains the same, that is, “vector”, with slight
variations with respect to different accents, speeds of pronunciation
and emphasis.
Thus, a single word can be represented as a fuzzy set. However, a
word is too specific so as to fit into a generic model of speech recognition. To have a more general model, the fuzzification of phonemes is more appropriate. This model is therefore applied to spoken sentences. One fuzzy set is based on accents, the second on the
speeds of pronunciation and the third on emphasis. The use of this
method will be especially for speech-to-text conversion, by filtering
out the unnecessary paralinguistic information from the spoken sentences.
Pattern Matching
In this paper the main idea is to search from right to left in the pattern. With this scheme, searching is faster than average. In order to
do this the Boyer-Moore (BM) algorithm positions the pattern over
the leftmost characters in the text and attempts to match it from right
to left. If no mismatch occurs, then the pattern has been found. Otherwise, the algorithm computes a shift; that is, an amount by which
the pattern is moved to the right before a new matching attempt is
undertaken. The shift can be computed using two heuristics: the
match heuristic and the occurrence heuristic. The match heuristic is
obtained by noting that when the pattern is moved to the right, it
must
1) Match all the characters previously matched, and
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2)

To bring a different character to the position in the text that
caused the mismatch.
The last condition is mentioned in the Boyer-Moore paper [3], but
was introduced into the algorithm by Knuth et al. [2]. Following
the later reference, we call the original shift table 𝑑𝑑, and the im̂ . The formal definitions are
proved version 𝑑𝑑
̂ [𝑗] = min{𝑠 + 𝑚 − 𝑗|𝑠 ≥ 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ((𝑠 ≥ 𝑖 𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛[𝑖 − 𝑠] =
𝑑𝑑
𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛[𝑖] ) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚)}
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑚; 𝑎𝑛𝑑
̂
𝑑𝑑 [𝑗] = min{𝑠 + 𝑚 − 𝑗|𝑠 ≥ 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ((𝑠 ≥ 𝑗 𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛[𝑗 − 𝑠] ≠
𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛[𝑗] ) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ((𝑠 ≥ 𝑖 𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛[𝑖 − 𝑠] =
𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛[𝑖]) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 < 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚)}
̂ table for the pattern 𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑏𝑟𝑎 is
The𝑑𝑑
dd
̂ [j]
𝑑𝑑

a
17

b
16

r
15

a
14

c
13

a
12

d
11

a
13

b
12

r
4

a
1

The occurrence heuristic is obtained by noting that we must align
the position in the text that caused the mismatch with the first character of the pattern that matches it. Formally calling this table d, we
have
𝑑[𝑥] = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑠|𝑠 = 𝑚 𝑜𝑟 (0 𝑠 < 𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛 [𝑚 − 𝑠] =
𝑥)}
for every symbol x in the alphabet.This methodology is used to
compare the voice converted text with BOW and with the database.
If the pattern matches the database, then the voice based reply is
produced to the physically challenged people. The voice is produced by converting the relevant record information obtained from
the database and convert into voice.
Text-To-Voice
Text-to-speech synthesis takes place in several steps. The TTS systems get a text as input, which it first must analyze and then transform into a phonetic description. Then in a further step it generates
the prosody. From the information now available, it can produce a
speech signal. The structure of the text-to-speech synthesizer can
be broken down into major modules:
Natural Language Processing (NLP) module: It produces a phonetic
transcription of the text read, together with prosody.
 Digital Signal Processing (DSP) module: It transforms the
symbolic information it receives from NLP into audible and
intelligible speech. The major operations of the NLP module
are as follows:
 Text Analysis: First the text is segmented into tokens. The
token-to-word conversion creates the orthographic form of
the token. For the token “Mr” the orthographic form “Mister”
is formed by expansion, the token “12” gets the orthographic
form “twelve” and “1997” is transformed to “nineteen ninety
seven”.
 Application of Pronunciation Rules: After the text analysis
has been completed, pronunciation rules can be applied. Letters cannot be transformed 1:1 into phonemes because the
correspondence is not always parallel. In certain environments, a single letter can correspond to either no phoneme
(for example, “h” in “caught”) or several phoneme (“m” in
“Maximum”). In addition, several letters can correspond to a
single phoneme (“ch” in “rich”). There are two strategies to
determine pronunciation:
In dictionary-based solution with morphological components, as
many morphemes (words) as possible are stored in a dictionary.
Full forms are generated by means of inflection, derivation and
composition rules. Alternatively, a full form dictionary is used in
which all possible word forms are stored. Pronunciation rules determine the pronunciation of words not found in the dictionary.
In a rule based solution, pronunciation rules are generated from the
phonological knowledge of dictionaries. Only words whose pronunciation is a complete exception are included in the dictionary.

The two applications differ significantly in the size of their dictionaries. The dictionary-based solution is many times larger than the
rules-based solution’s dictionary of exception. However, dictionary-based solutions can be more exact than rule-based solution if
they have a large enough phonetic dictionary available.
Whenever a voice input into IRS it is taken as the query for searching the relevant product from the database. Query enriches expansion is a general strategy used in text retrieval, which is directly
adapted to the BOW model in all kinds of data retrieval. In this project the query expansion is simply taken as index searching with
BOW and pattern matching with the database. There are various
query methods are available like Transitive Closure Expansion
(TCE) [4], and Additive Query Expansion (AQE) [5]. In this paper
the TCE is used for query processing system. Initially the query
word (voice to text) is compared with the index where each visual
word has an index indicating that the entire data is available in the
database or not. This paper doesn’t calculate the score value defining the similarity [6], since the keyword is unique. Using the above
text to speech conversion the voice reply is generated and playwith
the user. The entire functionality of the proposed IRS is given in the
form of algorithms, it can be coded in any computer programming
language and the efficiency can be evaluated.
Algorithm_IRS (string product)
{
Input: voice, product data, initial BOW;
Output: voice
Description:
1) user speech in mic
2) Voice is converted into text
3) Apply a pattern matching algorithm
4) Search text into BOW
5) If(text exists in BOW) then search in DB
6) Voice (“ product details”); // all the fields from the matched
field is converted into voice
7) Else
8) Voice (“product not available”);
9) End
10) If any product insertion then
11) field-i insert into BOW
}
Experimental Setup
The functionality of the proposed IRS is programmed in DOTNET
2010 software and the results are produced. There are 25 systems
are installed in a laboratory in order to evaluate the system performance. In all, the system DOTNET software and the IRS module is
installed. The proposed IRS is programmed, experimented in DOTNET software and the results are given below to analyze the performance. One among the systems is assumed as the server and the
database is installed. The database is a lexical dictionary which consists of a collection of data in the form of rows. Each row consists
of various numbers of columns which is not having appeared like a
table. Another system is assumed as a middleware, having BOW
table, which consists of a set of all inserted index keywords. Whenever a voice input entry to the system it refers the BOW first and
then comes to the database server, which reduces the computational
complexity.
In order to experiment the proposed IRS, a product dataset is taken
from [8] and experimented. 100 different productsare stored in the
database. It is assumed that the most of the product names are
known by the user and it is online shopping. Some of the product
name with some more relevant information about the product is
shown in Table-1. Product code, product name are the two main
features mostly used for searching the product information speedily
in the entire database. Instead of concentrating all modules of online
shopping, it is simply coming to know the product availability and
product price with other relevant information about the product.
The database consists of 15 fields in the table wereon our paper only
5 fields are taken as important information to verify the IRS performance. In common product-code is used as searching indexes, but
here due to voice mining, product name is used as searching indexes.

Product
Code
S10_1678
S10_1949

S10_2016

Product Name
1969 Harley Davidson Ultimate
Chopper
Alpine Renault
1300
1996 Moto Guzzi
1100i

Table 1: Product Information
Buy
Product Description
Price

Product
Line

Quantity
In Stock

Motorcycles

7933

48.81

Classic
Cars

7305

98.58

Motorcycles

6625

68.99

There are 100 data is stored in the table where during searching
computational time is spent only 100 comparisons and data fetching.
For an N number of comparisons the computation time taken is
2N+2.The following figures show that the efficiency of the proposed IRS in terms of accuracy, timeliness and response generations. In order to evaluate the performance, the number of data used
in the database table is changed and verified. The number of data is
changed from 100 to 1000 and the performance is compared.
In this paper the user provides their input as voice through multimedia input device. The voice is recorded and recognized by the
speech engine installed in the system and it is converted into text.
The voice recognition is a big process if the Voice-accent is understood by the speech engine then it converts the voice into text. In
this process, the number of voices is recognized accurately for the
voice input given into the IRS. In order to evaluate the voice recognition accuracy by the IRS, the number of voice input is increased
and the recognition rate is calculated. The number of voice input
may be changed from 25 to 250. Each round of experiments the
number of voice input is increased by 25. Out of the input voice,
the number of voices recognized by the IRS system is calculated
and shown in Figure-3. Still Google-Voice play is also finding difficulties in terms of voice recognition. In the proposed IRS system
the recognition rate is better and it is increased according to the
number of voice input increases. The recognition rate is proportionally increased, according to the number of voice inputs getting increased. After successful recognition, the voice is converted into
text (it is taken as a keyword) for comparison with the BOW. If the
keyword matched with the BOW index, then directly compared
with the database in order to process the pattern matching.

This product is good and u can get world service
Turnable front wheels; steering function; detailed interior; detailed engine;
opening hood; opening trunk; opening doors; and detailed chassis
detailed engine, working steering, working suspension, two leather seats,
luggage rack, dual exhaust pipes, small saddle bag located on handle bars,
two-tone paint with chrome accents, superior die-cast detail , rotating
wheels , working kick stand

reply may be about the product or it is a message saying that particular product is not available and since there should be a compulsory
voice reply for each voice input if it matched with the index. The
execution process is precededwhen the index is matched, else it is
dropped executing the next process. Hence the proposed IRS reduces the computational complexity.
Also Figure-4 shows that the number of voice reply is merely equal
to the number voice input given into the proposed IRS. It cannot be
concluded that the pattern matching will be performed if the keyword matched with the BOW index due to the product may not be
available. The pattern matching algorithms used in this paper find
the distance between the possible patterns obtained from the DB
with the input pattern. If the distance is merely equal to zero, then
the pattern is matched, else it is not matched. According to the pattern matching algorithm, the accuracy is calculated and shown in
Figure-5. The percentage of pattern matching is merely equal to the
percentage of index matching. From this figure, it is clear that the
number of pattern matching is lesser than the number of index
matching. After the index matching successful the appropriate pattern may not available in the database and it affects the pattern
matching accuracy. It cannot be concluded that the accuracy of the
IRS is less. In this paper the accuracy of the entire IR system can be
taken as the average of both index matching and pattern matching.

Fig. 4: Number of Voice Input vs. Number of Voice Output.

Fig. 3: Number of Voice Inputs Recognized vs. Number of Voice Inputs.

If the pattern matched, then the relevant record data are fetched
from the data row then converted into voice again. This text-tovoice conversion is played to the user who passed the voice input.
According to the number of voice input processed, the number of
voice reply is calculated and the quality of the IRS is verified. The
number of voice reply against the number of voices is shown in
Figure-4. Figure-4 says that the voice reply is increased according
to the number of input voice. It is clear that after index matching
the reply can be generated according to the pattern availability. The

Fig. 5: Voice Input Matched With Index and Matched with Pattern Comparison.
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The computational complexity refers the number of statements in
the program to be executed in the compiler and the time taken to
compile. The number of statements in the program decides the compilation time and the compilation time taken by the proposed IRS is
shown in Figure-6. The figure shows that the computational time is
less and it increases, according to the number of inputs increased. It
means that for 100 numbers of data it takes only 4 seconds to make
the entire process of IRS. Also the efficiency can be calculated according to the number of response generation against number of input queries. The number of query response against the number of
input queries is shown in Figure-7. IRS proved that the number of
pattern matching is not depending on the number of index matching
completely. It depends on the index matching and the data availability. This figure shows the number of voice reply (response) provided to the user against the query input. The voice reply is gradually increased according to the number voice query applied. The
accent and the data availability determine the accuracy of the pattern matching and voice reply accuracy.

Fig. 9: Number of Query vs. Pattern Matching Accuracy.

In this paper the number of indices matched and the number of patterns matched is calculated and shown in Figure-8 and Figure-9 respectively. The number of query index matching is proportionally
increased, according to the number of query data and accent. The
number of pattern matching is up and down in scale due to match
pattern and the data availableon the DS. In order to evaluate the
performance the proposed IRS results are compared with the existing approach.

2. Performance analysis

Fig. 6: Computational Time in Terms of Data Size.

Fig. 7: Number Query vs. Number of Response Generated.

The performance of the IRS is evaluated by comparing the mining
accuracy and time complexity with the existing approaches [8]. The
proposed IRS and the existing IR system are using the data-dictionary at the back end. The data dictionary size is 100, 120 and 140 in
terms of number of words. Figure-10 shows the mining accuracy
comparison between proposed IRS and the existing IR [8] system.
It is clear that the mining accuracy obtained by the proposed IRS is
more than the existing IR. To verify the accuracy and comparability
the size of the data dictionary is changed gradually and experimented. In each time of the experiment the mining accuracy is also
gradually increased in proposed IRS and it is greater than the existing IR accuracy. Time taken to process the query and response generation and for pattern matching is computed for the proposed IRS
and compared with the existing IR system. The time taken by the
proposed IRS is lesser than the existing approach time. The experiment is repeated for all the dictionary size 100, 120 and 140, and
the time calculated. The calculated time includes the voice processing, BOW index matching and pattern matching time. The complete processing time for one job in the proposed IRS is, time from
query word is obtained from voice, compared with the BOW, if exists then it compare with the database. Time taken to process the
information retrieved by the proposed and existing is shown in Figure-11. From this figure, it is clear that the time taken by the proposed approach is lesser than the existing approach.

Fig. 8: Number of Query vs. Index Matching Accuracy.
Fig. 10: Data Mining Accuracy Comparison between Proposed IRS and Existing Approach
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Fig. 11: Time Comparison between Proposed IRS and Existing Approach.

3. Run time efficiency
The efficiency of the proposed IRS is calculated while applying IRS
to provide online retrieval and voice reply for large set of database
collection. Comparing with the traditional IR approaches, the overhead of proposed voice based IRS comprises four parts: (i). Converting voice to text; (ii). Matching query words in BOW; (iii). Pattern Matching with DB; (iv). Voice based Reply. The previous research off-the-shelf recognition toolkits could already handle the
entity annotation on queries well with the high accuracy and low
latency. By building BOW using the data features, the overhead of
index matching and pattern matching process is reduced to do information retrieval. It reduces the time complexity and computational complexity and since this proposed IRS can be extended to
large scale data collection, web applications and in wireless network based applications.

4. Conclusion
The main objective of this paper is to develop a data mining model
for physically challenged people using voice. The proposed IRS
uses BOW model in order to retrieve the relevant information from
the data. Comparing BOW reduces the computational complexity
and searching time. In this paper the proposed IRS handle a smart
way of information retrieval approach, which estimate the data
availability by comparing the index in order to reduce the time and
computational complexity. It can be applied for high – dimensional
data entity space. This proposed IRS provides voice to text, text to
voice and visual word comparison for improving the efficiency of
the information retrieval system. From the results it is clear that this
approach is efficient in term of reduced computation complexity,
reduced time and it is a special kind of information retrieval system
helps to social for physically challenge people like blind and no able
to operate keyboard. To further improve the performance of BoW,
can be used to introduce the idea of incorporating spatial information, combining BoW model with global features and query expansion.
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Abstract
Social Platforms such as Twitter, Facebook are not always the good places and when explored there exists a dark side to it. The main
objective of this research is to identify the sentiment of a tweet in twitter and also further analyse a twitter accounts activity. Logistic
regression and text blob are used to identify the sentiment of the tweets, as for the taken datasets they provided the highest accuracy
when compared with other algorithms such as GaussianNB, BernoulliNB, SVM. The datasets are extracted from twitter and split into
training and testing data using which the model is trained to classify the sentiments of a tweet and then the analysis of a twitter account is
done.
Keywords: Sentiment Analysis; Twitter; Logistic Regression.

1. Introduction
With the increasing popularity of the social media platforms it has
become easier for people to communicate their opinions and
views. Platforms such as twitter enables users to communicate
their thoughts and views. Humans portray varying sentiments on a
daily basis on everything and some do so by publicly putting out
either their happiness, sadness, anger, frustration and various other
sentiments in the form of a tweet in twitter. Accessing the datasets
of tweets from twitter help us in analysing the range of emotions a
user goes through a day of whichever they have posted as a tweet
and then analyse it as to the number of people supporting and
further propagating the different kinds of emotions and the time
span of these tweets with varying sentiments. Such deep analysis
of a particular individuals social media platform has many purposes even though a few drawbacks such as fake emotions on tweets
and fake content does exist.
On achieving higher accuracies in such sentiment analysis of
tweets this research work can be further extended to detect the
expression of violence in twitter. In recent times Terrorist groups
such as ISIS have panned out across such social Medias bringing
in the need for more stringent rules for publishing content on such
social media platforms. In the recent times many terrorist activities
have been posted on social media platforms like twitter prior to
the actual attack.

Fig. 1: An Example of a Tweet with Violent Sentiment.

2. Related work
Nakov et al [1] presented an evaluation of a Semantic analysis
task in which two tasks were performed – the sentiment analysis
of the social media content and the natural language processing of
the text. It compares various approaches for analysing the social
media content such as twitter.
Ristea et al [2] focuses on analysing the correlation between crime
and social media. Using spatial correlation and spatial statistics the
crime around stadiums using tweets from twitter are analysed.
Miral et al [3] analysed the raw twitter datasets and compared the
results with various approaches such as naïve Bayesian, Support
vector machine and Random forests.
Desmond et al [4] explored and analysed as to how street culture
is translated online through the conventions of Twitter Internet
threats usually ends in violence or homicide.
Iguider et al [5] proposed his work based on Shukran Sentiment
Analysis system, In this, sentiment analysis is performed and po-
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larity of the text is identified using Naive Bayes classifier and
SentiWordNet and SenticNet. The detection and translation of
language is performed using TextBlob which is a library from
python for processing textual data.

TWEETS RETRIEVAL

3. Proposed method
DATA PREPROCESSING

In the proposed system the tweets are analyzed to identify expressions of varying sentiments. In this the datasets are first extracted
from twitter and noise removal is done on the data (i.e) useless
tweets such as advertisements are removed and then the datasets
are analyzed.
The tweets are analyzed using the logistic regression algorithm
and Text Blob for text translation and analysis. For the obtained
datasets, Logistic regression algorithm gave a result of highest
accuracy when compared to other algorithms such as Naïve
Bayesian, Support vector machine, GaussianNB, RandomForest
classifier [3]. After performing sentiment analysis and identifying
if the nature of the tweet is violent or not the twitter account is
analyzed for its activity. Activity such as Timeline of the recent
tweets and the number of likes and retweets for each tweet and the
source of creation of each tweet are represented graphically

CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM ON
TRAINING DATASET

CLASSIFIED
TWEETS
POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
NEUTRAL

TESTING DATASET

ANALYZING
TWITTER ACCOUNT ACTIVITIES
Fig. 3: Steps for Training a Classifier for Sentiment Analysis.

3.1.1. Obtaining datasets from twitter
1)

Fig. 2: Accuracy of Each Method of Analysis for the Taken Datasets.

3.1. Block diagram
2)
3)
4)
5)

The initial step is to obtain datasets from Twitter. This can
be done by signing up for a developer account which further
provides us with a secret access key through a web app. The
Tweepy package of python uses these 4 codes obtained
from the developer account to obtain the raw datasets from
twitter which are saved in .csv format. A maximum of 300
tweets can be downloaded per run of the code.
Sign up for a developer account in twitter
Note down the consumer key, consumer secret, access key,
access secret
The tweets are mined using python code with Tweepy package
A
sample
of
the
mined
tweets:@elonmusk|961359174230773765|2018-02-07
22:01:02|b'Last pic of Starman in Roadster on its journey to
Mars
orbit
and
then
the
Asteroid
Belt
https://t.co/IWSjRyTr8V’

3.1.2. Performing sentiment analysis on the dataset
1)
2)

3)

Identification of algorithm to use- Logistic regression with
the help of blob words.
The Logistic regression algorithm is chosen as it yields an
accuracy of 80% which is better than Naïve-Bayesian System which has an accuracy of just 70%.
The sentiment analysis of the tweets results in 3 values, 1Positive, 0-Neutral, -1-Negative

3.1.3. Analyzing the twitter account
1)
2)

The twitter account which is identified of expressing violence via tweets is analyzed.
The particular twitter accounts source of creation of the
tweets is identified which would be helpful in tracing back
the location from the tweet was tweeted.
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3)
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The timeline of tweets can also be identified and plotted as a
graph and the people who are siding with the violent expression can also be identified with the number of likes of
the tweet and also the number of retweets.

3.2. Experimental work

Fig. 8: The Percentages of the Sentiment in a Particular Account.

4. Conclusion
Fig. 4:.Polarity of the Sentiments of Each Tweet in the Account.

Perfecting this research work so as to achieve higher accuracies
will help us to identify the sentiment of tweets which will further
help in identifying if there are any violent intention n a specific
tweet. There is a clear potential to be explored adopting the detection mechanisms in addition to the existing methods of detecting
terrorism in social media.
There are still few challenges to overcome involving this system.
Among them are the improvement of accuracy and adaptation to
all languages. Despite the above identified issues, the system
promises a bright future in terms of its implementation.
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Abstract - Traffic signals used to be just hardware devices that ran on fixed schedules but now they have evolved into
advanced network systems. Nowadays intelligent transportation systems are an essential part of ongoing evolution of smart
cities which looks mainly at traffic planning and traffic management. Smart traffic lights do play an important role in traffic
management. In recent studies, it is proven that many traffic lights deployed in practice have many vulnerabilities which is
easy for an attacker to cause accidents and also traffic congestions. Field devices such as traffic signals, toll tag readers,
cameras, and roadside equipment are quite susceptible to tampering. This is often due to their location in remote and isolated
public spaces. In this paper we discuss mainly about the security issues present in traffic systems and the way with which it
can be solved and enhanced and put into real time usage.

vehicles and infrastructure devices in future will be
connected through wireless communications. This
wireless connection would definitely pave the way in
creating a new door for cyber attackers. Even though
it is still not clear what types of cyber-attacks can be
performed, whether such attacks can introduce
critical failure to the system, and what impacts of
cyber-attacks on traffic operations are, it still
possesses a great threat[4]. The current traffic
network systems are found to be more easily
accessible due to the lack of encryption. Also due to
the presence of hardware devices in this network,
they usually lack secure authentication due to the
usage of default usernames and passwords. This
makes the job easier for the cyberattacks to take place
and in turn cause various problems. In fact there are
no enough firewalls to stop illegal action done these
systems and the traffic controller is actually found to
vulnerable to many known exploits done by the cyber
attackers. There have been numerous reports all
around the world how much traffic control has been
exploited and been used to cause various traffic
congestions and data loss.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cybersecurity is an extremely broad topic. To limit
the discussion to this specific area of interest, some
common objectives of a transportation system have
been identified. These objectives can be broadly
summarized as:
1. Operation of the transportation infrastructure
for all modes must be safe.
2. Operating the systems efficiently in moving
people, goods, and services
3. To ensure public interest and public safety
we need to communicate with the public.
There have been various incidents across the globe
where we get to know about numerous accidents.
Some of them are caused because of the manual error
while some of them are due to the security issues in
traffic systems. Even though the adoption of
information and communication technologies on the
traditionally
standalone-hardware-device-based
traffic light systems provide control efficiency, they
do pave a new way for potential cyberattacks.
Cybersecurity risks of traffic light systems suggests
that the degradation of traffic management
performance is mostly due to cyberattack induced
system malfunctions or failures. Conducting risk
analysis is not only an effective means to evaluate the
implications of security vulnerabilities in those
systems but also aids in selecting and enforcing
defensive measures against possible cyberattacks.
Risk analysis paves the way for the authorities of
traffic management to look at the challenges of everevolving cyber threats and attacks.

III. RELATED WORK
3.1 PROPOSED SYSTEM
Usually traffic systems in various cities run on
various independent systems and there is no
interchange of data between most of these systems.
The proposed system can integrate these systems into
a single application and therefore it provides the basis
for various traffic strategies. Also since everything is
situated at one place it can be made more secure and
data security can be made more efficient. Any
cyberattack on any system can be detected with ease
and corrected as it would be easy to find and solve it
because all the systems are integrated. To avoid DOS
attacks which is a possible hostile takeover situation,
we need to encrypt the radio signals that are being
used. Also the traffic controller must take necessary

II. EXISTING SYSTEM
Traffic control systems which are currently existing
are majorly deployed in private wired networks.
Witnessing the growth of wireless technology,
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steps to hide SSID’s of all the systems to prevent
many other attacks. In order to safeguard the system
from illegal entries, all the users should be
authenticated using firewalls. There should be
constant monitor of network traffic in the system by
the necessary officials. Introduction of VLAN
switches through firewalls also would bring down
cyber attacks to a certain extent. Each and every one
should follow the IT Security policies that are given
for usernames and passwords.

CLASSIFICATION
Cyberattack – light
controller compromised
authentication/authorisation
[11]
authentication/authorisation
[11]
denial of service[2,9,12]
denial of service[2,9,13]
Spoofing[1,2,12]
Cyberattack – sensor data
compromised
denial of service[1,9,13]
denial of service [1,14,15]
eavesdropping

3.2 VULNERABILITIES OF TRAFFIC LIGHT
SYSTEMS
Attacks on a traffic system are divided into three
main types namely controller attacks, sensor data
attacks, and physical attacks. (i) Controller attacks
represent attacks that target the light controller.
Attacks that attempt to gain privileged access to the
controllers are classified by authentication and
authorization. During a successful intrusion, the
attacker can cause many denial of service (DOS)
attacks on the traffic light system that results in
intersection to enter an undesired and potentially
dangerous state. This can be done through spoofing
light commands on the light’s controller. (ii) Sensor
data attacks are attacks on the sensor data being
communicated to the controller. Bogus packets are
sent to the access point by malicious parties. In the
Sensys Networks sensors, if an attacker eavesdrops
on sensor communications with traffic conditions S1,
they can resend the same signals at a later time when
traffic conditions are S2 (S2≠ S1) [15].

firmware
modification[1,2,15]
spoofing [1,2,14]
Physical attack compromise
failsafe equipment [2,9,10]
compromise light controller
cabinet
compromise sensors/access
points
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ATTACK TECHNIQUES
password cracking/social
engineering
access to debug
port/memory dump
set all lights to red
set lights to invalid states
change state of intersection
flood access point with
excess packets
alter firmware/disable
sensor/send no data
monitor communication
over network (from sensors
and/or controllers)
upload firmware to access
points
Replay attack/reverse
engineering
tampering/removal/replace
ment of hardware
Failsafe tampering/damage
removal or damage of
sensors

IV. CYBER ATTACK SCENARIOS
Traffic light systems in practice have multiple
vulnerabilities that can be exploited. As the service
set identifier (SSID) of the network is visible for the
attackers, they only need to get the radio of the same
model as the controllers, which can be acquired by
social engineering the manufacturer to sell one [2].
Once the network access is gained, the attacker would
attempt to gain access to the controller. The attacker
could use file transfer protocol (FTP) to write
configuration changes to the controller’s database to
change the light states. Due to the usage of default
usernames and passwords, the attacker can easily find
them directly from the manufacturer. In addition, an
attacker might cause memory dump and reverseengineer the memory information to write changes to
the memory that could result in little state changes or
timing changes. Replay attacks can be performed
when control commands are sent from the control
centre to the traffic lights. If the protocol that is used
to remotely control the lights is standard and not
encrypted, the attacker can engineer his/her own
packets to send commands to the light controller.
With the help of these techniques, an attacker can
gain access to a light controller network, perform
traffic eavesdropping and even control the light
states.

This would create a replay attack, allowing the
controller to operate with misinformed sensor
information. If condition S1 is high traffic North–
South and S2 is high traffic East–West, during a
replay attack, the controller would change from
seeing road condition S2 to condition S1 + S2. The
efficiency of the intersection could be reduced and
might be used for personal gain. Also, some sensors
used in traffic infrastructure are vulnerable to
firmware modification. So this would make the
attacker to reverse engineer the firmware protocol
and exploit authentication issues in the network to
upload modified firmware to the sensors [1]. Physical
attacks directly compromise the hardware. Traffic
light systems are designed in a way so that they can
handle physical system failures which may also help
to reduce the impact of any cyberattacks. However,
coordinated attacks performed through a combination
of cyber and physical mechanisms present a
significant threat to the vulnerable physical systems.
For instance, the MMU that ensures no dangerous
light states being configured (e.g. four-way green) is
done through hardware. If this hardware is damaged
or removed, a coordinated cyberattack would cause
dangerous light states leading to potential massive
damage as well as traffic disruption.

4.1 ASSESSMENT OF CYBERSECURITY
RISKS
As there are various malicious cyber means to exploit
vulnerabilities of traffic light systems to take control
of traffic signals, it is very important to evaluate the
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system conﬁguraation [11]. Allso, password
ds have to
be changed
c
from the factory default. They
y must be
appllied with good practice andd it should bee changed
periodically everry now and thhen [18]. To prevent
maliicious users from imppersonating or
o altering
network,
senssor
commuunication
on
the
encrryption shouldd be used too transmit alll data on
the network. In other words radio signals that are
transmitted must be encryptedd. This requ
uires the
man
nufacturers too enable the ddevices to on
nly allow
know
wn connectioons to makee changes, alsso taking
encrryption andd authorizattion techniq
ques into
acco
ount [15]. We
W should allso authenticcate users
through firewallss and also ennable VLAN switches
through firewalls. There must be constant monitoring
m
of network
n
trafficc by the authoorities so thatt they can
repo
ort quickly in case if any aattack. Comm
munication
betw
ween the senssors and the ccontroller must contain
timeestamps to prrevent sensor data replay attacks
a
on
the network.
n

potential implications and deploy
d
effeective
counterm
measures to address thhe cyberseccurity
concerns. Risk assesssment is now
w a necessaryy for
perceivinng the securrity posture in cyber-phyysical
systems. Consciousneess of the cyber
c
securitty in
traffic liight systems lets the traaffic management
authorityy to determinne and prioriitize measurees to
guard aggainst variouss cyber threatts. Basically, risk
assessmeent is a system
matic approacch to evaluatee the
potential physical imp
mpacts on trafffic networks that
attackers can inflicct by explooiting the cyber
c
vulnerabiilities of traff
ffic light systeems. Traffic light
systems confront
c
a wide range of cyber threats and
a it
is not possible to enum
merate all the possible form
ms of
cyberattaacks. Thus the
t
most likkely cyberatttacks
against thhe traffic lighht systems muust be selecteed by
performinng a vulnerabbility analysiss without fail.. Say
if we are given a set of postulated cyber
c
contingenncies, we woould be ableeto determinee the
cybersecuurity risk off a traffic ligght system under
u
certain trraffic networkk conditions by
b quantifyingg the
followingg equation
R = ∑iP Ki ꞏTi
Where R denotes thee risk; P is the set of cyber
c
contingenncies; and Ki and Ti are the
t likelihoodd and
severity of the ith contingency,
c
respectively. The
severity of
o the resultinng impact andd the likelihoood of
each cybber contingenccy are two keyy elements off risk
assessmeent. The likellihood of cybber contingenccy is
usually derived
d
at thee vulnerabilityy analysis steep by
step by using
u
the probbabilistic appproaches whilee the
severity of
o the resultinng impact is identified
i
withh the
physical implications in
i traffic netw
works.
VING CYBER
R SECURITY
Y RISKS
V. SOLV
NTION AND
D COUNTER
RMEASURES
S
PREVEN

5.1 CYBER
C
SEC
CURITY RISKS MITIGA
ATION
In order to secure inteelligent transportation
man
nagement systtems we need to create a detailed
map
pping of how and where ttransportations systems
interract in a communicationss network [1
19]. Even
thou
ugh it is quuite impossible to do prroper risk
mitiigation assesssment, once these interco
onnections
are properly idenntified and m
mapped, the maximum
m
secu
urity controlss could be aapplied based
d on the
critiically of thee system. C
Changing thee default
cred
dentials of various devices is an essential
coun
ntermeasure to
t stop any ttype of initiaal attacks.
Add
ditional measuures to segmeent off criticaal systems
from
m the general IT network m
must be done. Securing
the transportationn systems onn an isolated
d secured
netw
work throughh a firewall oor any similar device
wou
uld slow downn or prevent atttackers from breaching
high
her securityy systems. Given a set of
coun
ntermeasures, we need to m
make certain trade-offs

While deesigning trafﬁc systems thee security conccerns
should be
b addressed to ensure safety and ordeer in
traffic inffrastructure. Certain
C
changees should be made
m
to the current controollers by the manufacturerrs to
access. Sincee the attackerss can
prevent unauthorized
u
use any debug port too gain accesss, disabling them
was a critical precautiion. Attackerss with the help of
m
dum
mps which revveals
debug poorts causes memory
passwordds and otherr critical daata regardingg the
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to balance cybersecurity versus performance, cost,
and usability. To quantify the effectiveness of
countermeasures, we utilize a popular subjective
decision rule, namely, the minimax-regret
criterion. Here the regret for acombination of
countermeasures under a certain trafﬁc network
condition is deﬁned as the risk under this
condition with
no countermeasures
being
deployed. With this criterion,
the
trafﬁc
management
authority
is fully capable of
prioritizing and implementing the different types of
countermeasures that are acceptable under all
possible
trafﬁc
network
conditions. The
corresponding
countermeasures
manage
to
minimize the worst-case regret shows the general
decision framework for realizing the minimax-regret
approach. Finally, end point protection software
could be used that offer the ability to lock down a
system into a specific configuration thus prohibits
installation and modification of the host.
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